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Welcome from the editor-in-chief
chris.mattos@lexisnexis.co.uk
Editor-in-chief, Tax Adviser

Spring consultations

I

n keeping with the Spring Statement’s
status as not being a fiscal event, no new
tax announcements were made by the
Chancellor. A number of consultations were
launched; these ranged from reforming
the corporate tax regime to addressing the
challenges of the digital economy, to whether
the design of the VAT registration threshold
can incentivise small businesses to grow.
Bill Dodwell reviews the highlights of the
Spring Statement on page 11. Bill welcomes
the calls for evidence and early stage
consultations.
Comments about the Making Tax Digital
(MTD) timetable found their way into the
subsequent debate. Philip Hammond said:
‘We are confident that businesses will be able
to roll out the programme on the current
schedule.’ In response to Labour’s Helen
Goodman’s calls to put it back by a year
because of the very little progress on the rollout of broadband in the countryside he added:
‘Although I readily accept that there is some
disquiet among potential business users, I also
confidently predict to the hon. Lady that once
they have got used to [MTD], they will find that
it is hugely beneficial to them, and that it saves
them a lot of time and angst in their dealings
with HMRC.’

Tax reliefs for charitable giving

On page 20, Anthony Nixon explores some tax
reliefs for charitable giving, covering subjects
such as capital gains tax relief, gift aid, high
income tax relief and the student favourite
IHT grossing up. Anthony also highlights one
of the curious features of the IHT exemption
for charities is that its territorial limits remain
uncertain and explains the saga of the Routier
case.
Some clients have a potential inheritance tax
liability, but are unable to gift away capital, as
they rely on the income they receive from it. On
page 30, Lindsey Holmes looks at the benefits
offered by discounted gift trusts and explains the
practicalities of setting up a plan.

Penalties for late tax returns

On page 36, Keith Gordon considers a recent
Tribunal case where an appeal against penalties
for late tax returns yields an unexpected outcome.
The decision will have potential repercussions on
any situation where the appealable decision made
by HMRC is dependent on a prior decision taken
by HMRC which has not been the subject of an
appeal, particularly in those cases where there are
no statutory appeal rights.

Internationally mobile employees

Once they
have got
used to [MTD],
they will find that
it is hugely
beneficial to them

The increasingly international development
of business and the ease of working remotely
have created greater risks for businesses than
ever before with international workers. On
page 14, Robert Salter explains employers
cannot simply assume that they only need to
consider Social Security obligations for their
European employees in the ‘home location’ of
the company.
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ATT President’s welcome
page@att.org.uk
Graham Batty

It’s (nearly) all about education

B

y far the biggest thrill I have had so far
in my nine months as ATT President has
been to host our admissions ceremony
at the House of Lords. Given that the ATT is an
educational charity it does not get much better
than welcoming new members into the fold
and celebrating their enormous achievement in
passing our exams. Moreover it is a real pleasure
to simply talk with all of the new members and
their guests.
One particular conversation sticks in my mind.
I was speaking with one of the new members
who, like an increasing number now, had come
through the apprenticeship route. But it was
what her father said that particularly hit home.
He explained that he has three children, two
of whom have gone to university and got good
degrees but have no work experience, are
struggling to find a job and are loaded down with
debt. His youngest daughter, he proudly said,
had three years’ solid work experience, no debt
and most importantly a qualification that should
see her in a job for the rest of her career. How he
wished there had been something like this when
he was starting out.
This just convinced me, if I needed it, that our
apprenticeship is a great thing to be involved
with. Being an apprentice is a real alternative
to university and a route from school into the
professions. It is no longer what our parents
and grandparents knew, just for trades like
bricklaying or plumbing. And it is getting better!
In October we launched the new ATT Trailblazer
Apprenticeship which has been developed in
conjunction with employers and is designed
to be even more relevant to the challenges
that apprentices will face in their day to day
professional life. It uses a standards based
approach so it is no longer unit based, rather
it involves on-programme learning. It also
incorporates an end point assessment requiring
the assembly of a portfolio of evidence and a role
simulation.
At the same time we also expanded the ATT
family of qualifications with the launch of three
new, online, foundation qualifications in personal
tax, business tax and VAT. These are ideal for
anyone looking to study the fundamentals of the
UK tax system as well as acting as a springboard
to study for the full ATT qualification. The good
understanding of the principles of tax that
the foundation qualifications give will greatly
benefit people working in financial services as
well as accountants wishing to second staff to
help the tax team during busy periods. A special
version of the VAT foundation qualification, the
VAT Compliance Diploma, is available in Malta
and the Gulf Cooperation Council states. This is
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proving particularly popular and so far about six
hundred students have registered.
While education is at the core of everything
we do we have not been idle in other areas.
The MTD debate continues. We now, of
course, have a deferral in its introduction with
VAT ‘going digital’ from April next year (although
a pilot is taking place this year), income tax not
before April 2020 and corporation tax who knows
when. There are already signs of things slipping
and this all creates uncertainty that everyone
could do without. It does though show the
wisdom of our calls for a pause and not to rush
headlong into something that is going to result
in chaos for HMRC and advisers. There is still a
long way to go but our technical officers, Will,
Emma and Helen, along with the members of TSG
will continue to critically scrutinise the proposals
coming from HMRC and liaise with the key
decision makers. It is in all our interests to make
sure that we end up with something that makes
tax not just digital but doable.
The other burning issue is OPBAS, the new
supervisory body for professional body money
laundering supervisors. Leaving aside the logic
of a separate body to supervise the supervisors
this has all been introduced in a bit of a rush. The
new regime came into force at the beginning of
April and as I write this with a couple of weeks
to go we still do not have all of the final details.
I would though like to pay tribute to the work
done by Jane Ashton on this as a result of which
we are likely to have to deal with a regime that is
both administratively and financially manageable.
Finally, a big thank you to all of the branches
and fellow professional bodies who have invited
me to visit them. It has been a great privilege
to meet so many of you and I hope to continue
this over my remaining three months as ATT
President.

Graham Batty
President, ATT
page@att.org.uk

Being an
apprentice is
a real alternative
to university and a
route from school
into the professions
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ANNUAL TAX
CONFERENCES 2018
The Association organises an Annual Tax Conference which is held across several locations
in the UK. This conference concentrates on topical issues with an emphasis on the practical
issues faced on a daily basis by the Taxation Technician. Our knowledgeable speakers provide
detailed notes and illustrate their lectures with practical examples gained from their
experience in practice. The conference also gives you an ideal opportunity to network with likeminded professionals. Attendance at the Annual Tax Conference will also give you 6 hours of
Continuing Professional Development.
Speakers to include:

Topics will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tax update – what’s new and what 
takes effect in for 2018
Compliance update – the latest on 
MTD & penalties
OMB case study - covering profit 
extraction, succession and liquidation 
Professional standards
VAT and potential Brexit issues
Property taxes - where are we in 
2018?
Employment taxes –2018 update

•
•

Michael Steed
Mike Thexton

FULL D
AY
CONFE
RENCE
9am – 5

pm

Conference pricing:
•
•

A T T m e m b e r s an d s t u d e n t s : £170
The above reduced rate also applies to AAT, ACCA, ICAS, CIMA
and Accounting Technician Ireland Member(s) or Student(s)
N o n M e m b e r s : £240

In addition to the usual conference series the ATT will also be hosting two post-conference events for
employers on 'Making Tax Digital - the 'need to know' for members and their clients'.
Members and non-members of the ATT are welcome to attend on this occasion in both Bristol and
Birmingham. For more information, or to register for the same event in London, please visit
www.att.org.uk/making taxdigital2017 .

City

Date

Venue

Bristol

Tuesday 8th May

Mecure Hotel - Bristol

Belfast

Wednesday 16th May

Radisson Blu - Belfast

Stirling

Wednesday 30th May

Stirling Court Hotel

London

Saturday 9th June

Holiday Inn - Bloomsbury

Haydock

Thursday 14th June

H oliday Inn - Haydock

Birmingham

Wednesday 20th June

Holiday Inn - Birmingham

Newcastle

Thursday 28th June

Crowne Plaza - Stephenson Quarter

VISIT WWW.ATT.ORG.UK/attconfe2018
TO REGISTER AND FOR MORE INFORMATION

SEVEN
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the UK

CIOT Vice-President’s page
vp@ciot.org.uk
Glyn Fullelove

The CIOT and beyond

W

elcome to April’s Tax Adviser. I can
definitely say my year as Vice-President
has considerably broadened my
knowledge of the CIOT.
I really ought to say ‘the CIOT and beyond’; one
of the duties of the Vice-President is to attend the
ATT Council. It has been a pleasure, rather than a
duty, to do so. I would like to thank the ATT Officers
and Council for making me welcome. What has
become very clear to me over the year is that the
ATT is a vibrant and focused organisation, with
a well-defined mission to educate and support
‘Practical Tax People’. One of the most interesting
and important, events I have attended over the
last year was the ATT Foundation Papers and
Trailblazer Launch in October. In providing tax
education in innovative and accessible ways to
a wide range of people working in tax in many
different environments, the ATT is a very important
gateway to the tax profession. With the Trailblazer
Apprenticeship in particular, the ATT has a
qualification likely to prove attractive to a wide
range of employers, providing a firm foundation
for growth in ATT membership, as both HMRC
and the taxpaying community place ever greater
emphasis on all tax professionals having reputable
qualifications. I am also delighted that the CIOT
will be offering a Level 7 Taxation Professional
Apprenticeship. Together with the Tax Pathway
route to ATT & CTA qualification, between us we
have the most compelling offering in education for
tax professionals.
In the Spring Statement the government
announced further consultations around taxing
the digital economy. This follows on from HMT’s
November 2017 position paper. The UK government
has reaffirmed its commitment to taxing corporate
profits where value is created, and has also built on
its suggestion that the digital age has led to a new
type of ‘value-creation’; being value generated by
user participation, where such user participation is
critical to the business model of some companies.
This primarily affects companies such as Facebook
or Airbnb where advertising or commission
revenue is largely driven by how many people
participate on the internet platforms provided
by these businesses. The European Commission
and the OECD have also issued papers with similar
thoughts. It is important to recognise that what is
being considered is, at least from the tax authority
perspective, an improvement to the corporate tax
regime. Currently, the argument goes, some valuecreation is not recognised by our tax code, and this
needs to be rectified. Fundamentally, if there are
profits escaping tax because the current legislation
doesn’t provide a way of taxing or measuring them,
the system needs to change. However, it should be
noted that there are those who remain sceptical
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about the concept of user created value. As stated
in our response to the November HMT paper, and
notwithstanding further explanation of the concept
in the March paper, the CIOT believes it will prove
very difficult to define the value-creation processes
the government suggests should be taxed and to
properly determine the profit attribution rules
that will apply. Moreover, we take the view that it
is likely the overwhelming bulk of value creation in
such businesses is represented by investment in the
platforms themselves. Taxing ‘user participation’
is thus unlikely to represent a major source of tax
revenue. Most importantly, these definitions and
attributions need to be determined multi-laterally,
to avoid multiple taxation of the same valuecreation in different jurisdictions.
All parties seem to recognise the need for a
multilateral long term solution. However, the
political pressures to be seen to be doing something
immediately appear insuperable. It now seems
likely that, as an ‘interim measure’, governments,
including the UK, will seek to tax profits arising from
user participation by levying a tax on revenues
arising in their countries as a proxy for taxing the
profits. The postulated range of such levies is quite
wide – from 1% to 5% or even 6%. Taking a £1
levy from £100 of revenue is equivalent to taking
corporation tax at 19% from profits of £5.26. So,
a 1% levy effectively assumes £100 of UK revenue
results in £5.26 of ‘user participation profit’. Some
internet companies may report healthy operating
margin of around 50%, which would mean such
a levy being consistent with around 10% of profit
generation coming from user participation.
However, a 5% levy would imply more than half of
profits being attributable to ‘user participation’,
and for companies with lower margins (say 25%)
a 5% levy could attribute more than 100% of
profit to user participation by my reckoning. Even
without considering more deep seated objections
to revenue based taxation, it is clear that the scope
for controversy and dispute around such levies is
substantial.
So, life will certainly continue to be busy! I trust
my successor as Vice-President, Peter Rayney, will
enjoy the year to come as much as I have enjoyed
my first year as an officer of the CIOT.

Glyn Fullelove
Vice-President, CIOT
vp@ciot.org.uk

In providing
tax education
in innovative and
accessible ways to
a wide range of
people working in
tax in many different
environments,
the ATT is a very
important gateway
to the tax profession
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2018 ANNUAL RETURN

CHANGES

ATT AND CTA MEMBERS
Wh a t y o u n e e d t o k n o w
• In November 2018 we will be writing to you asking you to
complete the Annual Return for 2018 and pay your 2019
membership subscription.
• Therefore unlike in previous years we will not be writing to
you in May regarding the Annual Return.
• The 2018 Annual Return will be completed on a calendar
year looking at the period 1st January 2018 to 31st
December 2018.
An y q u eri es pl ease w ri te to m e m b e r s h i p @ t a x .o r g .u k

TAX PSYCHOLOGY

Nudging taxpayer
behaviour

KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

The idea behind nudge theory is that
policy doesn’t always have to require
people to do one thing or another.
Offering them gentle directional
guidance can encourage people to make
the ‘right’ choice when decisions loom.
zz
What does it mean to me?
Going beyond ‘Nudge’ itself into the use
of behavioural insights to inform policy
choices is now well embedded in the
policy setting process.
zz
What can I take away?
Understanding how this theory works
can enable you to understand how
it can be used in policymaking, and
harness its power for your own clients.
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Andy Lymer considers the influence
of nudge theory in tax policy

N

udge theory has now been
around for 10 years. The idea
behind this theory is that policy
doesn’t always have to require people to
do one thing or another. Offering them
gentle directional guidance, like putting
healthy foods on eye level shelves in
shops, can encourage people to make
the ‘right’ choice when decisions loom,
while still allowing people choices to
opt for the ‘less healthy’ options if they
so wish. While clearly not suited to all
policy areas, tax is one area in which
‘nudge’ has found a home alongside
other notable success stories in areas
such as health policy, organ donation
and charitable giving.
In the April 2017 issue of Tax Adviser,

Diana Onu and I explored a selected
history of academic psychologists’ work
as it has been applied to individuals’ tax
compliance behaviours. We highlighted
how this work stretched back to the
1950s in exploring how to develop cooperative approaches to voluntary tax
compliance to sit alongside the more
long-standing deterrence approaches
then more widely applied – with varying
success.
A modern outworking of this research
has been encapsulated in so-called
‘NUDGE’ theory (an acronym describing
various approaches to gently motivating
desired choices put forward by Richard
Thaler and Cass Sunstein in their 2008
book entitled, ‘Nudge – improving
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decisions about health, wealth and
happiness’ – work ultimately contributing
to Thaler’s 2017 Nobel Memorial Prize in
Economic Sciences for his wider work in
this area). The key principle of this theory
is, in essence, that sometimes people
need a gentle push to do the right thing.
Along with wider insights from
behavioural economists suggesting the
need for a greater role for persuasion
over regulation in policy setting, this
theory found lots of support amongst
those involved in various public
compliance areas, including in the area of
tax, in the UK Government – even to the
extent of the book becoming required
Conservative MPs’ reading that summer.
This resulted in 2010 in the creation of
the ‘Behavioural Insights Team’ (BIT) as
part of the Cabinet Office. It was claimed
at the time, this was the world’s first
government institution dedicated to
the application of behavioural science.
While Nudge is only one part of a wider
field of behavioural insights, so central
was Nudge theory and principles to this
Team’s perceived activity it even became
nicknamed the ‘Nudge Unit’.
A review of the work of this Team since
its creation is provided in an article by
Simon James of the University of Exeter
published in 2015 (in the International
Journal of Applied Behavioural Economics,
April–June 2015, Vol. 4 No. 2) in which he
charts their not insignificant successes in
the four years to the point of the drafting
of that paper (and prior to this Team
becoming a social purpose company in
that year still partly owned by the Cabinet
Office but now operating outside of
Government).
James describes the various areas in
which their work had significant impacts
– particularly highlighting health policy,
organ donation and charitable giving –
but attributed less success to their impact
in the area of finances and taxation. At
one level, he argues, the tax system has
always provided an element of nudging
behaviours and made use of behavioural
insights, even before we specifically
referred to it as such – with various tax
concessions and reliefs providing financial
incentives to ‘do the right thing’ (e.g. save
into a pension) over other options (e.g.
spending all your income now) without
providing specific penalties for not so
doing if the taxpayer choses not to. This
feature of being ‘easy and cheap to avoid’
is in fact one of the core principles of
what Thaler and Sunstein deem a nudge
to be.
A pure nudge, in the Thaler and
Sunstein sense, does not inhibit freedom
of choice. This does somewhat limit is
use as a policy tool as it can only strictly
be used where freedom to disregard the

PROFILE
Name Andy Lymer
Position Professor of Accounting and Taxation, Deputy Dean:
Birmingham Business School
Organisation University of Birmingham
Tel 0121 414 8307
Email a.lymer@bham.ac.uk
Profile Professor Lymer teaches and researches UK and international
taxation. He is co-author of Taxation: Policy and Practice, the 25th edition of which will be
published in August 2018 and of Comparative Taxation: Why Tax Systems Differ, published
in September 2017. He is Director of the Research Centre on Household Assets and Savings
Management, who produce research on the role of assets and their distribution in people’s
lives, from pensions to housing to savings.
proposed better path is allowable (i.e. not
strictly directly applicable therefore to
tax compliance issues). There are many
instances where policy interventions
are proposed that carry a desire to be
much stronger than this would allow –
pension auto-enrolment perhaps being
a recent such example where to opt out
is no longer a costless option but where
specific effort has to be undertaken
to achieve that result, and where this
effort has to be repeated (once every
three years in this case). As such, autoenrolment pension policy, as operated in
the UK currently, is arguably not a nudge
policy in the strictest sense.
However, where choice can be allowed
(even if not considered desirable),
nudge can have success over outright
deterrence strategies. For example, an
article in the Evening Standard in 2014
discussed a policy intervention in tax
(using white envelopes instead of brown
and handwriting addressees’ names
to nudge more favourable compliance
results out of taxpayers being contacted)
produced a 10% increase in response rate
and a 16% rise in people paying tax.
There is a more fundamental criticism
of nudging – namely the extent to which
any government can be trusted to know
best for the multitude of decisions
an individual should make across any
number of things to do with their life.
However, assuming that we have to
accept that is an unavoidable aspect
of living together in a society that is
government led, a nudge principled policy
does at least leave the recipient with a
choice whereas other policy approaches
may not do so. Thaler and Sunstein
tackle this challenge head on referring
to the need to provide what they call
‘libertarian paternalism’ in policy making
– paternalism with liberty still preserved.
As such, they would argue, this is the
acceptable face of paternalism and as
such should be a welcome addition to
policy setting toolkits.
So where has nudge theory affected
recent tax policy making? Rational
economics perspectives (such as
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arguing that the presence of penalties
will induce people to pay their full tax
obligations) cannot alone explain why so
many taxpayers are largely voluntarily
compliant. There are clearly psychological
(or other) factors at play in the
compliance decision-making of individuals
that drives some of the motivations for
their choice of behaviour. Here is where
‘nudge’ or behavioural insight motivated
policies can be effective in encouraging
people towards making the ‘right’ choice
– in this case to be more voluntarily
compliant than a taxpayer may otherwise
be. At the same time doing so in a cost
effective way compared to equivalently
achieving deterrence approaches that
create resistance in at least some
taxpayers.
So has this been proven in practice
to work? A second piece by Simon
James helpfully assists with this analysis
(Taxation and Nudging – Chapter 17 in
the Handbook of Behavioural Economics
and Smart Decision Making, Morris
Altman (ed), Edward Elgar 2017). He
highlights that tax authorities have long
included a range of factors and attitudinal
differences in developing their compliance
strategies and taxpayer responses – even
before Nudge encapsulated these ideas
in their neat acronym. James highlights
examples in Australia and New Zealand
from the early 2000s where this was
expressly advertised as such and where
different responses were provided by the
tax authorities to different taxpayers on
similar compliance issues where it was
considered likely that their motivations
were different and that such different
responses would elicit the desired
outcome. This might range from jumping
directly to using the full force of the law
on those deemed to have already decided
to be non-compliant, to making it very
easy to comply where it was deemed to
be likely the taxpayer was willing to be
compliant, with just a little persuading.
Another area in tax compliance under
development in the UK, and specifically
related to nudge approaches, can be found
in the drive towards pre-populating tax
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return information (a system pioneered in
Nordic countries in the 1990s). Where such
information can be alternatively sourced
than from the taxpayer directly, and then
shared with the taxpayer at the point of
their tax filing, this will induce compliance
by default (by ‘default’ in fact being the
‘d’ approach in the acronym NUDGE). A
taxpayer has to make a positive choice to
alter such data they know the tax authority
then must hold on them, and are much less
likely to do so unless that data is proposed
in error. They are ‘nudged’ into including
data they might otherwise have left out, or
that could provoke confrontation if revealed
to be known about by the tax authority
later once a tax return is filed without that
information. Pre-population is now widely
used across many other countries including
Australia (from 2006), Austria, France, Italy
(from 2015) and Spain (from 2003).
The use of norms to nudge behaviour
is another area closely related to the use
of these principles. Several examples can
be found of tax authorities using different
emails or letter messages to encourage
compliant behaviours. The Behavioural
Insights Team, working with the World Bank
and Government of Costa Rica demonstrate
one such case with a large scale randomised
control test in Costa Rica for their 2014 filing
return period. The trial involved supplying
different mixes of email and letter based

messaging and third-party information to
induce higher rates of small company tax
filing to occur – with impressive results
(Brockmeyer, A, Hernandez, M, Kettle, S.
and S. Smith (2016) ‘Casting the tax net
wider’, World Bank Group Policy Research
Working Paper 7850). The BIT had also
carried out similar work for HMRC in 2011
and 2012 using ‘behaviourally-informed’
social norm messages to more than 200,000
late filers across those years (the most
successful of which producing £4.9m in
extra revenue across a 23 day trial in the
first year and £9m in the second year –
Hallsworth, M, List, J., Metcalfe, R and
I. Vlaev (2017) The behaviouralist as tax
collector: using natural field experiments
to enhance tax compliance, Journal of
Public Economics, 148, 14-31). BIT’s 2016-17
Update Report also details their largest
yet intervention using social norms
reaching almost 750,000 taxpayers in
Mexico moving into the formal sector
from previously operating in the informal
sector. This work involved encouraging
them to register their employees for
social security where they were failing to
do so traditionally, leaving their workers
exposed to remaining outside the social
security safety net.
A similar study by the French tax
authority in the same year is highlighted in
a report by the Joint Research Centre (the

European Commission’s in-house science
service) in their 2016 report, Behavioural
Insights Applied to Policy (EUR 27726 EN).
This involved nudges to use the internet
for filing by those known to have online
access but who weren’t using online filing.
In this case social norms and loss aversion
was used to try and create a conversion
to online filing. The campaign led to a 10%
increase in online use for tax filing.
It seems that Nudge therefore is
likely to be here to stay as it moves into
its second decade of life. Going beyond
Nudge itself into the use of behavioural
insights to inform policy choices is now
well embedded in policy setting process.
It is playing an effective role in adding to
the policy arsenal of tax authorities to
help them develop co-operative solutions
to encouraging compliance and to sit
alongside continuing use of deterrence
solutions, which are themselves being
used perhaps now in different ways and
on different taxpayers than might have
been the case in the past in part due
to behavioural insights into their most
effective use. The role of academics
in helping develop these approaches
has been important both to develop
the theories initially, to lead the way in
showing how they can be implemented,
and in providing evidence of their
effectiveness when applied.
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SPRING STATEMENT

Spring to mind
Bill Dodwell reviews the highlights of the Spring Statement
the registration threshold would also bring
potentially millions more businesses into the
Making Tax Digital for VAT record-keeping
and filing system.
The government has also decided to
tackle ‘the scourge of single-use plastic
littering our streets, countryside and
coastline’. The call for evidence asks how
changes to the tax system or charges could
be used to reduce the amount of single-use
plastics by reducing unnecessary production,
increasing reuse, and improving recycling.
There must be an opportunity to use a
combination of charges and grants – similar
to the approach taken in landfill taxes.
One of the fundamental parts of the
UK tax system is PAYE – the idea that a
central employer should carry out the work
of reporting and deducting tax from its
employees. Online platforms are playing
an increasing part in the UK economy and
there’s a call for evidence on how platforms
could take on a similar role to employers.
Platforms could help those selling goods or
providing services to manage their tax affairs
by deducting tax and reporting details to
HMRC. They could also play a role in helping
individuals to save for retirement, or indeed
generally. This could become a positive role,
as well as helping to reduce tax evasion. The
call for evidence asks how this vision could
become a reality.
There are then lots of consultations
on measures announced at the autumn
Budget. The first picks up on another part
of the digital economy: VAT split payments.
The aim is to utilise payments industry
technology to collect VAT on online sales
and transfer it directly to HMRC. It is
hoped ‘this would significantly reduce
the challenge of enforcing online seller
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compliance and offer a simplification for
businesses.’ The intention is that one of
the parties in the chain – either the issuing
(customer’s) bank, a merchant acquirer,
a payment service provider (PSP), a card
scheme, or the merchant’s bank – should
‘strip’ the VAT from the customer’s
payment and pass that VAT directly to
HMRC. The balance of the money would
pass to the platform and supplier, as
currently. The consultation asks which
party should collect the VAT, as well as the
enabling details.
One of the long-term issues for the
UK economy is how individuals will adapt
to the development of new technology,
such as artificial intelligence. Many
individuals would benefit from
additional training – and the autumn
Budget promised tax relief for training
financed in whole or part by employees
or self-employed individuals. HMRC’s
analysis suggests around 860,000
employees self-funded work-related
training in 2016. The vast majority of
these employees would not have been
able to deduct the costs of this training
for tax purposes under the existing rules.
An estimated further 570,000 nonworkers and students also self-funded
work-related training in 2016. The aim is
to extend the existing tax relief to those
wanting to upskill or retrain, particularly
those who want or need to change
career, whilst preventing misuse on
recreational activities, and is affordable.
Focusing on medium term changes
to the UK tax system is exactly what the
Spring Statement should do – we should
welcome the calls for evidence and early
stage consultations.
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T

he CIOT and its partners in the Better
Budgets: Making Tax Policy report
were delighted that Chancellor
Philip Hammond stuck to his promise
not to introduce new tax measures in his
inaugural Spring Statement. There was even
more delight when the Treasury produced
its online list of open and closed tax
consultations – another recommendation.
Tax specialists found a number of
consultations – both from the autumn
Budget and new areas. Let’s start with the
topic of the moment: the taxation of the
digital economy. The Treasury released
an update to the autumn Budget position
paper, giving more detail on the rationale
for a different approach to the normal
idea of taxing activities based on physical
presence. It states ‘the development of
certain business models has challenged our
understanding of how and where companies
create value’. The preferred solution is
reform of the international corporate tax
framework to reflect the value of user
participation and attribute taxable profits to
user locations. The government supports the
EU’s proposed interim solution of revenuebased taxes on digital advertising and value
derived from platforms.
There are calls for evidence in several
areas, to frame a future consultation.
Perhaps the most interesting is the call for
evidence on the VAT threshold, which follows
the Office of Tax Simplification VAT report.
‘The current design of the VAT registration
threshold may be dis-incentivising small
businesses from growing their business and
improving their productivity.’ The UK’s VAT
threshold of £85,000 is the highest in the EU
– and there is clear evidence that there are
many businesses with sales just below the
threshold. The challenge is that reducing the
threshold would add a major cost to existing
businesses, which they might find difficult to
pass on to customers. There are two possible
solutions. The first is to allow a business
affected to keep part of the output tax it
now needed to charge. The second could
be to look at individual sectors and impose
VAT without a threshold. An example from
Australia of this approach is in relation to
taxis – where there is no threshold. Cutting

STAMP DUTY

Clearance services
zz
What is the issue?

The recent Air Berlin decision has had an
effect on stamp duty in the context of
clearance services and depositaries.
zz
What does it mean to me?
Where shares in UK incorporated
companies are being issued or
transferred into a clearance service or
depository receipt issuer the 1.5% charge
to stamp duty and SDRT will apply unless
HSBC Vidacos or Air Berlin applies to
disapply the 1.5% charge.
zz
What can I take away?
Although Air Berlin now means that
certain transfers of shares into a
clearance service or depositary will be
exempt from the 1.5% charge this is
limited to a narrow set of facts.

The basic 1.5% charge

I

n general terms, clearing is the process
of reconciling purchases and sales
of financial instruments between a
buyer and a purchaser whereby a clearing
house (appointed by an exchange) acts
as a ‘central counterparty’, matching
and guaranteeing the performance of
securities ordered and placed by buyers
and sellers on an electronic share trading
system. The clearing house will usually
validate the availability of the appropriate
funds, record the transfer, and where
appropriate ensure the delivery to the
buyer of the securities.
Although the stamp taxes statutes do not
define the term clearance service, HMRC
Stamp Taxes state in their Stamp Duty on
Shares Manual (at STSM052010) that: ‘[A]
clearance service is, typically, a system for
holding securities and offering a facility to
trade and settle those securities within the
system by book entry. Once deposited in a
clearance service, securities can remain in
the system indefinitely and can be traded
without a change in the underlying company
share register, as the legal title of the
underlying securities remains in the name of
the clearance service or that of its nominee.
Interests in securities can therefore be
traded and settled between members of
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Georgina West provides an overview
of the recent Air Berlin case on
stamp duty in the context of
clearance services and depositaries
the clearance service without using paper
instruments’.
It is, however, typical that the registered
title to the securities deposited with the
clearance service will in fact be held by a
nominee for the clearing house. The Stamp
Duty on Shares Manual (at STSM056040)
contains a list of clearance service
nominees and depositary receipt nominees
that are recognised by HMRC Stamp Taxes.
In general terms, a depositary receipt
is a negotiable financial instrument
usually issued by a bank to represent a
company’s securities. It may be necessary
to use a depositary receipt where shares
in a foreign company are to be listed
on an exchange other than that which
the company is incorporated under.
As depositary receipts are commonly
used in the US (over foreign securities) a
depositary receipt is frequently referred
to as an American Depositary Receipt
(‘ADR’). Once the underlying securities are
deposited with the depositary, legal title
of the underlying securities remains in
the name of the depositary or that of its
nominee and it is the depositary receipt
itself which is traded (e.g. within the
clearance service).
Notwithstanding the above, the term
depositary receipt is defined in the stamp
taxes legislation (at s 69(1), s 94(1) and s
99(7)) as: ‘an instrument acknowledging – (a)
that a person holds [Securities] or evidence

of the right to receive them, and (b) that
another person is entitled to rights, whether
expressed as units or otherwise, in or in
relation to [Securities] of the same kind,
including the right to receive such [Securities]
(or evidence of the right to receive them)
from the person mentioned in paragraph
(a) above), except that for those purposes
a depositary receipt for [Securities] does
not include an instrument acknowledging
rights in or in relation to [Securities] if they
are issued or sold under terms providing
for payment in instalments and for the
issue of the instrument as evidence that an
instalment has been paid.’
Broadly, s 67 and s 70 respectively
provide for a 1.5% stamp duty charge on
an instrument which transfers relevant
securities of a UK incorporated company to
a depositary receipt issuer (or their nominee
or agent) or to a clearance service (or their
nominee).
Broadly, s 93 provides for a 1.5% SDRT
charge where chargeable securities are
transferred or issued to a depositary receipt
issuer (or their nominee or agent) towards
the eventual satisfaction of the entitlement
of the receipt’s holder to receive chargeable
securities. Broadly s 96 provides for a 1.5%
SDRT charge where chargeable securities are
transferred or issued to a person (or their
nominee) whose business is or includes the
provision of clearance services.
Where both stamp duty and SDRT apply
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KEY POINTS

STAMP DUTY

the stamp duty does not cancel the SDRT
charge, rather, credit for the stamp duty paid
is given against the SDRT charge.
However, once the securities are within
the clearance service no further charge
to stamp duty or SDRT should arise on
transactions wholly within the clearance
service (as there is no document of transfer/s
90(4)-(6) exempts the 0.5% SDRT charge).
Furthermore, a depositary receipt is not
‘stock’ or a ‘marketable security’ (as defined
by SA 1891 s 122), and is excluded from
being a chargeable security for SDRT (s
99(6)). As such no stamp duty or SDRT arise
on subsequent transfers of the depositary
receipt.
Notwithstanding this, it is possible for a
clearance service to elect for a different form
of treatment under s 97A (a ‘97A Election’).
It should be noted that a clearance service
may have two segregated parts whereby
one part makes a 97A Election whilst the
other part remains ‘unelected’. Where a
97A Election has been made (and approved
by HMRC Stamp Taxes) the 1.5% charge (for
transfers or issues to the clearance service) is
disapplied and instead a 0.5% charge is levied
on all transfers to, or within, the clearance
service operating under the 97A election.

Application of the decisions in HSBC
Holdings plc and Vidacos Nominees
Ltd v The Commissioners of HMRC
C-569/07 (Vidacos) and HSBC and The
Bank of New York Mellon Corporation
v The Commissioners for HMRC [2012]
UKFTT 163 (BNY)

The Vidacos Case concerned the acquisition
of a French company (‘French Co’) by HSBC
Holdings plc (‘HSBC’). As consideration for
selling their shares in French Co the French
Co shareholders could elect to receive new
shares issued by HSBC. These were to be
issued into a French clearance service and
listed on the Paris Stock Exchange. A 1.5%
SDRT was applied to the issuance of the HSBC
shares into the clearance service.
The BNY Case concerned the acquisition
by HSBC of a US target company (the ‘US
Co’), which was effected by way of a merger
whereby the US co would merge with a US
subsidiary of HSBC (‘HSBC Sub’) with the
HSBC Sub being the surviving entity. The US
Co’s shareholders were entitled to receive
either HSBC shares or ADRs. A 1.5% charge
was applied on the shares issued to the
depositary.
In both of these cases it was held (by the
Court of Justice of the EU (CJEU) and the
First-tier Tribunal respectively) that where
shares are issued as an integral part of an
overall transaction with regard to the raising
of capital the levying of the 1.5% charge
was contrary to EU law. In April 2012, HMRC
Stamp Taxes confirmed (in their statement
entitled ‘SDRT – HSBC Holdings Plc and
the Bank of New York Mellon Corporation

v HMRC: First-tier Tax Tribunal decision –
further announcement’ – see STSM053010)
that they will no longer seek to impose
the 1.5% charge on issues of UK shares to
clearance services or depositaries. The
government has also recently announced
(in its 2018/19 Budget) that it will not reintroduce this charge once the UK has left
the EU.

Application of Air Berlin plc v
Commissioners for Her Majesty’s
Revenue and Customs (Case C 573/16)

Air Berlin (a UK-incorporated company)
undertook an initial public offering on the
Frankfurt Stock Exchange whereby it issued
a number of new shares into the German
clearance service. In order to meet German
listing requirements, shares held by the
existing shareholders were also required to
be transferred into Clearstream Frankfurt
(the ‘IPO Transaction’).
Subsequently, Air Berlin issued additional
shares to three different shareholders on 10
June 2009. These shares were subsequently
transferred into Clearstream on 7 October
2009 (as a requirement for their listing), the
‘Second Transaction’.
Although the 1.5% charge was not
charged on the issue of the new shares as
part of the IPO Transaction (as the issue of
the new shares fell within the remit of HSBC
Vidacos) 1.5% stamp duty was collected on
the transfer of the existing shares as part of

the IPO Transaction and also on the Second
Transaction.
In respect of the IPO transaction the CJEU
held that, as it was a requirement under
German law, for all the shares to be held
within the clearance service the transfer of
the existing shares was not independent and
was merely an incidental transaction which
was integral to the process of listing the
shares on the exchange. Therefore, it would
be contrary to EU law to charge stamp duty or
SDRT thereon.
In respect of the Second Transaction, the
CJEU held that no stamp tax should have
applied as the shares had been newlyissued pursuant to an increase in capital
and were transferred to Clearstream solely
for the purpose of offering those shares for
purchase.
Although HMRC’s current approach to
levying stamp tax on transfers of securities
into depositaries and clearance services was
disputed, this case is confined to a relatively
narrow range of fact-patterns. In particular,
to transactions that are merely incidental
transactions which are integral to the raising
of capital. Although, in this case, it was a
statutory requirement that all the shares
must be put into the clearance service,
the CJEU held that the existence of a legal
obligation is not a pre-requisite.
Except as otherwise provided all references in
this article are to FA 1986.

SUMMARY TABLE
(Please note this table should not be used in cross-border settlement arrangements).
Type of transaction

Rate of duty/SDRT

Issue to depositary or unelected clearance service (where integral
to raising new capital)

nil

Issue to depositary or unelected clearance service (where not
integral to raising new capital)

1.5%

Issue to a clearance service which has made 97A Election

nil

Transfer to depositary or unelected clearance service (outside Air
Berlin)

1.5%

Transfer to depositary or unelected clearance service (where
integral to raising new capital within Air Berlin)

nil

Transfer to a clearance service which has made 97A Election

0.5%

Transfers between clearance services and depositaries (but see
directly below)

exempt

Transfers from EU clearance services/depositaries to non EU
system

1.5%

Subsequent trading of DRs or within an unelected clearance
service

nil

Subsequent trading within clearance service which has made 97A
Election

0.5%

Subsequent trading of Crest Depositary Interests (CDIs) over
non-UK incorporated company (where central management and
control outside the UK)

nil

Subsequent trading of CDIs over non-UK incorporated company
(where central management and control is within the UK)

0.5%
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KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

Employers cannot simply assume
that they only need to consider
Social Security obligations for their
European employees in the ‘home
location’ of the company.
zz
What does it mean for me?
Advisors and employers need
to ensure that they genuinely
understand the working patterns of
all of their international employees
(and Directors) and ensure that the
Social Security obligations that may
arise in other European states are
pro-actively addressed.
zz
What can I take away?
The increasingly international
development of business and the
ease of working remotely have
created greater risks for businesses
than ever before with international
workers. The European regulations
around Social Security and the high
costs of Social Security in particular
European countries mean that these
developments can represent a
serious risk to employers.

T

hough Social Security is often not
regarded as a tax by the public, it
is a major source of revenue for
governments throughout Europe. As such,
it certainly fits the description of a ‘hidden
tax’. Moreover, Social Security often
brings hidden challenges for employers
with regard to their employees and this
is particularly true when one looks at the
issue from a pan-EU perspective.
Challenges can arise in respect of regular
employee secondments where companies
transfer an individual to another EU
location for a set period of time (say two
or three years), but issues can also occur in
other scenarios including:
zz
International home-based workers who
work in a jurisdiction that is different
from that of their legal employer;
zz
Home-based cross-border workers (i.e.
who are employed in one country but
live/work in another jurisdiction);
zz
Multi-State workers;
zz
Business travellers who spend short
periods of time working in other EU
locations; and
zz
The Non-Resident Directors of
companies (e.g. individuals from the EU
who are directors of a UK company).
Specific issues can arise for all of
the above groups. Companies need to
ensure that they understand where their
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European
delights
Robert Salter highlights the challenges that can
arise for employers with employees working
across other European countries

employees are working and what Social
Security obligations can result from the
arrangements. Companies cannot ‘ignore’
the risks that can arise with these employee
groupings and assume that because
they are accounting for Social Security
withholdings in the home location (e.g. NICs
for people on a UK employment contract),
that there are no overseas issues or risks.
In addition, one needs to note that when
we refer to the ‘European Union’ in the
context of Social Security, we are actually
not just referring to the formal members
of the Union, but also to the countries of
the European Economic Agreement Area
(Norway, Liechtenstein & Iceland) and also
Switzerland.

Direct assignments

In many respects, the Social Security
requirements for regular assignments are
well-established and the EU, for example,
has had some standardized regulations
in place covering assignees since at least
1971. The classic approach for such
assignments, is that the employer obtains
an ‘A1 Certificate’ (or occasionally still
an E101 Certificate), from their home
Social Security Authority and continues to
account for employee and employer Social
Security in their home location only. The
existence of the A1 Certificate ensures in
the first instance that there shouldn’t be an

obligation to Social Security contributions
in the other jurisdiction as a core principle
of the EU regulations in that Social Security
liabilities only arise in one location for any
individual.
However, the real world is often more
complicated than the above example.
Companies actually need to consider a
wide range of other issues when handling
such intra-EU secondments including:
zz
Should individuals just stay in their
home Social Security System?
Or should companies consider
alternatives? For example, certain
EU countries have employer Social
Security rates which are considerably
higher than others. French, Italian
and Belgium employer social charges
are all considerably higher than UK
NICs (employer social charges in these
locations can typically be equivalent
to 35–45% of an individual’s overall
compensation). As such, an employer
who transfers someone from France
to the UK and employs them on a UK
local contract would be potentially
saving a significant cost for each
individual employee. Clearly such
arrangements are not purely an issue
of cost and companies would need to
consider other factors including:
z
Would the individual accept the
transfer to the UK on a UK contract
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as compared to a secondment? You
will find that some individuals are
very ‘attached’ to their home Social
Security and are unwilling to give
this up.
z
Does changing the legal
employment contract have
a long-term impact on the
individual’s employment rights and
potentially their long-term pension
entitlement, for example?
z
If there is a negative impact to
the employee per the above, what
options exist to ensure these risks
are minimised? For example, would
it be appropriate to provide the
employee with some of the ‘win’
associated with the Social Security
savings that occur?
z
Or can you provide the individual
with voluntary State Social Security
coverage in the home jurisdiction
(e.g. in addition to UK NICs, if we
have a Frenchman working in the
UK under a UK contract). Whilst
not all EU Social Security regimes
provide the option of voluntary
Social Security contributions,
some schemes do (e.g. the French
scheme) and these voluntary
contributions can actually
represent very good value from a
cost-benefit perspective.

Some key exceptions

Companies and advisors also need to note,
that the principle of someone remaining in
their home-country Social Security system
whilst temporarily living overseas doesn’t
apply in all situations. Typical exceptions
are:
zz
‘Back-to-back’ assignments – i.e. is the
company actually sending someone to
replace an existing secondee? Typically
A1 Certificates should not be issued by
the home jurisdiction for back-to-back
secondments; rather the replacement
employees should fall within the host
country’s Social Security regime.
Whilst some exceptions exist (e.g. with
people on a graduate training scheme,
encompassing transfers around various
EU jurisdictions), this is an area that
companies and their advisors need
to be aware of and manage carefully.
Construction companies cannot, for
example, simply send bricklayers or
electricians from Germany or Poland to
a building site in the UK and have these
new assignees directly replace their
predecessors.
zz
Advisers also need to understand
whether the transfer is genuinely an
assignment initiated by the Company
rather than someone simply choosing
to work in another EU jurisdiction for
personal reasons?
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Individuals who decide to work / live in
another EU country for personal reasons
(e.g. as a ‘trailing spouse’ of another
internationally-assigned employee or to
live closer to their elderly parents, who
need increasing support), are not innately
assignees for the purposes of the EU
Regulations. As such, they would usually
be subject to Social Security in their ‘host
location’ per the EU regulations.
In these situations, the home country
employer should therefore be registering
with a payroll bureau in the overseas
jurisdiction and accounting for overseas
Social Security contributions (employee
and employer).

Home-based workers

Home-based workers are individuals
who are employed in a particular country
but not working from a regular office or
factory. If they are working in the same
country as their employment contract –
wonderful – companies have no further
issues (at least from the perspective of the
EU Social Security regulations) to consider.
However, what is the situation, if the
individuals are working in another country
on a long-term basis? For example, because
the HR team actively encouraged all
individuals to consider ‘home working’ as
part of a process of ‘hoteling’ to reduce the
demands on desks in the office.
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INTERNATIONALLY MOBILE EMPLOYEES

In this situation, social charges are
actually due in the jurisdiction of their actual
home rather than the legal employment.
Even if their activities in that location do
not constitute a ‘permanent establishment’
or similar for corporate tax purposes, the
company would need to register in that
location for Social Security withholdings.
Companies actively encouraging homebased working (e.g. to reduce the pressure
on office space), may therefore want to
consider introducing restrictions on the
precise home-working arrangements.
For example, a clause in the contracts of
employment stating that employees cannot
work outside the employment contract
jurisdiction without the specific agreement
of the employer may be sensible.

Multi-State Workers, Short-Term
Business Visitors and Non-Resident
Directors

The Social Security requirements for MultiState Workers and Business Travellers often
cause problems for companies.
Firstly, it is important to understand what
Multi-State Workers (MSWs) and Business
Travellers actually are. In practice, a MSW
could be someone who lives in one EU state
(e.g. Ireland), and perhaps works from home
one to two days per week, whilst working in
a different state (e.g. the UK) for the rest of
the week. A Business Traveller may be only
based in the UK (or another EU Jurisdiction),
but actually has a job with pan-European (or
at least pan-Regional responsibilities) and
therefore spends a number of days each
month working in other EU states (or the EEA
/ CH countries).
This group of employees can raise
numerous issues including:
Do companies have any understanding of
a.z
their MSWs and business travellers and
where they are working?
What is the precise working pattern for
b.z
the individuals involved? For example,
how much time do they spend working
in their home location compared to the
overseas location?
c.zDoes the company need to apply for an
A1 Certificate for MSW?
At what stage is it appropriate for a
d.z
company to consider applying for A1
Certificates for their Business Travellers?
Companies that don’t have an accurate
understanding of these employee groups,
need to ensure that they develop a system
of tracking people. This could be via the
use of technology (e.g. mobile phone apps),
using data provided by the travel providers,
requiring individuals to present their travel
calendars on a regular basis or the company
expense reporting system. Without such
systems, companies are exposing themselves
to unnecessary risks – and these risks could
be significant – both from an absolute

v
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cost perspective, but also in terms of time,
professional fees and negative publicity.
Once companies understand about these
employee groups, they are then in a position
to analyse exactly what steps they need to
do and also to develop some rules about
when, for example, A1 Certificates should
be applied for. For example, should an A1
be obtained for only very limited business
travellers (e.g. individuals who spend say 1
day per month overseas on average for a
limited period of time)? What if individuals
are expected to spend say 2-3 days per
month in a particular jurisdiction over a
period of 5-6 months?
When considering whether to apply
for A1 Certificates in respect of Business
Travellers, companies need to note that:
The regulations do not provide any
a.z
formal, specific ‘deminimus’ – so from a
legal perspective, overseas authorities
could argue that you should obtain an A1
Certificate for even one day of overseas
business travel to that jurisdiction;
Can you obtain A1 Certificates
b.z
retrospectively? Whilst HMRC
would usually issue Certificates on a
retrospective basis, this may not be
possible in all cases (e.g. if an employee
has left your company). Moreover,
overseas authorities may not accept A1
Certificates that are issued late or issue
them retrospectively.
When considering the position for
Multi-State workers (MSWs) – e.g. the
individual who works between say the UK
and Republic of Ireland on a permanent basis
– companies need to understand what their
working pattern is and potentially be in a
position to monitor this on an ongoing basis.
For example, if someone has a formal UK
contract of Employment and spends some
of their time in the UK, but lives in Ireland
and has their permanent home in Ireland,
they (and their employer), could be liable
to Irish or UK Social Security contributions
depending upon the precise working pattern.
For example, if the individual works at
least 25% of their working time in their home
location (e.g. Ireland), the Company should
be accounting for Irish Social Security, even
if they don’t have any formal presence in
Ireland. However, if the individual spends
at least four days per week (assuming a five
day per week, full-time contract), working
in the UK, UK NIC is due rather than the Irish
equivalent. When considering which Social
Security Contributions for MSWs are due, it
is common to purely consider the individual’s
working pattern arrangement – i.e. if 25%
or more of the duties are undertaken in the
home jurisdiction, Social Security charges
are due in the home location. However,
the position can be more complicated than
this – e.g. if someone has two separate
employment arrangements with different

entities in different locations (i.e. one in the
UK (4 days per week) and one in Ireland for
1 day per week), the Social Charges may be
due in Ireland depending upon the ‘value’
associated with the Irish work compared to
the UK work.
If the value of the Irish employment
represented at least 25% of the employee’s
cumulative package, both the UK employer
and the separate Irish employer should
arguably be paying Irish PRSI rather than
NICs. However, if the Irish work was actually
‘self-employment’ per Irish law rather than
employment, the position changes again
and suddenly UK NICs are due by the UK
employer rather than PRSI.
Similar issues arise with Non-Resident
Directors (NRDs) – e.g. directors of a UK
company, who happen to live overseas and
may also be Non-Executive Directors (NEDs)
of other companies in other, additional
EU jurisdictions. Whilst the UK regards
directors as employees, in other states (e.g.
France, Switzerland), they may actually be
legally regarded as self-employed. As such,
when dealing with NRDs (e.g. the retired
executive with a portfolio of NED roles),
you don’t just need to consider their overall
working pattern and where they live, but also
potentially whether those other NED roles
are employment or self-employment per the
relevant country’s domestic legislation.

BREXIT and the next steps

Companies may wish to ‘delay’ any decisions
re their Intra-EU mobile and international
workforce given that this area is governed by
EU-wide legislation and the UK is leaving the
EU from March 2019. However, BREXIT or no
BREXIT, the issues caused by internationallymobile workers will not go away.
The initial agreement between the UK
and the EU from December 2017 committed
the UK to retaining the EU Regulations with
regard to Social Security (at least as an
interim measure) and as these regulations
apply to one Non-EU/EEA Member at the
present time (Switzerland), it is quite possible
that Britain will remain subject to the EU
Social Security Regulations regardless of
exactly what ‘BREXIT’ arrangements are
eventually agreed.
As such, companies need to
understand the issues they face and what
this means from a cost, operational and
risk perspective. They need to establish
a robust framework for tracking these
employees and need to ensure that the
individuals involved understand the issues
that arise and that there is a system
of clear, meaningful communication
between the company and the individuals
who are impacted by the arrangement.
And they need to ensure that their
budgets are updated, to address any
additional employer Social Security costs
that are due.
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DISGUISED REMUNERATION

Masters of disguise
Helen Adams and Sarah Stenton examine why users of
Disguised Remuneration arrangements need to carefully
consider their options before the 31 May 2018 settlement
registration deadline

KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

HMRC’s final settlement terms allow
users of Disguised Remuneration
arrangements an opportunity to
regularise their UK tax affairs.
zz
What does it mean to me?
Users of Disguised Remuneration
arrangements should take advice
now to ascertain their situation so
that they can either register to use
the settlement terms and meet the
Requirement to Correct or understand
the consequences of missing the
deadlines.
zz
What can I take away?
Taxpayers who miss the deadlines will
face consequences including the 5 April
2019 loan charge, Accelerated Payment
Notices, Follower Notices and possibly
Requirement to Correct sanctions.

The curtain comes down

D

isguised Remuneration (DR)
arrangements involve a payment of
a loan (often interest free, without
any specific repayment terms and unlikely
to be repaid) to an employee or contractor
via third parties (e.g. a trust) without
deduction of PAYE and National Insurance
Contributions (NICs) at source. HMRC’s
position is that these arrangements simply
‘do not work’ as they just divert earnings.
HMRC relentlessly challenged users of DR
arrangements for many years through the
Courts and changing tax legislation on DR
itself.
Over the past four years HMRC
introduced new measures aimed at
encouraging taxpayers to settle including
Accelerated Payment Notices (APNs).
APNs removed any cash-flow advantage by
demanding payment of the disputed tax
whilst the enquiry or appeal is ongoing.

A glimpse into the future for DR
arrangements

HMRC has new powers that will affect users
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of DR arrangements who do not settle using
HMRC’s new settlement terms.
zz
The Loan Charge for DR loans arises
on 5 April 2019. It applies to any loan
received after 6 April 1999 through a DR
arrangement that remains outstanding
on 5 April 2019. In limited circumstances
(e.g. if an APN is already paid) it may be
possible to postpone the date on which
the loan charge needs to be paid to
HMRC if postponement is applied for by
31 December 2018.
The crucial point is that this tax charge
does not amount to ‘settlement’. It does
not clear any liabilities for historic years,
so a ‘double whammy’ of tax could be
incurred by the loan recipient.
zz
The Requirement to Correct (RTC) was
introduced by Finance (No.2) Act 2017,
Schedule 18. This new compliance
obligation requires UK taxpayers with
undeclared tax relating to offshore
matters to disclose those liabilities (for
all periods up to 5 April 2016) before
30 September 2018. Taxpayers who
fail to correct by the deadline will face
‘failure to correct’ sanctions, including a
minimum penalty of 100% of the tax and
being publicly named, unless they have
a ‘reasonable excuse’ for the failure (in
which case standard penalties apply).
The scope of the RTC is wide. It
applies to income tax (but not PAYE),
capital gains tax and inheritance tax
(IHT). Consequently, the RTC may affect
UK and non-UK resident trusts. Historic
IHT liabilities such as 10-year charges
associated with DR trust structures could
fall within the RTC.
zz
Follower Notices (FNs) force taxpayers to
amend their tax returns to remove entries
regarding tax avoidance arrangements
(TAAs) or risk suffering penalties of up
to 50% of the denied advantage (FA
2014, s209). FNs are issued after the
Courts decide in a similar case that the
tax planning fails. Complying with the
FN effectively means relinquishing the
tax advantage and settling the position

without litigation.
The Supreme Court
decision in RFC 2012 plc
(in liquidation) (formerly The Rangers
Football Club plc) v Advocate General for
Scotland [2017] UKSC 45 was published
on 4 July 2017. As HMRC has 12 months
from the decision to issue FNs relying on
it, all such FNs must be issued by 3 July
2018. HMRC is likely to issue FNs to
companies with EBTs, EFRBS and other
similar DR arrangements before this
deadline, effectively collecting the unpaid
PAYE and NICs, unless they register for
the settlement opportunity.
zz
Serial Tax Avoidance Regime (STAR) was
introduced by Finance Act 2016, Schedule
18. It applies if a taxpayer participates
in one or more TAAs which fail, or from
which they exit, after 5 April 2017.
Being caught by STAR automatically
means being required to submit annual
information notices during a five-year
warning period, giving HMRC details of
the TAAs used. Taxpayers who exit from
DR arrangements via HMRC’s settlement
terms or otherwise will be affected unless
they made a full disclosure before 5 April
2017. STAR’s more serious consequences
(20%–60% penalties, being named by
HMRC as a serial avoider and restrictions
on tax reliefs) will not apply unless new
arrangements are used in the warning
period that are subsequently defeated.
All of the above measures are likely to
prompt DR arrangement users to review
their tax affairs and quantify any potential
liabilities so they can decide what to do next.

HMRC’s settlement opportunity

HMRC is advising DR employers and
participants to withdraw from arrangements
and settle their tax affairs before HMRC
issues FNs. On 7 November 2017 HMRC
announced a DR settlement opportunity
enabling employees, employers and
contractors to settle any tax and NICs due
because of historical participation in DR
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arrangements.
Settlement terms offered by HMRC vary
depending on the type of arrangement in
place and whether the person approaching
HMRC is an:
zz
Individual contractor
zz
Employee/ex-employee (including a
director of a company which liquidated
after implementing a DR arrangement)
zz
Employer wanting to regularise the
company’s position on behalf of one/all
affected employees/ex-employees.
This settlement opportunity has no
special terms, compared to previous
settlement opportunities offering ‘special
terms’ in exchange for settlement of historic
liabilities. HMRC’s position now is that ‘we
don’t need to offer special terms, we have
all the ammunition now to close these
schemes now by the measures we have
introduced’. The ‘opportunity’ is merely a
way to regularise historic UK tax issues prior
to the RTC deadline and before APNs and
FNs are issued.
Key deadlines are:
zz
Register an interest to settle by 31 May
2018;
zz
Sufficient information to be provided to
HMRC by 30 September 2018;
zz
Settlements to be complete before 5 April
2019.

HMRC settlement terms: practical
points

1. Collapsing the structure: Settlement
with HMRC involves paying the historic
income tax and NIC associated with the
structure plus late payment interest.
However, it does not automatically
resolve outstanding loan and IHT
issues. Settlements may be structured
to facilitate the collapse of the trust

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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structure. Trustees will need to be
consulted to establish what is possible
and the implications of doing so.
However, collapsing the structure and
resolving outstanding loans (e.g. via
write-offs) eliminates the 5 April 2019
loan charge.
Check the history: it is imperative
to check what open enquiries and
assessments HMRC issued. HMRC
is unable to collect tax where valid
enquiries/assessments/determinations
are not in place before legislative
time limits expire. However, HMRC’s
settlement terms indicate they wish to
receive voluntary restitution in certain
circumstances. HMRC will not charge
late payment interest on voluntary
restitution payments, which can make
a considerable difference to the overall
settlement
Agree the tax: this may sound
straightforward but in some cases
questions about grossing up and ITEPA
2003 ss 222 and 223 charges may need
resolving.
Previous Settlements: settlement with
HMRC should be full and final. However,
HMRC’s detailed settlement terms
indicate that previous settlements may
need to be revisited, particularly those
entered into after 16 March 2016 and/or
which excluded IHT.
Corporation Tax (CT) relief: some
employers did not claim a CT deduction
for the contribution to the trust (i.e.
the amount(s) settled). Under the
settlement opportunity HMRC is allowing
a CT deduction for that contribution,
however not necessarily in the year the
contribution was made.
Time to Pay Agreements: this is arguably
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the area on which HMRC is prepared to
be the most flexible. Where cash flow
is an issue HMRC is likely to allow a
reasonable period to pay the liability as
part of the overall settlement in exchange
for the payment of forward interest.
7. Penalties: In previous settlement
opportunities HMRC rarely imposed
penalties. This may be in part due to
HMRC being slightly hamstrung in their
ability to successfully levy penalties,
however it was mostly to encourage
voluntary settlement. However HMRC are
keeping their proverbial options open in
their publication of settlement terms –
simply saying, ‘penalties may apply’. Care
should be taken when entering into any
settlement discussions and the penalty
position protected as far as possible.

Should taxpayers settle?

Of course there are options, but arguably
legislative changes severely limit them.
Stakeholders (trustees, employees,
employers and contractors) are considering
more than just the tax at stake. They
are looking at the position holistically:
commercially and practically. Fear of the
unknown and certainty of position feature
heavily in discussions.
Of course some taxpayers may
decide to try to resist settling at this
stage, risking RTC sanctions, APNs, FNs,
penalties and the 5 April 2019 charge
depending on their circumstances.
However, regardless of their ultimate
decision, all affected users of DR
arrangements (including EBTs, EFRBs and
Contractor Loans) should review their
positions now before deciding on whether
(and, if so, what action) to take before
deadlines expire.
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KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

A summary of some of the main income
tax, CGT and IHT charity reliefs sparks
memories of some great British comedy
films of the 1940s and 50s.
zz
What does it mean to me?
The article explores what may for some
be less familiar features of the reliefs,
and how they can be used to benefit
causes close to a client’s heart.
zz
What can I take away?
More knowledge of the range of reliefs
and of the particular circumstances when
they can be useful.

CGT reliefs: The Ladykillers

I

will never forget Mrs Wilberforce.
This wasn’t, of course, her real
name, but she could have been the twin
sister of the heroine of that great Ealing
film The Ladykillers. If you are not familiar
with the film, look it up immediately. You
will not regret your encounters with Alec
Guinness’s sinister false teeth, Peter Sellers
and Herbert Lom among the villains (long
before their double acts in the Pink Panther
films) and the sublime Katie Johnson as
Mrs W herself.
My Mrs W came to mind when I was
asked to give a talk to supporters of Pallant
House Gallery in Chichester. Pallant House
is a near neighbour of my firm’s Chichester
office and must be one of the top galleries
of modern art anywhere outside London.
We have been delighted to assist it
throughout its existence.
About 35 years ago I helped ‘Mrs
Wilberforce’ with a gift of a painting, worth
some tens of thousands of pounds. A gift
of an asset to a charity, is a no-gain/no
less transaction (TCGA s 257) so Mrs W
incurred no CGT on her gift. That charity
wasn’t an art gallery, so it then sold the
painting, taking advantage of TCGA s 256,
under which a gain is exempt from CGT,
‘if it accrues to a charity and is applicable

EXAMPLE 1
Gerry gives £600 in various Gift Aid
donations in 2017/18
His only taxable income is his salary
of £48,000
Without Gift Aid his income tax
would be:
zz
On £11,500 (personal allowance) – nil
zz
On £33,500 @ 20% – £6,700
zz
On £3,000 @ 40% – £1,200
His Gift Aid donations are treated as
£750 of gross income
zz
The charities reclaim £150 basic rate
of 20%
zz
Gerry reclaims (40%–20%) –
another £150
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In black and w
Anthony Nixon explores some tax reliefs for charitable giving
Most of us remember that a donor can
only claim Gift Aid if they pay sufficient
tax in the tax year they make the gift. The
theory is that the donor has deducted
basic rate tax from a Gift Aid donation,
and it is this tax that the charity reclaims. I
had forgotten that Gift Aid can be franked
by capital gains tax, as well as by income
tax and that, in some circumstances, it is
possible for a donor to use tax he has paid
in the previous tax year.

and applied for charitable purposes.’ In
addition, of course, Mrs W’s gift to the
charity was exempt from IHT.
I began my talk at Pallant House with
this story and was delighted to find one
gentleman, sitting in the front row, was
glowing with pleasure. He had realised
that he could give a painting from his
own collection to Pallant House itself
without tax. In this case, the gallery was
keen to keep and display the painting.

Gift Aid: Whisky Galore!

Gift Aid is probably the most often
encountered charity relief. I do not
examine Gift Aid in detail in this article,
but just note a few points.
November’s budget announced a
simplification of the rules on ‘benefits
associated with a gift’. These rules, in
ITA ss 417-49, restrict the benefits a
donor can receive from a charity while
still qualifying for Gift Aid. A review
began as long ago as September 2014,
since when there have been two formal
consultations. The final response to
these consultations was published by the
government in December (http://tinyurl.
com/yapa38bk). Legislation, including
enactment of existing Extra-Statutory
Concessions in this area, is due to be in
Finance Bill 2019, so will, presumably,
come into force on 6 April 2020.

EXAMPLE 2
Janet also gives £600 in Gift Aid donations
in 2017/18
Janet’s salary is £40,000 and she receives
dividends of £8,000
Without Gift Aid her income tax would be:
zz
On £11,500 of salary – nil
zz
On £28,500 @ 20% – £5,700
zz
On £5,000 of dividends – nil
zz
On £3,000 @ 32.5% – £975
Like Gerry, her Gift Aid donations are
treated as £750 gross income
zz
So the charities reclaim £150 basic rate
of 20%
But because dividends are always the top
slice of income
zz
Janet can reclaim (32.5%–7.5%) –
£187.50
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Of course, it is more valuable to use
income tax, because the donor then gets
a rebate of any rates higher than the basic
rate. Different rates of tax for dividends
can lead to some curious results. See
examples 1 and 2.

Higher income tax reliefs: Passport to
Pimlico?

Less well known than Gift Aid are the
generous reliefs for gifts to charity of
‘qualifying investments’ and ‘qualifying
land’ (ITA s 431 onwards). Where these
gifts comply with the rules, the entire value
of the gift can be set against the donor’s
taxable income for the year.
Most quoted investments (both in

EXAMPLE 3
Phyllis dies with net assets of £625,000.
She gives £30,000 to Pallant House
Gallery (a registered charity) and
everything else to her nephews. Her
only IHT allowance, other than the
charity exemption, is the nil-rate band
of £325,000
zz
Her baseline amount is £300,000
(£625,000–£325,000)
zz
£30,000 is 10% of £300,000, so
zz
IHT on the remaining £270,000 is
36% (£97,200)
zz
Leaving her nephews with £497,800
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the UK and abroad) can be ‘qualifying
investments’. ‘Qualifying land’ (meaning
both land and buildings) must usually be a
freehold in the UK.
Anti-avoidance rules apply if:
zz
the investment given away was owned
by the donor for less than four years; or
zz
the investment was acquired as part of
a scheme with a view to obtaining this
relief.
In the case of land there is a
‘disqualifying event’, and the relief is
cancelled, if, before the fifth anniversary
of 31 January following the tax year of the
gift, the donor becomes entitled to any
rights over the land given.
Gifts of part shares of land do not
qualify; and co-owners must all give their
interests in the land to the charity for any
of them to qualify for relief.

Tainted donations: Hue and Cry

The tainted donation rules, in ITA ss 809ZH
to 809ZR, withdraw, for individuals, all the
income tax and CGT reliefs I have referred
to in this article where, broadly, a donor
plans arrangements designed to give him
a financial advantage. In some cases, the
rules impose an additional income tax
charge.
Official guidance on the rules can be found
at http://tinyurl.com/yatsdhtp.

IHT and non-UK charities:
Another Shore

One of the curious features of the IHT
exemption for charities is that its territorial
limits remain uncertain. My firm has been
involved in what now has to be called the
saga of Routier and another v Revenue and
Customs Commissioners. There have been
two Court of Appeal hearings and two
judgments ([2016] EWCA Civ 938 and [2017]
EWCA Civ 1584). At the time of writing we
are waiting to hear if the Supreme Court will
give us leave to appeal against both.
HMRC hold to the view, laid down in a
House of Lords income tax case in 1956, that
only British charities should get IHT relief.
We have argued that this is not what IHTA
s23 says and that, certainly in 2007 (the
relevant date for IHT in Routier) this was not
in line with the European law principle that
there must be no restrictions on the free
movement of capital. At the prompting
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of Europe, the charity tax rules were
updated in 2010 to extend relief to other
EU countries. It is still not clear if this is
really enough, because the EU outlaws
restrictions on movement of capital to all
other countries as well.

IHT 36% rate: Kind Hearts and
Coronets

I have the impression that the relief,
which reduces IHT on death from 40% to
36%, when a minimum amount is given to
charity, is underused. Perhaps this is due to
the complexity of the rules, which can be
found in IHTA 1984 Sch 1A.
It is often thought that an estate gets
this relief only if at least 10% of the whole
of it goes to charity. But, in most cases,
the ‘donated amount’ does not need to be
nearly as much as this.
The threshold is a charitable gift of 10%
is of what is called the ‘baseline amount.’
This is the value of the net estate, after all
reliefs and exemptions, other than charity
relief. (Or it should be; for some reason no
account is taken of the new residence nilrate band.) See example 3.
The apparently complex rules for this
relief become more straightforward when
this principle is grasped. The complexities
actually make the relief more useful, if IHT
is payable on assets not passing by will
(for example on a qualifying interest in
possession). The rules give the flexibility to
make claims in the most beneficial way.
Reducing IHT from 40% to 36% at the
10% threshold results in what I call a cliff – a
sudden drop. Example 4, compared with

EXAMPLE 4
Ronald dies with net assets of £625,000.
He gives £12,000 to Chichester Festival
Theatre (a registered charity) and
everything else to his grandchildren.
His only IHT allowance, other than the
charity exemption, is the nil-rate band
of £325,000.
zz
His baseline amount is £300,000
(£625,000–£325,000)
zz
£12,000 is 4% of £300,000, so
zz
IHT on the remaining £288,000 is
40% (£115,200)
zz
Leaving his grandchildren with
£497,800
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example 3, shows how family beneficiaries
receive the same, after IHT, if charitable gifts
are only 4% of the baseline amount. If the gift
to charity is between 4% and 10%, the family
actually get more by increasing the gift to
10% – see table 1.
Variations and trust appointments, within
two years of death, give many opportunities
to take advantage of this relief. Under IHTA
s 142 or s 144 the IHT effect is backdated to
death. If there is no gift to charity in a will,
when IHT is payable, the cost to the family
of inserting a 10% gift to charity is £2,400 for
every £10,000 given to charity.

TABLE 1
How the family’s net inheritance reduces when charitable gifts are more than 4% of the
baseline amount, before falling again at 10%. See examples 3 and 4.

IHT grossing up: The Love Lottery

Suppose Florence has assets worth £2.4
million and wants to leave a quarter to
her nephew Jim and the other threequarters between three charities. There
is no easy balance between minimising
IHT and fairness.
If Florence’s will divides everything
into these quarters then, if she makes
no special provision, Jim pays all the IHT.
Suppose Florence’s only IHT allowance is
the £325,000 nil rate band. His £600,000
has to meet 36% IHT (clearly the charity
gifts are much more than 10% of the
baseline amount) on the £275,000 over
the nil rate band, which is £99,000. Jim
gets £501,000 while the charities get
£600,000 each.

Charity

%

Taxable

Rate

IHT

Family

£12,000

4%

£288,000

40%

£115,200

£497,800

£15,000

5%

£285,000

40%

£114,000

£496,000

£18,000

6%

£282,000

40%

£112,800

£494,200

£21,000

7%

£279,000

40%

£111,600

£492,400

£24,000

8%

£276,000

40%

£110,400

£490,600

£27,000

9%

£273,000

40%

£109,200

£488,800

£30,000

10%

£270,000

36%

£97,200

£497,800

On the other hand, if Florence gives
£600,000 to Jim, and the rest of her estate
equally to the charities, that £600,000 will be
treated as free of IHT. This means that the gift
has to be grossed up to the amount which,
after deduction of 36% IHT on the amount
over £325,000, would leave £600,000.
This is £754,687.50 on which IHT would be
£154,687.50. This time the charities have to
pay all of the (much bigger) IHT bill. Jim gets
his £600,000, but the charities only some
£548,000 each.
If Florence wants the division to be fairer,
so that each of Jim and the charities end up
with the same amount, her will has to say
that specifically. Roughly, each of Jim and the

charities would end up with about £566,000
and the IHT would be some £136,000.
It really is a lottery. Because charities can’t
usually agree to give up anything bequeathed
to them, the will has to get this right.

Finally: A Run for Your Money

Altogether these tax allowances for charities
have the potential to spread lots of human
happiness. Which is what the Ealing comedies
do, for both the viewer and most of the
characters (the crooks are the exception).
Best of all, the long-suffering policeman
(Jack Warner, most famous as Dixon of Dock
Green) told the original Mrs Wilberforce to
keep the loot.

TECHNICAL
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FOR YOUR
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Tax Voice is brought to you by the Tax Adviser
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Find out more at www.taxadvisermagazine.com
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FAMILY INVESTMENT COMPANIES

In the family

Jo White provides an overview of the benefits and
issues facing Family Investment Companies

KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

Is a Family Investment Company
for me?

A

Family Investment Company
(FIC) is a company to which
the shareholders are different
generations of a family. As with any family
business the directors can be the same as
the shareholders but in most instances, it
is the individuals who initially provide the
working capital that would be appointed.

A FIC is created with the relevant family
members subscribing for the shares at
par. Where the company is formed with
the relevant shareholders subscribing for
these shares then no tax charge arises.
The issue of new shares does not give
rise to a stamp duty liability and as the
company is not worth anything there is no
gift for inheritance tax or capital gains tax
purposes.

PROFILE
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A Family Investment Company (‘FIC’) is
a company to which the shareholders
are different generations of a family.
As with any family business the
directors can be the same as the
shareholders but in most instances, it
is the individuals who initially provide
the working capital that would be
appointed.
zz
What does it mean to me?
Due to the way shares are valued for
inheritance tax purposes even if the
donor owns shares in the company
they will be worth a lot less than
owning the assets in their entirety due
to the application of minority share
discounts for tax purposes.
zz
What can I take away?
It is worth noting that a FIC is unlikely
to attract any inheritance tax reliefs
due to its investment activities. The
Inheritance Tax planning is therefore
in giving away any capital appreciation
but can go further where the loan is
assigned.
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15% charge under FA2003 Schedule 4A to
consider if the property was not being used
for a qualifying purpose.
Whilst this initial transfer is not a
disposition for inheritance tax purposes
and the value remains payable to the
vendor, this type of planning does
come with some potentially significant
inheritance tax benefits. The transfer of an
asset is based on a value at a single point
in time. Where the asset being transferred
is likely to appreciate in value then any
increase will not be attributed to their
estate. The benefit arises by fixing the
value of the asset at the date of transfer for
inheritance tax purposes, but creating the
opportunity to continue to benefit from
that value at a later date, if required, by
way of a loan repayment.
In some circumstances, the individual
making the initial transfer will be a
shareholder of the company. This has the
benefit of them being able to retain some
access to the income from the asset but to
start giving away the capital value.
The company could be set up with
different classes of shares with different
rights. In the main you may wish to
consider the same right to capital and
votes but can use different rights to
dividends allowing complete flexibility as
to how any surplus profits are distributed
among the family.
Due to the way shares are valued for
Inheritance Tax purposes even if the donor
owns shares in the company they will be
worth a lot less than owning the assets
in their entirety due to the application of
minority share discounts for tax purposes.
Providing an individual together with their
spouse or civil partner do not have control

CASE STUDY 1: MR WILKINS
Putting these points into context, Mr
Wilkins came to see me to consider
some inheritance tax planning. His estate
is worth in excess of £4,000,000, half
of which is made up of an investment
portfolio which has built up over time. He
has sufficient income from a final salary
pension and is starting to think about
giving away some assets to his children
and grandchildren.
One option we discussed was the use
of an FIC. The company would be set
up with him, his children and a trust for
the benefit of his grandchild (and future
grandchildren) as shareholders. At the
moment his granddaughter, Maisie,
is under the age of 18 and therefore
owning the shares in trust was a more
appropriate option for him. He also
liked the idea of the shares being for
the benefit of all future grandchildren.
The most suitable trust under this
circumstance would be a discretionary
trust. However, where dividend income is
received by a discretionary trust it does
not benefit from the tax free dividend
allowance. It was therefore agreed that a
revocable life interest would be created
from the discretionary trust giving Maisie
the right to the income for a period
of time and therefore the dividend
allowance being available. When further
grandchildren are born, the life interest
could be revoked or reallocated amongst
all grandchildren or the trust can revert
to a discretionary trust.
He liked the idea of having a share
in the company in its infancy with the
view to gifting the shares to his children
in time. Although he had sufficient
income from other sources he wasn’t
comfortable with giving away too much
too soon and therefore the ability to
receive an income from the new FIC was
preferable. He would be appointed a
Director along with his son so he could
continue to make active decision in how
the assets are managed.
It was agreed that pension
contributions would be made on behalf
Once the company is set up the
individual can transfer assets to the
company or loan funds to the company.
This could be cash, investments or
property. Typically assets would be sold
to the company for their market value
with the value remaining outstanding
on loan back to the original owner. For
more information, please read the article
‘Family Fortunes’ in the June 2015 issue
of Tax Adviser. Here we need to consider
a number of things when advising our
clients.
Where cash is transferred then there
are no tax consequences on the initial
loan of funds. If the assets being sold are
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of his son. This will be a Company pension
contribution as he doesn’t have suitable
pension provisions at present. A small
salary will also be paid to both of them
for their director’s duties although this
will be reviewed annually to see if it is
suitable.
We reviewed his portfolio to assess
which of the assets may be best to
transfer to the company. We managed
to highlight a small number where the
unrealised gain was fairly minimal.
There were also a few shares which
were running at a loss which seemed
appropriate to transfer. Within his
portfolio Mr Wilkins had a number of AIM
listed and EIS investments. It was agreed
that as these attract Business Property
Relief at 100% there was no benefit in
transferring these as they would lose
their IHT free status once in the company.
Mr Wilkins asked if he should sell
his shares and then transfer cash into
the company. We discussed the merits
of this however it was agreed that this
could trigger two amounts of transaction
costs which seemed unnecessary. Once
the shares are in the company then as a
director he could decide to reinvest these
assets. As the shares will be transferred
at their market value, no gain should
arise if they are sold and reinvested
early on. I advised he needed to speak
to his Financial Adviser regarding the
investments the company could make.
It was decided that Mr Wilkins would
hold a 10% shareholding in the company.
As the company would have the full loan
outstanding initially the shares would
be worth very little. However, when the
investments grow in value or the loan is
slowly repaid the share value will start
to increase. Due to the nature of the
company’s activities a minority discount
of approximately 50% could be applied.
Say the company was worth £1,000,000.
Mr Wilkin’s share would be worth circa
£50,000 as opposed to owning a 10%
share of the overall portfolio which would
be worth £100,000.
investments then capital gains tax could
arise based on the difference between
their current worth and the original cost
to the transferor. As the transaction is
between connected parties, it will need to
take place at its market value under TCGA
1992 s 17. In addition, stamp duty may be
payable.
If property is transferred then the same
capital gains tax issues will arise as if the
assets sold on loan were shares. SDLT
would also be payable by the company.
Where the property being transferred is
residential then the additional 3% SDLT
surcharge would apply under FA 2003
Schedule 4ZA. There is also the additional
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CASE STUDY 2: MRS JENNINGS
Another client where an FIC was suitable was for an individual who had just inherited a
share portfolio from her late husband. This was her second marriage and she had stepchildren to whom the assets would go in the longer term.
A FIC was set up with Mrs Jennings transferring her newly inherited share portfolio
to the company on loan. As the shares were only recently inherited there was no
Capital Gains Tax in transferring them. Stamp duty was payable at 0.5% of the total
consideration.
The FIC was set up with Mrs Jennings and her three step children as shareholders.
They all had different classes of shares to allow for dividends to be paid at different
times.
Mrs Jennings would continue to receive any income from the company partly as
dividends and partly as loan repayment. The children would benefit from the capital
appreciation. In time, as Mrs Jennings’ income requirements changed this would be
reviewed.
It was decided that the loan would be assigned in part to the grandchildren. As the
parents were shareholders it was agreed that this value should skip a generation when
considering the longer-term IHT planning of the family.
The gift of the loan was a PET for IHT purposes and therefore providing she survived
seven years from the date of assignment, this value would fall outside of her own estate.
A Trust was considered as part of this planning. However due to the potential
lifetime IHT charge where the value transferred would have been in excess of £325,000
it was felt that a company structure would ultimately achieve the same goals.
of the company (more than 50%) then a
fairly large discount can be applied to the
price per share.
Once the assets are in the company
then they can be managed by the
directors. This could be the individual
who transferred the initial working
capital and/ or other family members.
The assets can be used to generate
money whether it is capital appreciation
or income, giving the whole family a longterm income source and opportunity for
capital growth. Corporation tax would be
payable on any profits made at a current
rate of 19%. Dividend income received
in a company is generally corporation
tax free under CTA 2009 s 931A

meaning further money is available for
distribution.
As with directors and shareholders
of other family businesses it would be
possible to pay a salary and benefits to
those managing the company as well as
pension contributions. Dividends can also
be paid to the shareholders where there
are sufficient distributable reserves to
do so. From 6 April 2018 an individual
is entitled to £2,000 tax free dividend
allowance (ITA 2007 s 13A) which means
distributions up to that level can be made
to the individual shareholders without
incurring a tax charge.
Over time the loan which was formed
from the initial transfer of the assets
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can be repaid giving a post-tax form
of income to the original asset holder.
Alternatively the loan could be gifted/
assigned to other family members where
the capital value is no longer needed.
The gift/assignment of the loan would
be a Potentially Exempt Transfer (PET)
for IHT purposes. Providing the donor
survives seven years from the date of
the gift then no Inheritance Tax will be
payable on their death. If they die within
the seven-year period then Taper Relief
(IHTA 1984 s 7(4) ) may be available
reducing the Inheritance Tax payable.
Remember however, that Taper Relief
applies to any tax payable and not to the
value gifted, so if the value of the gift is
covered by Nil Rate Band, no taper relief
will apply.
Alternatively, it would be possible to
gift/assign part or all of the loan into a
trust. Any value transferred in excess of
the Nil Rate Band (currently £325,000
per person) will be subject to a lifetime
Inheritance Tax charge at 20%. When
considering whether or not there is any
lifetime IHT payable you need to consider
any other Chargeable Lifetime Transfers
(CLTs) made in the previous seven years.
If there have been previous transfers
then the value of these gifts will be used
to reduce the available Nil Rate Band
which can be offset against the value of
gift for calculation purposes.
It is worth noting that a FIC is unlikely
to attract any inheritance tax reliefs
due to its investment activities. The
inheritance tax planning is therefore
in giving away any capital appreciation
but can go further where the loan is
assigned.
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Clear views

Alex Henderson and Natalie Martin consider the range
of initiatives introduced to increase transparency

KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

HMRC and other bodies continue
to focus on tax transparency and
compliance, with a number of new
initiatives in this area being introduced.
zz
What does it mean to me?
Initiatives introduced aimed at
increasing transparency have been
accompanied with increased civil and
corporate deterrents in respect of
those evading or avoiding tax as well as
those enabling others to do so.
zz
What can I take away?
Advisors need to understand the risks
when considering any areas of potential
ambiguity and consider whether their
advice could be considered ‘disqualified
advice’ meaning a client could not rely
on it for any Reasonable Excuse defence.
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S

uccessive UK governments have been
clear about their goal of increasing
and encouraging tax transparency and
this trend for greater transparency is also
reflected in the agendas and action plans of
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD), the European
Union, and the United Nations.
Initiatives introduced aimed at increasing
transparency through Automatic Exchange
of Information such as the OECD’s Common
Standard on Reporting (CRS), or through
the introduction of beneficial ownership
registers, have been accompanied with
increased civil and corporate deterrents in
respect of those evading or avoiding tax as
well as those enabling others to do so.
In this article we will examine two recent
developments: HMRC’s new beneficial
owners of trust register and the Requirement
to Correct and Failure to Correct legislation.

We will consider what these mean for clients
and their advisors and what actions should
be taken now.

The Trust Register

In line with its obligations under 4th Money
Laundering Directive, the UK government
introduced the Money Laundering,
Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds
(Information on the Payer) Regulations 2017
(the Regulations) on 26 June 2017. The main
impact of the Regulations is the introduction
by HMRC of a new trust register (the
Register).
The Register, which is operated by
HMRC, is to perform two functions, namely
providing:
1. a register of the beneficial ownership
of all ‘relevant taxable trusts’ to
meet HMRC’s obligations to collect
the information required under the
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Regulations (regulation 45); and
2. the means for trustees to register trusts
with HMRC for the purposes of obtaining
a Unique Tax Reference Number (‘UTR’)
and delivering tax returns.
As a consequence, in May 2017, HMRC
withdrew Form 41G, the paper form which
trusts previously had to use in order to
register themselves with HMRC for tax
reporting purposes.
In addition to registering with HMRC, the
trustees of ‘relevant trusts’ are also obliged
to maintain enhanced records relating to
the trust’s beneficial owners and potential
beneficiaries which they must share on
request from law enforcement authorities
and other relevant bodies (regulation 44).

What trusts are within scope?

The term ‘relevant trust’ includes all UK

resident express trusts and any non-UK
express trust which has UK source income
or UK assets. An ‘express’ trust is a trust
established deliberately by a settlor
as opposed to a statutory, resulting or
constructive trust.
This term ‘non-UK express trusts’ may
be relevant to a trust with trustees resident
anywhere in the world and under any
governing law. However, non-UK trusts are
only relevant trusts if they have relevant UK
tax events. Where UK assets are held by an
underlying non-UK holding company, or UK
source income arises within such a company,
this will not in itself result in the trust being
registrable. This will remove a significant
number of non-UK trusts out of the scope of
the register.
The new rules also apply to foundations
and other legal arrangements similar to a
trust.

What information needs to be provided
on the Trust Register by taxable
relevant trusts?

The information required falls into two
categories: 1) administrative details; and 2)
beneficial ownership details.
1. The administrative details required
include:
zz
the full name of the trust;
zz
the date on which the trust was set up;
zz
the country where the trust is considered
to be resident for tax purposes;
zz
the place where the trust is administered;
zz
a contact address for the trustees;
zz
the full names of any advisers who are
being paid to provide legal, financial or tax
advice to the trustees in relation to the
trust; and
zz
a statement of accounts for the trust,
describing the trust assets and identifying
the value of each category of trust assets
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at the date on which the information is
first provided.
It should be noted that the trust’s
assets are only reported once, at the
value at which the assets were settled
into the trust. This means, for example,
that if the trust was initially settled with
a nominal £100, the register will continue
to show the trust as having assets of £100,
irrespective of the current market value of
the assets.
2. Beneficial ownership details
Detailed information is required for each
beneficial owner, including their name
and address and (for individuals) their
date of birth and National Insurance
number or UTR (or, for non-residents, their
passport number). It is important to note
that the information provided must be
current and up to date. Thus, if there are
changes between now and the relevant
registration or updating deadline, the
outdated information can be disregarded.
For example if beneficiary is removed or
added in the interim period, only beneficial
class at the date of registration need to be
disclosed, and former beneficiaries should
not be registered or should be removed.
For the purpose of the Regulations,
‘beneficial owner’, in relation to a trust,
means each of the following:
(a) the settlor;
(b) the trustees;
(c) the beneficiaries;
(d) where the individuals (or some of
the individuals) benefiting from the
trust have not been determined,
the class of persons in whose
main interest the trust is set up, or
operates;
(e) any individual who has control over
the trust.
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‘control’ means a power (whether
exercisable alone, jointly with another
person or with the consent of another
person) under the trust instrument or by law
to: (a) dispose of, advance, lend, invest, pay
or apply trust property; (b) vary or terminate
the trust; (c) add or remove a person
as a beneficiary or to or from a class of
beneficiaries; (d) appoint or remove trustees
or give another individual control over the
trust; (e) direct, withhold consent to or veto
the exercise of a power
It is important to note that the
Regulations refer to ‘the beneficial owners
of the trust and any other individual referred
to as a potential beneficiary’. A ‘potential
beneficiary’ refers to someone named in a
letter of wishes or other relevant document
written by the settlor who clearly stands
to benefit from the trust as a result of
the settlor’s express wishes, but would
not include a person who is named in a
document but is unlikely to benefit.

What are the deadlines?

The relevant deadline will depend on each
trust’s particular circumstances (and, in
particular, whether it needs to register for
self-assessment).
Existing trusts were required to register
by 31 January 2018. However, for this year
only HMRC have confirmed that no penalties
will be charged if the trust registers before
5 March 2018. Going forward, new trusts
will need to register by 31 January following
the tax year in which the trust first has a
relevant UK tax consequence. However, as
there is no separate registration process for
self-assessment (for those trusts subject to
income tax or CGT), new trusts which need
to submit a self-assessment return will need
to complete their registration by the earlier
deadline of 5 October following the end of
the tax year. Trusts which needed to submit
a self-assessment for 2016-17 originally had
a deadline of 5 October but this deadline
was extended twice to 5 December 2017 and
then 5 January 2018. Updates must be made
by 31 January following the tax year in which
the relevant tax consequence arises.
Trustees should ensure that they
understand their registration and reporting
obligations and that they register by the
appropriate deadline.

Further developments for beneficial
ownership registers

At the International Anti-Corruption
Summit held in London in May 2016, the
UK announced its intention of creating a
new register showing the beneficial owners
of overseas companies that own or want
to buy property in the UK, and of overseas
companies involved in central government
contracts. The Government’s proposals were
more specifically set out in a call for evidence
in April 2017 which show the intention is to
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EXAMPLE 1: PENALTY
A UK resident, UK non- domiciled individual has, for the last four years, mistakenly
been remitting income from his overseas bank account to the UK, thinking it was clean
capital and has not reported the income on his UK tax return.
Let’s assume that the income which should have been disclosed is £10,000 a year
and the additional UK tax liability thereon is £4,000 per annum over four years totalling
£16,000.
If we assume that the failure could be argued to be a careless error, it is possible
that 0% penalty could be applied. However, if we contrast this with the position where
the error was not discovered until later and the error was either reported to HMRC
after 30 September 2018 or HMRC discovered the error after that date, he would be
subject to the FTC penalty regime. This means that the starting penalty would be 200%
(£32,000) and the minimum penalty (£16,000). Because the PLR is less than £25,000
there are no additional penalties or consequences.
align the new overseas companies register
requirements with the existing PSC regime.
It was recently announced that the register
will be introduced and go live by early 2021.
In addition, in 2016 the government
launched a consultation on a requirement
to register offshore structures for
‘intermediaries arranging complex structures
for clients holding money offshore’. The
consultation response document was
published on 1 December 2017. Since the
consultation was undertaken, both the
OECD and EU have undertaken work on
similar measures. The Government has
therefore stated in its response document
that it intends to work with international
partners on the development of appropriate
multi-national rules, taking into account the
responses received for this consultation.

The Requirement to Correct and Failure
to Correct
At the same time as measures have been
introduced to increase transparency, HMRC
has been increasing the sanctions for any
perceived non-compliance. The introduction
of the Requirement to Correct (RTC)
legislation is one such example, compelling
taxpayers to review their offshore interests
and correct any UK tax irregularities by
30 September 2018 or face new severe
penalties.

What is the scope of RTC?

The first point to note is that there is no new
legal requirement to correct introduced by
the Finance Bill (No2) 2017. Rather, Schedule
18 provides that a penalty is payable by a
person who has any relevant offshore tax
non-compliance to correct at the end of
the tax year 2016-17 and fails to correct
the tax non-compliance within the period
beginning with 6 April 2017 and ending with
30 September 2018.
‘Offshore tax non-compliance’ includes a
failure to notify, a failure to file and delivering
an incorrect return and the offshore element
means tax non-compliance which involves an
offshore matter or an offshore transfer.
The tax non-compliance ‘involves an
offshore matter’ if the tax due is charged on

or by reference to:

zz
income arising from a source in a territory
outside the UK,

zz
assets situated or held in a territory
outside the UK,

zz
activities carried on wholly or mainly in a
territory outside the UK, or

zz
anything having effect as if it were income,
assets or activities of a kind described
above

For income tax and capital gains tax
purposes an ‘offshore transfer’ is broadly
anything which isn’t an offshore matter and
the income or proceeds were received in a
territory outside of the UK or transferred to
a territory outside the UK. There is a similar
definition for inheritance tax. It can be seen
from the above, that the scope of the RTC
and FTC regime is extremely wide and will
capture far more than simple errors. Clients
and advisors should give consideration to
general concepts which underpin a client’s
tax position such as their domicile and
residence position, as well as more complex
issues such as the application of antiavoidance legislation and relevant defences.

Consequences of a Failure to Correct

The RTC and FTC measures will apply to all
tax still assessable by HMRC as at 5 April
2017. HMRC can ‘look back’ twenty years
for deliberate behaviour (back to 1997/98),
six years for careless behaviour (back
to 2011/12) and four years for innocent
behaviour (back to 2013/14). To give HMRC
more time to process the information due
under the CRS, a special statutory extension
will allow any tax years still assessable under
existing statute as at 5 April 2017 to remain
assessable until at least 5 April 2021.
If a failure to correct is identified, the
starting position is that the taxpayer will be
liable to:
zz
a penalty of 200 per cent of the potential
loss of revenue (PLR). This can be
mitigated but not below 100 per cent and
any reduction will be based on the timing,
nature and extent of the disclosure
zz
a further asset based penalty of up to 10
per cent of the value of relevant offshore
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assets may apply where a PLR exceeds
£25,000
zz
an enhanced penalty of 50 per cent of the
amount of the standard penalty if HMRC
can show that assets or funds had been
moved to attempt to avoid the RTC rules.
Naming and shaming can apply where the
PLR exceeds £25,000.
It can be seen from the above, that the
causal link between the behaviour which
caused the original non-compliance and
the amount of penalty due is removed.
HMRC acknowledged the severity of the FTC
regime in their original consultation when
they said taxpayers ‘will have committed
an original offence, they will have failed to
come forward under any previous disclosure
facility and will now also have failed to
correct under the new legal obligation.’
‘This is a significant failure on the
taxpayer’s part and we feel it should
therefore attract increased rates of penalty
compared with the standard penalties
for offshore evasion. This makes it very
clear that correcting before the end of the
Requirement to Correct window is the best
option’.
See example 1.

What if an inaccuracy is discovered
during the RTC period?

Given the complexity of the UK tax system
it is also not uncommon that mistakes are
made within overseas structures. For those
who have not paid the right amount of tax
historically, making a disclosure to HMRC
as soon as the inaccuracy is spotted is key.
Options include:
zz
Digital disclosure service (the Worldwide
Disclosure Facility) or any other
service provided by HMRC as a means
of correcting tax non-compliance.
zz
Amend an existing tax return or deliver a
new tax return.
zz
Amend in the course of an enquiry into
the individual’s tax affairs.

What if there is an area of ambiguity?

There are many areas relevant to UK tax law
which may be considered ambiguous or open
to interpretation. As an example, a person’s
domicile position can best be thought of
as a subjective concept due to the mental
element which requires a settled intention,
or lack thereof as the case may be, to reside
permanently or indefinitely in a particular
jurisdiction. It is the intention that is the
most important element and, unsurprisingly,
the most difficult thing to prove.
The difficulty that the RTC and FTC regime
presents is that by effectively removing any
consideration of causal behaviour when
considering the application of penalties,
a client who had taken advice and had a
supportable filing position relating to a
subjective point, may find himself potentially
subject to the FTC penalties should that
position later be challenged by HMRC and
conceded by the client for whatever reason,
be it the professional costs or the personal
stress of defending the enquiry. Advisers
will need to ensure that clients are aware of
the risks of the RTC and FTC regime when
considering any areas of potential ambiguity.

Reasonable excuse defence

If a failure to correct has occurred, the only
way to avoid the FTC penalty is to have a
reasonable excuse. The draft legislation
provides that ‘where P relied on any other
person to do anything that cannot be a
reasonable excuse unless P took reasonable
care to avoid the failure’. It further
provides ‘reliance on advice is to be taken
automatically not to be a reasonable excuse
if it is disqualified’.
Advice is disqualified if
zz
the advice was given to P by an interested
person,
zz
the advice was given to P as a result
of arrangements made between an
interested person and the person who
gave the advice,
zz
the person who gave the advice did not

EXAMPLE 2: CASE STUDY
In 2005, a non-UK domiciled, non –UK resident individual (Mr X) set up an overseas
discretionary trust. The trust has an underlying overseas holding company holding
UK residential property and an overseas portfolio generating income. The settlor is
a beneficiary. Mr X became UK resident in 2010. He has been living in the residential
property owned by the overseas company.
Mr X is advised by an established firm of professional advisors (Firm Z). Firm Z
provided UK tax advice at the time of set up of the structure and counsel’s opinion
was also sought. The advice was provided to the trustees, As well as providing tax
advice they assisted with the selection of the offshore trustees and corporate service
provider. They also prepared the trust documents and liaised with various third parties
to ensure the proper settlement of assets.
In these circumstances, Firm Z, the trustees and Mr X will have to think very
carefully about whether or not their advice would be ‘disqualified’. It could be that
Firm Z would be considered ‘interested persons’ who facilitated the entering into the
arrangements as they provided the original UK tax advice and assisted with setting up
the structure. In addition, as the advice was provided to the trustees it is not clear that
Mr X could reply on this advice personally.
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have appropriate expertise for giving the
advice,
zz
the advice failed to take account of all
P’s individual circumstances (so far as
relevant to the matters to which the
advice relates), or
zz
the advice was addressed to, or was given
to, a person other than P.
Broadly for these circumstances ‘an
interested person’ means a person who
either participated in relevant avoidance
arrangements or who for any consideration
facilitated the entering into relevant
avoidance arrangements and ‘avoidance
arrangements’ means arrangements as
respects which, in all the circumstances,
it would be reasonable to conclude
that their main purpose, or one of their
main purposes, is the obtaining of a tax
advantage. The term ‘facilitated’ is not
defined in the legislation.
Although the concept of ‘Disqualified
Advice’ has no impact on whether the
taxpayer has satisfied their obligation to
make a complete and accurate return, the
potential impact on penalties will mean
that in some situations careful analysis will
be needed during the RTC period of the
extent to which historic advice may need
to be supplemented or extended, possibly
involving an additional advisor or tax counsel.
It may also be appropriate to consider
whether a full factual disclosure should be
made to HMRC before the end of the RTC
window.

The future of transparency

The complexity of UK tax law and the
increasingly tough sanctions for errors, even
if entirely innocent in nature, means that it
is crucial that clients receive the right advice.
Given the wider economic conditions in
the UK, the tax transparency agenda and
associated revenue powers will continue to
evolve and lead to some further changes in
HMRC’s approach. Some key actions points
to consider are:
zz
Make clients aware of their compliance
and reporting obligations and the relevant
deadlines under the various transparency
initiatives, including the Trust Register.
zz
Advise clients with offshore interests to
review their affairs to ensure there are no
errors or omissions
zz
Where any errors are discovered, assist
the client makes a full and prompt
disclosure to HMRC.
zz
Retain documentation and
correspondence, particularly that
which shows a potential offshore tax
ambiguity was reviewed and addressed
appropriately.
zz
Carefully consider whether any advice
provided could be ‘disqualified advice’ and
whether this needs to be supplemented or
extended.
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Putting the
plan in place
KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

Some clients have a potential
inheritance tax liability, but are unable
to gift away capital, as they rely on the
income they receive from it.
zz
What does it mean to me?
Understanding how one type of scheme
can enable a client to remove capital
from their estate, whilst maintaining
access to a regular withdrawal.
zz
What can I take away?
How tax advisers can work with a
financial planner/wealth manager
to establish a discounted gift trust.
Gain a better understanding of the
practicalities of setting up a plan.

W

ith the recent introduction of
the residence nil rate band,
inheritance tax planning is firmly
at the top of the agenda. However, the
challenge for many clients is how they can
undertake planning, whilst retaining sufficient
access to income and capital to provide
for their needs. The uncertainty over life
expectancy compounds this issue. According
to the Office of National Statistics 2014-16
tables, the average life expectancy for a 65
year old is 83.5 for a man and 85.9 for a
woman. However, these figures are a national
average and the wealthy are likely to live
longer than this. In addition, there is also the
uncertainty over health in future years and
whether care fees will need to be paid.
It is difficult to implement successful
schemes for inheritance tax planning that
have an impact, but are not attacked by
HMRC. However, HMRC has always been
comfortable with discounted gift trusts.

Plan basics

Packaged discounted gift trusts are offered
by most major life assurance companies, the
majority providing an onshore and offshore
version. The plan involves a client putting a
capital lump sum into a life assurance bond,
which is placed into trust. The client then
receives a fixed regular withdrawal for life,
provided sufficient capital remains. The client
does however lose access to the capital, other
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Lindsey Holmes looks at
the benefits offered by
discounted gift trusts

than the regular withdrawals. The plan can
be established on a single life basis, or jointly
with a spouse or civil partner.
The capital placed in the plan is deemed
to fall into two parts, which are each treated
differently for taxation purposes.

First part of plan

The first part is deemed to represent the
withdrawals that the client is likely to
receive back during their lifetime. On this
basis, this part of the capital falls out of the
client’s estate immediately and is known as
the ‘discount’. As the size of the discount
represents the estimated level of withdrawals
the client will receive back, it therefore
depends on the client’s age, life expectancy
and level of withdrawals. The discount also
used to be based on gender, as women live
longer, but following the European Court
of Justice ruling, from December 2012, the
discounts are gender neutral. Due to the fact
there is an assessment of life expectancy, the
application for the plan is subject to medical
underwriting at the outset and the client does
need to be in reasonable health.
It is generally considered that a client is
only insurable for life cover if they are under
the age of 90. Care needs to be taken for
those with health issues. For example, if an
86 year old applicant has a heart condition,
the life company may deem them to have
an age for health purposes of four years

older; a process called ‘rating’. In this case,
taking the applicant over 90 and making him/
her unsuitable for life cover and therefore a
discount. Usually in this scenario, it would not
make sense to establish a plan.
HMRC guidance is that the value of the
transfer is to be determined by the loss to the
estate principle outlined in s.3(1) Inheritance
Tax Act 1984 (IHTA) which is the amount
invested by the settlor, less the open market
value of the income stream. It is assumed
that a sale of the rights has taken place. A
purchaser of an income stream would want
to take out life cover on the settlor to protect
their investment and if they are over 90, they
are deemed to be uninsurable.
The age 90 principle was established by
the case HMRC v Bowyer in 2008, whereby
Marjorie Bowyer, a lady who was almost 91
years old established a discounted gift trust.
The case was fully medically underwritten
and due to health issues, she was deemed
to have a life expectancy of a 103 year old.
Consequently, she was given a discount based
on her having another two to three years
to live. Sadly, Mrs Bowyer died five months
after. HMRC successfully challenged the case
arguing that, given Mrs Bowyer’s rated age of
103, there would have been no one willing to
purchase the income stream and believed the
discount should have been almost nothing.
The Watkins and Harvey v HMRC case in
2011 is also of note. Mrs Watkins was only
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immediate tax charge.
The other option, aside from a
discretionary trust, is to use a bare trust
version, where there is certainty over
beneficiaries. This creates a potentially
exempt transfer (PET), rather than a CLT.
With both plans, the second part should
fall outside of the client’s estate after seven
years, subject to no relevant failed PETs in the
case of the CLT version.
See the example below.

Level of withdrawals

89 when effecting the scheme, but died two
years later. HMRC successfully argued that the
income stream would have no value in the
open market and Watkins and Harvey lost at
the High Court.
Usually, for younger clients, even if the
settlor fails to survive seven years, as long
as there has been a full medical disclosure
and the plan has been fully underwritten at
outset, the discounted portion of the scheme
should fall outside of their estate. Of course
all plans are potentially subject to HMRC
investigation.
If a joint plan is established, the discounts
are calculated separately for each spouse,
based on their age and life expectancy. So
for a couple investing £100,000, £50,000
is deemed to come from each spouse. The
discount for each is then applied to their
£50,000 share.

The adviser must carefully consider what level
of ongoing withdrawal should be taken from
the scheme. As the underlying investment is
a life assurance bond, to avoid a chargeable
event, the maximum withdrawal is 5% per
policy year of the initial investment value. Any
tax charge would be levied against the settlor
or settlors of the plan, whilst living. This may
not be a significant issue for low income
settlors where an onshore bond is used and
20% tax is deemed to have been paid within
the bond. Where an offshore bond is used
and the settlor has a relatively low income,
he/she may be able to utilise the savings nil
rate band.
It is important to consider that the ongoing
financial adviser charge needs to be paid for
by the trustees from the bond and is included
in the 5% withdrawal limit. Most financial
advisers typically charge an annual ongoing
advice fee of 0.75% to 1%, meaning that
the client has to reduce their withdrawals
to below 5% to allow for this. Otherwise,
a tax charge will arise. It is a good idea to
consider fixing the financial adviser charge as
a percentage of the initial investment value,
due to the fact that the 5% tax deferred

Second part of plan

Although the first part of the capital placed
into the plan falls outside of the client’s estate
immediately, if a discretionary trust version
is used, the second part is deemed to be
a chargeable lifetime transfer (CLT). If this
second part is less than the prevailing nil rate
band, then there should be no immediate
charge to inheritance tax. As it is only this
second part which is measured against the
nil rate band, it provides scope to remove
larger amounts from the estate, without an
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withdrawal allowance is based on the initial
investment amount. If the adviser charge is
a percentage of the current value and there
is significant investment growth, combined
with client withdrawals, the 5% limit may be
breached. The charges levied by the bond
provider do not count towards the 5%.
In setting the level of withdrawals, the
charges applying to the bond, levied by both
the bond provider and the financial planner,
must be considered. One must then look at
the risk profile of the investments within the
bond. If the withdrawal is set at 5% a year in
total, and the risk profile is fairly low, there will
be low growth potential for the investments
and consequently, a high risk of capital erosion
in the longer term. This could mean that little
is available to be passed on to beneficiaries.
As withdrawals cannot be altered, deciding on
the right level of withdrawals can be difficult,
especially as one does not know how the
underlying investments will perform. Also,
given the charges, unless the trustees are
prepared to invest at least 60% of the trust
assets in equities, the growth after charges is
unlikely to offer the opportunity for reasonable
regular withdrawals.
Some plans do offer the option for the
settlor to waive the withdrawals for a period,
but the amount waived is deemed to be a
further CLT or PET. Some discounted gift trusts
also allow small ad hoc payments to be made
to beneficiaries. It all depends on the provider.

Capital extraction after the settlor’s death
As the underlying investment is a life assurance
bond, there will be tax consequences when
it is surrendered, or when withdrawals are
taken above the 5% allowance. It is very wise
to select at least four fairly young lives assured

EXAMPLE
Mrs Jones is a 75 year old widow and in good health for her age. She has an investment
portfolio valued at around £100,000 from which she draws an income to supplement
her pensions. Mrs Jones is concerned about her potential IHT liability. She is able to
dispose of the portfolio without any CGT charge and therefore sells the investments
and places the proceeds into a discounted gift trust (discretionary version).
She opts to take a withdrawal of 4% a year, so £4,000. This allows for the financial
adviser charges to be taken, whilst the total remains below 5%.
Based on the withdrawals that Mrs Jones will take and her life expectancy, the
medical underwriters offer a discount of 41%. On an investment of £100,000, this
represents £41,000.
This £41,000 therefore falls out of her estate immediately, with the remaining
£59,000 being a CLT and therefore should fall outside of her estate after seven years.
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on the bond and also to choose people that
do not travel together. This is due to the
fact that the bond and therefore plan, ends
on the death of the last life assured. The
capital can only be released from the plan
after the death of the settlor. As with all life
assurance bonds, a tax efficient way of capital
extraction is to assign segments of the bond
to younger/low income beneficiaries. They
can then surrender the segments in their
own name more tax efficiently. Conversely,
if the beneficiaries are all likely to be higher
or additional rate taxpayers and subject
to further income tax on bond gains, this
reduces the tax efficiency somewhat. As with
all investment bonds, a chargeable event
only occurs on death of the last life assured,
surrender of the bond, assignment for money
or money’s worth, maturity, or withdrawals
taken in excess of the 5% tax deferred
allowance. Most providers of discounted gift
trusts also offer the option of using a capital
redemption bond.

Which clients could suit this plan

Whilst the very wealthy can often afford
to gift away large sums, either directly or
into trust, there are many others with an
inheritance liability that rely on the income
they receive from investments. For clients
with an investment portfolio who do not
require access to the capital, but require
an income to supplement state and private

pensions, a discounted gift trust can be an
ideal solution.
Where a couple in a marriage or
civil partnership benefit fully from the
residence nil rate band, there is usually
little point establishing these plans where
total assets are £1 million or less. However,
there will be many clients without children
and unable to benefit from the residence
nil rate band. In addition, single clients
will only have one residence nil rate band
and nil rate band to utilise. It is important
to note that a discounted gift trust is only
suitable for clients that require a regular
withdrawal to supplement their income,
otherwise the withdrawals will rebuild
the value of their estate and the planning
will have made no sense. Also, as the
withdrawals the client receives are capital
withdrawals from an investment bond,
they cannot be gifted under the normal
expenditure out of income exemption.
One significant benefit of this type of
scheme is that the investments can be well
balanced and not overly risky. Indeed many
clients who possess a portfolio of collective
funds from which they receive an income,
can replicate the same portfolio within
the plan. Of course, the adviser needs to
be mindful that the investment advice is
being provided to the trustees and must
balance the needs of all beneficiaries. This
contrasts strongly with a Business Property

Relief scheme, where the risk profile is
significantly higher and often unsuited to
an elderly client. It must be borne in mind
that for elderly clients, there is usually
little point in incurring a capital gains tax
charge when selling existing investments
and the gains’ position needs to be carefully
considered before replacing investments.
Given the costs of setting up a plan and
the administration involved in running a
trust, it is only really practical to establish
a plan for upwards of £100,000. It is also
essential that clients are left with good
levels of cash reserves to cover unforeseen
circumstances, such as care in the home or
nursing home costs.

Working with a financial planner/wealth
manager
It is important to emphasise that advice
on discounted gift trusts can only be
provided by FCA approved financial
advisers, due to the investment element.
Tax advisers are not authorised to provide
investment advice. However, this provides
a fantastic opportunity to network with
financial planners and wealth managers.

Summary

In summary, for clients with a potential
inheritance tax liability and who require
an income, a discounted gift trust can be
an ideal solution.
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Taxing
holidays

Sue Rathmell considers the
effect of Brexit on the Tour
Operators Margin Scheme
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TOMS is a compulsory VAT
accounting simplification measure
for any supplier who buys in and
resells certain (designated) travel
services, as a principal or undisclosed
agent, without material alteration.
zz
What does it mean to me?
Although the principal of TOMS is
reasonably simple, where it gets
complicated is in the detail: what
goes into the selling price, what can
be left out, how to treat insurance,
reverse charges, holidays which are
part in and part outside the EU, in
house supplies, the complexity of the
annual calculation and so on.
zz
What can I take away?
At the time of writing, it is still
unclear as to how the UK will interact
with the EU post Brexit. If there is
to be an agreement allowing the UK
access to the Single Market then this
is likely to come with a requirement
that the UK’s VAT system mirrors
the EU’s and thus the UK will still
be subject to EU Directives and
decisions including any future
changes to TOMS.

T

he Tour Operators’ Margin Scheme
(TOMS) which is used by tour
operators to calculate how much VAT
they owe, is an EU scheme, devised by the
European Commission and implemented
by each of the Member States in
varying degrees of compliance with the
underlying legislation. This article looks at
changes to TOMS and how tour operators
and other travel industry operators might
be impacted by Brexit.

Background

TOMS is a compulsory VAT accounting
simplification measure for any supplier
who buys in and resells certain
(designated) travel services, as a principal
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or undisclosed agent, without material
alteration. HMRC consider that it applies
to sales to consumers only and that
wholesale B2B sales are outside TOMS.
However this view is not in line with the
CJEU and therefore B2B suppliers have a
choice as to whether to apply TOMS to
their supplies or not.
Designated travel services are
accommodation, passenger transport,
trips or excursions, hire of a means of
transport and the use of airport lounges
or tour guides. TOMS can apply to the
sale of a single designated travel service
as well as a package. Some other types of
supply, theatre/attraction/sports event
tickets and catering will be in TOMS if
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these are sold with a designated travel
service. It also applies to any business
or organisation selling designated travel
services and not just tour operators
and travel agents. This means that for
example, conference organisers are
often within TOMS.
VAT is payable where the supplier
is established (so a UK supplier will
account for UK VAT) rather than where
the service is consumed. This brings a
significant benefit to tour operators
because without it, under the normal
EU VAT rules, suppliers could have a
liability to register and account for VAT in
every EU member state where any travel
service is consumed.
VAT is due on the margin (the
difference between the VAT inclusive
selling price and the VAT inclusive cost
of the relevant travel service). Standard
rated VAT is due on the margin generated
on holidays in the EU and zero rated VAT
applies to the margin on holidays outside
the EU. Input VAT recovery is not allowed
on margin scheme costs but relief is
effectively given in the calculation.
The TOMS VAT liability is calculated
on an annual financial year basis
but suppliers are required to pay an
estimated (provisional) amount of
anticipated VAT during the financial year
itself.
As an aside, TOMS is an EC scheme
which undoubtedly shoots itself in the
foot – holidays outside the EU are more
attractive from a VAT point of view being
VAT free, than holidays inside the EU.
It surely does not make sense to have
an EU tax system which encourages EU
citizens to holiday outside the EU?
Although the principal of TOMS
is reasonably simple, where it gets
complicated is in the detail: what goes
into the selling price, what can be left
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out, how to treat insurance, reverse
charges, holidays which are part in and
part outside the EU, in house supplies,
the complexity of the annual calculation
and so on.

Non EU tour operators

One area which some tour operators
have exploited in recent years is that
suppliers established outside the EU
are not subject to TOMS and therefore
not liable to pay any EU VAT even if the
customer is in the EU and the service is
consumed in the EU. The EU Commission
has said that this is under review but
there has not yet been any attempt to
correct this apparent anomaly.

European Commission

Over the last few years, we have seen
the Commission focus on the disparities
in implementation of TOMS by attacking
countries which have not implemented
the scheme strictly according to the
EU rules. In 2013 the Commission
commenced infraction proceedings
against eight EU countries, including
Spain, in two areas – how B2B supplies
should be treated and how the TOMS
VAT should actually be calculated. The
Commission won in the Court of Justice
of the European Union (CJEU) and Spain
and other countries had to change their
TOMS rules.
But what of the UK? Interestingly
the UK was not subjected to infraction
proceedings even though we also do
not operate TOMS strictly according to
the rules in the VAT Directives. After
the CJEU issued its judgment in the case
against Spain and others, UK HMRC
issued Business Brief 5/14 in January
2014 saying that they recognised the
UK was not in compliance but proposed
not to make any changes whilst the

Commission undertook a review of
TOMS. UK tour operators breathed a
sigh of relief. In particular, a requirement
to operate TOMS on a transaction by
transaction basis rather than a global
basis, would have lead not only to an
accounting system nightmare trying to
change existing systems to capture costs
by holiday but, on an ongoing basis, to
a potentially significant increase in VAT
to pay. Without the ability to offset loss
making holidays against profit making
ones, VAT would have been payable on
the full margin of all profitable holidays
increasing the VAT costs substantially.
HMRC’s decision not to make changes
also allows tour operators to continue using
the transport company scheme, a B2B
arrangement allowing UK tour operators
to get the benefit of UK zero rating on the
transport elements of holidays. A subsidiary
buys in the passenger travel and sells it on
to the tour operator at a marked up price.
Passenger transport is zero rated in the UK
and so this arrangement allows UK tour
operators to avoid paying VAT on the margin
on passenger transport.

Next steps by the Commission

In June 2016 the Commission published an
Invitation to Tender for a study into TOMS
including considering whether travel services
need a special VAT scheme or whether the
normal rules could apply. The Commission
also wanted the study to consider the
disparities of treatment between EU and non
EU suppliers of travel services.
The study reported in December 2017
and recommended retaining TOMS but
modernising it to cope better with the
changes in the travel industry in the 40 years
since TOMS was introduced. The report
highlights the many differences in how
member states have implemented the EU
legislation and recommends harmonisation
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of the rules. The report also recommends
changing the place of supply for travel
services from where the tour operator
belongs to where the customer resides or is
established. It claims that this would enable
equal treatment of EU and non EU tour
operators. Another recommendation which
is to be welcomed by UK tour operators is
to allow the margin to be calculated on a
global basis with an option to calculate it on a
transaction by transaction basis.
The report will now be considered by the
Commission but the chances of rapid change
to the legislation for tour operators is unlikely
because all EU member states would have to
agree on new rules and that is not going to
happen quickly.

Brexit

In the meantime, of course, in June 2016 the
UK voted to leave the EU and will do so on 29
March 2019. What does this mean for tour
operators and their special VAT scheme? In
the short term, HMRC have said that VAT will
continue to operate post Brexit as it does
under the current rules and legislation is in
place ready to make this happen.
At the time of writing, it is still unclear as
to how the UK will interact with the EU post
Brexit. If there is to be an agreement allowing
the UK access to the Single Market then this
is likely to come with a requirement that the
UK’s VAT system mirrors the EU’s and thus

the UK will still be subject to EU Directives
and decisions including any future changes to
TOMS.
If there is not to be such a close
relationship between the UK and the EU then
the UK can make its own decisions regarding
VAT and we can expect that over time, there
will be more and more divergence between
the UK and the EU VAT systems.
From the viewpoint of UK tour operators,
can they be hopeful that HMRC would do
whatever they can to keep a TOMS system
which has in built advantages? I think so, at
least in the short term. HMRC listened to tour
operators when they made representations
at the time of the infraction proceedings and
took the major step of standing out against
the Commission’s wishes, admitting that the
UK had not properly implemented the rules
but taking a ‘wait and see’ type approach
which massively benefited UK tour operators.
For the time being at least, tour operators
can be relieved that there is little chance of
major changes to TOMS in the near future
particularly when the drop in the value of the
pound has meant that many tour operators
are struggling with big losses on foreign
exchange.

Other travel industry businesses

Businesses which sell online accommodation
as agent for the hotel continue to be under
attack from HMRC who are keen to categorise

them as selling as principal and therefore
subject to TOMS rather than acting as agents,
accounting for VAT only on their commission.
In 2014 the case of HMRC v Secret Hotels2
Ltd (formerly Med Hotels Limited) [2014]
UKSC 16 was eventually decided in the
appellant’s favour in the Supreme Court.
The contract between Secret Hotels and
the accommodation owner stated that the
former was acting as agent for the latter
but HMRC argued that the commercial
and economic reality of the arrangements
between the parties was not consistent
with an agency relationship and that in fact
Secret Hotels was acting with customers in
its own name. The Supreme Court held that
the contract was determinative unless it was
clearly a sham.
Despite this decision, HMRC
are continuing to take online hotel
accommodation agents to the VAT
Tribunal in an attempt to secure a
different outcome than that of Secret
Hotels. So far however, they have not
been successful. Hotels4U.com, Opodo,
HotelConnect and Alpharooms were all
won by the appellant.
It is interesting times in the world of
VAT and not just for the travel industry.
Uncertainty is not good for business so
we can only hope that the way forward
for the UK is agreed as soon as possible
so that businesses can plan for the future.
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The twist

Keith Gordon considers a recent Tribunal case
where an appeal against penalties for late tax
returns yields an unexpected outcome
KEY POINTS
zz
What is the issue?

The decision will have potential
repercussions on any situation where
the appealable decision made by
HMRC is dependent on a prior decision
taken by HMRC which has not been
the subject of an appeal, particularly
in those cases where there are no
statutory appeal rights.
zz
What does it mean to me?
Given the fact that HMRC drafted in
experienced Counsel to address the
Judge’s points, one can assume that they
will not be happy with the outcome.
zz
What can I take away?
If your client has such a case, then it is
worth setting aside an hour to read the
Goldsmith decision to see whether the
client has a new argument which could
be raised.

I

n previous articles (for example, ‘The Rise
and Fall of Christine Perrin’ in August 2014
and ‘La Peine Quotidienne’ in February
2015), I have considered HMRC’s relentless
attack on taxpayers who have been late with
their tax returns, incurring at a minimum
£100 penalties, followed by up to £900 in
daily penalties and then further penalties
where returns have been even later, all such
penalties being payable even if the taxpayer
had no income to report.
On the whole, HMRC have won most of
the legal arguments raised in such appeals
although there has been a steady trickle of
cases where HMRC’s case preparation has
been inadequate, meaning that the Tribunal
is often faced with insufficient evidence
to demonstrate that the notice to file was
properly issued by HMRC, thereby obliging
the Tribunal to allow the taxpayer’s appeal.
Many (but not all) of these cases are dealt
with by the Tribunal on the papers alone on
the basis that the written documents will
usually speak for themselves, although either
party can insist upon an oral hearing. In fact, I
would generally recommend an oral hearing
in cases where reasonable excuse is being
argued or if there is some other unusual fact
which needs to be properly conveyed to the
Judge.
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In many ways, the Goldsmith
case (Goldsmith v HMRC
[2018] UKFTT 5 (TC)) looks as
if it was going to be one such
run-of-the-mill case, likely to be
quickly forgotten by everyone other
than the individuals involved. However, the
Judge spotted an issue which he considered
merited further consideration and requested
submissions from the parties. Submissions
were made on HMRC’s behalf and, following
a subsequent request by them, this led to an
oral hearing at which HMRC were given the
further opportunity to argue their position.
In case anyone is concerned, Mr Goldsmith
was of course given the same opportunity
to make submissions (both on paper and to
attend the oral hearing) but he declined on
both occasions.

Facts of the case

Mr Goldsmith had two sources of taxable
income in 2011/12: employment income and
taxable Employment and Support Allowance
paid by the Department for Work and
Pensions. For reasons that are unclear, Mr
Goldsmith’s personal allowance was allocated
to both sources of income through the PAYE
code issued to each payer. As his total income
for the year exceeded his personal allowance,
the duplication of allowance in his code
inevitably led to an under-deduction of tax. In
fact, because the payments from each source
were below the personal allowance, no tax
was paid by Mr Goldsmith during the year
even though tax was clearly payable.
Remedying the shortcomings in the
annual reconciliation process seen in earlier
years, HMRC identified the under-collection
of tax and issued a P800 to Mr Goldsmith in
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September 2012, showing a shortfall of £624.
I personally would have expected this to have
led automatically to a coding adjustment
in later years, but this did not take place
(although I cannot see why not). Instead a
letter was apparently sent to Mr Goldsmith
merely informing him of the duplicated
allowances – the details of the letter,
however, were not seen by the Tribunal.
No further action it seems was taken until
May 2013 when a further letter was sent to
Mr Goldsmith asserting (again, for reasons
which are unclear) that a coding adjustment
was not possible meaning that either Mr
Goldsmith would be required to agree a
repayment (sic) plan or HMRC would issue
him with a tax return. A payment plan was
agreed a few months later, under which Mr
Goldsmith would make payments through 33
monthly instalments. However, after three
instalments, Mr Goldsmith stopped making
the payments.
In the meantime, Mr Goldsmith’s income
in 2012/13 was similarly undertaxed for
the same reasons. The under-collection
amounted to £289. Again, one might query
why the situation was not remedied given
that HMRC were clearly aware of the
problem. Following several letters (the details
of which are not discussed in the Tribunal’s
decision), HMRC issued Mr Goldsmith
with a notice to file a 2012/13 tax return
in March 2014. A notice to file a 2011/12
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return was issued to Mr Goldsmith in May
2014. Mr Goldsmith eventually submitted
his tax returns on 10 November 2014, by
which time he had incurred two fixed £100
penalties and (in total) £450 in daily penalties.
Although there is some confusion as to which
of HMRC’s various decisions were formally
notified to the Tribunal, HMRC did not object
to all the penalties being treated as within the
Tribunal’s jurisdiction.

The Tribunal’s decision

The Tribunal (Judge Richard Thomas) appears
to have accepted from the papers that
the notices to issue the returns were sent,
received and responded to late. Therefore,
barring reasonable excuse and any procedural
issues, it would have seemed that the appeals
were likely to be dismissed. However, what
triggered the Tribunal’s particular interest
was whether, as the penalty rules require, the
notices issued by HMRC actually constituted a
requirement to deliver a ‘return under section
8(1)(a) of the TMA 1970’. Looking at the facts
superficially, one would immediately say that

8 notices are sent: because HMRC need to
be told how much income (and gains) an
individual has enjoyed in any particular year.
However, that was not the case with
respect to Mr Goldsmith. HMRC knew
precisely how much money he had received
and (indeed) how much tax was due in
respect of that income. As Judge Thomas
bluntly put it, ‘HMRC’s purpose in serving the
notice in these circumstances is to create an
enforceable debt to the Crown.’ He therefore
raised the question (and this is what led to
the further submissions and the subsequent
hearing) that the notice issued was not for
the purpose as set out in section 8(1) and,
therefore, there was not in fact a failure
within the penalty code. HMRC expressed
concern that the Judge was appearing to
question HMRC’s discretion as to whom they
could issue section 8 notices. The Judge duly
reassured them that this was not the case:
he accepted that HMRC have an unfettered
discretion in this regard and also that the
First-tier does not generally have jurisdiction
to challenge the exercise of such discretion.

The decision will have potential repercussions on
any situation where the appealable decision made
by HMRC is dependent on a prior decision taken by HMRC
which has not been the subject of an appeal
that was precisely what the notices were.
After all, what is the section number that
governs personal tax returns for income tax?
That is section 8 of the TMA. Furthermore,
a return is (strictly) invalid unless it is made
in response to a notice (see my article ‘The
Return of the Taxpayer’ in the June 2016 issue
of Tax Adviser). Therefore, one could say, the
return was inevitably a return under section
8 and the preceding obligation derived from
a notice to deliver such a return. However,
Judge Thomas realised that the provisions
require a more careful analysis.
His approach recognised that the
complexities of the PAYE system are a
consequence of a deliberate strategy to keep
most taxpayers outside the Self Assessment
regime. Central to this divide is the fact that
the ordinary annual obligation to notify
HMRC of chargeability (in the absence
of a prior notice to submit a tax return)
under TMA, section 7 has historically been
disapplied in the case of taxpayers for whom
the PAYE system is adequate to deal with
the individual’s tax affairs. Judge Thomas
then proceeded to consider the provisions
of section 8 which makes it clear that the
notice and the subsequent return are ‘for the
purpose of establishing the amounts in which
a person is chargeable to income tax and
capital gains tax for a year of assessment, and
the amount payable by him by way of income
tax for that year’. As Judge Thomas correctly
noted, that is precisely why most section

HMRC’s case, baldly stated, is that a notice
was issued under section 8 and no further
examination is required. As part of HMRC’s
arguments, it was suggested that the High
Court decision in PML Accounting Ltd v
HMRC [2017] EWHC 733 (Admin) dealt with
similar issues. The PML case was a sequel to
(rather than an appeal against) the First-tier’s
decision to allow an appeal against penalties
for non-compliance with a Schedule 36 notice
(i.e. under Finance Act 2008, Schedule 36)
because of failings in the original Schedule
36 notice (see my article ‘A little bit of this;
a little bit of that’ in December 2015). The
High Court later decided that the First-tier
had been wrong and that, in the absence of
any appeal against the original information
notice, the penalty appeal was not a further
opportunity for the taxpayer to challenge the
preceding notice.
However, Judge Thomas identified a
fundamental distinction between the present
case and that of PML. In PML, the taxpayer
had (but did not fully exercise) the statutory
right to appeal against the underlying
Schedule 36 notice. As that statutory process
was not followed, the taxpayer could not avail
itself of the penalty proceedings to have a
second bite of the cherry. However, there is
no such statutory opportunity to challenge
a decision to issue a notice under section
8(1), only the residual right to apply to the
High Court for judicial review. Furthermore,
Judge Thomas cited some earlier cases
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which considered the predecessor legislation
to Schedule 36, where there had been no
rights of appeal. Those cases indicated
that a taxpayer was not obliged to issue
judicial review proceedings and a collateral
challenge to the underlying decision could
be made in subsequent proceedings against
a penalty for non-compliance. Judge Thomas
therefore considered that he had jurisdiction
to consider the validity of the notices
purportedly issued under section 8(1). HMRC
raised a number of objections to the Judge’s
proposed course of action. However, the
Judge was not persuaded and concluded that
HMRC were not permitted to use a notice to
file a tax return in place of the alternative and
(in his view) more appropriate methods of
collecting the outstanding tax.
For these reasons, Judge Thomas allowed
Mr Goldsmith’s appeals.

Commentary

The first thing to note is that the Tribunal’s
decision contains so much more than I
have been able to cover in this article. For
example, between paragraphs [8] and [27],
there is a fascinating history and overview of
the PAYE system (now approaching its 75th
anniversary); for me, this was a wonderful
revision as I had been involved with the initial
work on the rewrite of the PAYE regulations at
the beginning of the millennium.
Given the fact that HMRC drafted in
experienced Counsel to address the Judge’s
points, one can assume that they will not be
happy with the outcome. In many ways, it
would be appropriate for HMRC to appeal
to the Upper Tribunal (on condition that
they would not seek their costs should they
succeed) so that a binding decision can be
obtained so as to avoid uncertainty going
forward. Indeed, Judge Thomas does raise
issues of a wider relevance (being the extent
of the First-tier’s jurisdiction in statutory
appeals) that is arising quite frequently
(particularly in the context of APNs and the
like). However, HMRC might feel discouraged
from pursuing an appeal in the present
case for the simple reason that Judge
Thomas would, in any event, have cancelled
the penalties on the grounds of special
circumstances.

What to do next

The decision will have potential repercussions
on any situation where the appealable
decision made by HMRC is dependent on a
prior decision taken by HMRC which has not
been the subject of an appeal, particularly
in those cases where there are no statutory
appeal rights. If your client has such a case,
then it is worth setting aside an hour to read
the Goldsmith decision to see whether the
client has a new argument which could be
raised. However, do be warned, HMRC are
unlikely to take Judge Thomas’s decision as
the final word on the subject.
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Welcome to the April
Technical Newsdesk
I had planned to start my introduction to
Technical Newsdesk with an explanation of the
history of April Fools’ Day and/or why the tax
year runs from 6 to 5 of April each year: two
important dates in April (and not to be confused with each other).
However, it seems that they are either as complicated, or nuanced, as
some of the most complex tax measures, so if you are interested I will
let you investigate at your leisure.
Either way, we are now well into the spring, and I’m writing this on
the afternoon of the Spring Statement – something I simply would not
have had time to do under the previous fiscal calendar. OK, I know,
this is the first Spring Statement we have had, but Autumn Statements
have historically been remarkably similar to a second Budget event,
with numerous tax measures and rabbits from hats. We are pleased
that the Chancellor has stuck to his promise of a single fiscal event,
something we recommended in last year’s ‘Better Budgets’ report,
and announced just a handful of consultations and calls for evidence –
more on these next month.
Turning to this month’s Technical Newsdesk, we start with the
second in our series of ‘spotlights’ on the work of our various subcommittees, this month focusing on our Owner Managed Business
(OMB) sub-committee. Its remit covers all aspects of small business
taxation, and often works in conjunction with other technical
sub-committees, and the Office of Tax Simplification, and if you are
involved or have an interest in this area, we’d love to hear from you.
We are also delighted to announce the creation of a new Welsh
Technical sub-committee, to coincide with the new Welsh Taxes ‘going
live’. Again, we’d be delighted to hear from members who live in
Wales, or who have an interest in Welsh taxes, who would like to get
involved with our work in this area.
Continuing the international(!) theme, Kate Willis and Emma
Rawson report on the CIOT and ATT’s response to the consultation to
bring most non-resident investors’ gains in UK land into UK tax from
April 2019. Sacha Dalton then reports on the CIOT’s response to the
consultation on the introduction of a royalties withholding tax, which
forms part of government’s response to the challenges presented
by the digitalised economy. Sacha then goes on to highlight the new
HMRC guidance and portal to assist with the recently-introduced
corporate interest restriction rules.
We then turn to issues of tax administration and management (we
told you last month that this was a ‘sexy’ area), as Margaret Curran,
Will Silsby and Joanne Walker summarise the CIOT, ATT and LITRG’s
response to the recent HMRC consultation on interest harmonisation
and sanctions for late payment, forming part of the Making Tax Digital
proposals. Tom Henderson (our new LITRG Technical Officer) then
highlights LITRG’s response to the government’s further consultation
on tax conditionality i.e. requiring those who require licenses to
operate to demonstrate they are properly registered for tax.
Capturing the real-life experiences of our members can be
vital to our work, and we recently undertook two CIOT and ATT
member surveys on technical matters. The first related to the ‘client
notification’ obligation, which many of you will no doubt look back
on with some disgruntlement, and Margaret Curran reports on the
results of our survey on this issue, and the follow up steps we have
taken. The second survey related to the rent a room relief, and
Matthew Brown, Helen Thornley and Meredith McCammond report
on the CIOT, ATT and LITRG submissions that drew upon the results
from the survey. Thank you to all members who responded to our
surveys.
Two employment taxes issues come next. Matthew, Helen, and
Victoria Todd set out the CIOT, ATT and LITRG’s response to HMRC’s
consultation on making changes to the PAYE Settlement Agreement
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(PSA), and Emma highlights the changes to the benefit in kind rules for
charging an employee’s electric car.
We round up with Gillian Wrigley summarising LITRG’s comments
on the draft amendment regulations on qualifying care relief, Jayne
Simpson reporting on the CIOT’s response to the recent consultation
on VAT and vouchers, and last (but certainly not least) a timely
reminder from Jane Mellor from our Professional Standards team to
keep your own websites under review.
PS – if you are going to look up the 1 April/5 April issues above,
maybe take a look at Wikipedia for the first, and the Paul Lewis
Money blogspot for the latter.
Richard Wild
rwild@ciot.org.uk

Spotlight on…the CIOT’s
Owner Managed Business
technical sub-committee
OMB

In the second of a series of articles about the CIOT’s technical subcommittees, CIOT Technical Officers Matthew Brown and Margaret
Curran review the work of the Owner Managed Business (OMB)
sub-committee
Whether you work in general practice or in a specialist area, you
could be just the CTA that our OMB sub-committee is looking for! We
welcome contributions from members working in the area of OMB
taxation who are interested in getting more involved with the CIOT’s
technical work.
The sub-committee has a wide-ranging remit, which includes all
aspects of small business taxation, whether that business is a sole
trade, a partnership or a limited company. It considers not just income
tax and corporation tax on profits but all taxes a small business owner
may encounter, such as capital gains tax, VAT, NICs and even stamp
taxes, as well as the various business-related reliefs, such as Seed
Enterprise Investment Scheme (SEIS), Enterprise Investment Scheme
(EIS) and Venture Capital Trusts (VCTs). It also looks at matters of tax
administration in so far as they affect owner-managed businesses,
for example, the online filing issues many encountered for 2016-17
self-assessment returns. It works closely with a number of the CIOT’s
other technical sub-committees.
We meet regularly with HMRC to discuss open public consultations
and draft legislation, or pro-actively on other areas, and members
attend various HMRC forums, such as the Tax and Accounting Group
and the Agricultural Representative Bodies Group. Recently, for
example, we have met with HMRC to discuss the targeted antiavoidance rule in FA 2016 section 35, which we know from members
is causing real uncertainty for businesses and is already affecting
investment decisions. We will be continuing our engagement with
HMRC on this important area over the coming months.
We also have a good relationship with the Office of Tax
Simplification (OTS). Many of our members have been closely involved
with the OTS’s work serving on their consultative committees. We
regularly meet the OTS to discuss their latest initiatives. For example,
in conjunction with our Corporate Taxes sub-committee, we met the
OTS late last year to discuss their capital allowances and depreciation
scoping project.
The OMB sub-committee meets four times a year to discuss topical
issues. Our most recent meeting was on 18 December 2017 when
topics on the agenda ranged from Making Tax Digital for Business, the
new trading and property £1,000 allowances, off-payroll working in
the private sector and recent employment status consultations.
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If you are interested in contributing to the sub-committee’s work,
please refer to the pages on our website for how to join – see https://
tinyurl.com/ya8dyrn5 – or contact Matthew Brown or Margaret Curran
for further information.
A full, but not exhaustive, list of topics within the OMB subcommittee’s remit can be found at https://tinyurl.com/ybwh4n7p.
Matthew Brown
mbrown@ciot.org.uk

Margaret Curran
mcurran@ciot.org.uk

A new CIOT Welsh Technical
sub-committee
GENERAL FEATURE

The CIOT has formed a new Welsh Technical sub-committee
coinciding with the Welsh devolved taxes coming on stream in
April 2018.
Land transaction tax will replace stamp duty land tax in Wales and
landfill disposals tax will comes into force instead of landfill tax in Wales
from April 2018. The Welsh Government will take on responsibility for
Welsh Rates of income tax (WRIT) from April 2019. The case for further
taxes in Wales, such as a vacant land tax, a social care tax, a disposable
plastic tax and a tourism tax are under consideration.
With the historic introduction of new Welsh devolved taxes, the CIOT
has established a Welsh Technical sub-committee replacing and building
upon the work of the existing Welsh Affairs Working Group. The new
sub-committee’s remit will extend to all aspects of Welsh taxation and
taxes devolved to Wales under the Government of Wales Act 2006 and
the Wales Acts of 2014 and 2017.
The CIOT is delighted that Lakshmi Narain and Ritchie Tout have
agreed to take on the roles of Chair and Vice-Chair respectively with
Kate Willis supporting the work of the sub-committee as Technical
Officer.
The Welsh Technical sub-committee will largely operate on a virtual
basis with regular meetings typically by conference call. However
physical meetings will be held when appropriate to do so. The inaugural
meeting will be held on the afternoon of 15 May 2018 in Cardiff.
We would welcome applications to join the sub-committee from
members based in Wales or from members based outside Wales but
with an interest in Welsh taxation. Details of the short application
process can be found on the CIOT website at www.tax.org.uk/
welshtechnicalsc.
Kate Willis
kwillis@ciot.org.uk

Extending CGT to non-residents
investing in UK real estate
LARGE CORPORATE TAX PERSONAL TAX

The CIOT and ATT have responded to the consultation that followed
the government’s announcement at the Autumn Budget 2017 that
most non-resident investors in UK land will be brought into UK tax
on gains from April 2019.
The key changes proposed by the consultation are
zz
Most non-UK residents will be chargeable on gains accruing on
the direct and indirect disposal of non-residential (commercial)
property.
zz
The existing capital gains tax charge for non-UK residents
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disposing of UK residential property will be extended
to indirect disposals and disposals made by widely-held
companies.
CIOT sub-committee members met with the HMRC team
leading the consultation before Christmas to discuss the
consultation proposals. The CIOT response builds on those
discussions.
The CIOT response can be found at www.tax.org.uk/ref401 and
the ATT response at www.att.org.uk/ref279.
Timing of the consultation
The scope, commencement date and core design features are
largely fixed and were not part of the consultation. However,
given the very significant change to the rules for taxing gains on
real estate and the government’s aim to create a single regime
rationalising as far as possible existing provisions, the CIOT is
concerned that draft legislation will be published relatively late in
the consultation process. We have written separately to note our
concerns that draft legislation for the anti-forestalling measure
has not been published despite the fact that it is already in force.
We hope that draft legislation for this measure will be published
well in advance of ‘L-Day’ in July.
Direct and indirect disposals
The new rules will extend beyond taxing direct disposals, applying
also to disposals in ‘property rich’ entities where the person
making the disposal holds, or has held in the last five years, at
least a 25% interest in the property rich entity.
Rebasing to April 2019 will be optional for direct disposals,
in that historic cost can be used if that gives a more favourable
result. However, the option to calculate the gain on historic cost
will not be available for indirect disposals. Instead, rebasing to
April 2019 is compulsory for indirect disposals. The CIOT and ATT
think this risks imposing tax on a post April 2019 gain that exceeds
the overall economic gain. The ATT is also concerned that applying
different calculation methods to direct and indirect disposals will
introduce unnecessary complexity for non-residents, who may
already find understanding and complying with the new rules
challenging, as well as increasing the risk of errors and HMRC
challenge.
The five-year look back period for indirect disposals is very
widely drawn. The CIOT suggest that as a minimum the five-year
period should be restricted to periods beginning with the Budget
announcement on 22 November 2017 as the earliest point at
which taxpayers were made aware of it. The five-year look back
could bring ‘cornerstone investors’ in collective funds into charge
despite holding a 25% interest for a very short period of time.
Consideration might be given to the option to elect to use an
average holding over the five-year period, or alternatively a linked
disposal rule modelled on TCGA 1992 section 19 to address the
risk of fragmentation.
Given the intention is to recognise that indirect ownership
equates to direct ownership in economic terms, the CIOT suggest
that the same approach is adopted as for the transactions in land
rules, that is, a just and reasonable apportionment to identify the
gain attributable to the underlying UK property.
The distinction between direct and indirect disposals, and
the interaction with double tax treaties, brings into sharper
focus the issue of determining the nature of foreign entities
(whether transparent or opaque). The CIOT and ATT suggest
that HMRC’s entity classification list is updated in advance of the
implementation date.
It is not clear whether the intention is that offshore unit
trusts will be treated as opaque or as transparent under the new
regime. In the context of the policy approach of achieving parity
of tax treatment between UK residents and non-UK residents it is
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important that the approach is clarified given the scale of inbound
investment in UK property through collective investment vehicles
(CIV).
If the policy intention is to equalise treatment of UK and non-UK
investment structures while maintaining the exempt treatment
for certain classes of investor such as pension schemes, the ability
to invest via a CIV without introducing either more than one
layer of tax and/or an incidence of tax that is inappropriate for
exempt institutional investors may need to be evaluated further.
Suggestions for areas that might form part of that evaluation are
included in the CIOT’s response.
ATED-related CGT
The CIOT and ATT responses strongly support the abolition of
ATED-related CGT from April 2019 to consolidate the taxation of
immovable property gains into one regime as far as possible.
Reporting obligations for third-party advisers
The consultation proposes a new reporting requirement for
certain advisers who are aware of the conclusion of a transaction.
In terms of the reporting obligations to be imposed on thirdparty advisers, the consultation asks about an ‘undue’ increase
in administrative burdens or costs. Clearly there will be a
potentially significant increase in the administrative burden for
UK advisers in meeting this compliance obligation, the extent
of that burden will depend upon the conditions imposed. The
question of whether this burden is unwarranted depends in part
upon whether there are alternatives that would better meet the
compliance and enforcement challenges. The wholesale extension
of CGT on immovable property to non-residents and alignment
with other jurisdictions indicates that international experience of
enforcement and compliance should be fully evaluated. The ATT
note that there is a potentially large pool of third-party advisers
who may be aware of the conclusion of a transaction, which
means there is a risk of duplicated reports. If the obligation to
report is not restricted then guidance will be needed to set out the
obligations, if any, for an adviser to establish if a transaction has
concluded.
Awareness and publicity
The CIOT and ATT are concerned that recent case law in relation
to penalties for failure to make a non-resident capital gains tax
(NRCGT) return has demonstrated a lack of awareness of the
NRCGT reporting requirements by non-UK residents and particular
confusion for non-UK resident individuals in relation to the thirtyday reporting requirement that applies regardless of whether or
not the taxpayer is in the self-assessment. It will be important for
HMRC to undertake extensive, well targeted publicity to ensure
non-residents and their advisers are aware of the proposed
changes and their obligations under the rules.
Kate Willis
kwillis@ciot.org.uk

Emma Rawson
erawson@att.org.uk

Royalties withholding tax: CIOT
responds to consultation
INTERNATIONAL TAX LARGE CORPORATE TAX

Following an announcement at the Autumn Budget, the
government published a consultation document on Royalties
Withholding Tax on 1 December 2017. Following a meeting
with HMRC and HMT, the CIOT responded to these proposals,
reiterating our view that, following the US tax reforms, which
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occurred after the announcement, the proposed measures
would not raise any significant revenue for the Exchequer, but
would result in significant costs for HMRC (as well as taxpayers)
in terms of compliance.
The digital economy was identified as an action point of
the G20/OECD BEPS project in 2013 and the CIOT has engaged
with the OECD and the EU Commission, as well as with the UK
government since then.
At the Autumn Budget 2017 the Chancellor announced that
the government will introduce legislation in Finance Bill 201819 that broadens the circumstances in which certain payments
made to non-UK residents have a liability to income tax.
More detail on these proposals were given in the consultation
document on Royalties withholding tax published on 1 December
2017. These proposals form part of government’s response to
the challenges presented by the digitalised economy and are
intended to be part of the government’s strategy for tackling the
perceived imbalances of the digitalised economy (as explained in
the government’s position paper on Corporate tax and the digital
economy published in November 2017). The CIOT met with HMT
and HMRC in January 2018 to discuss the consultation document
and the position paper and subsequently responded in writing
to both.
Our response to the position paper on Corporate tax and the
digital economy was reported in March’s edition of Technical
Newsdesk and can be found at: www.tax.org.uk/ref400.
In our response to the Royalties withholding tax proposals, we
noted that the new tax would impose a UK tax liability on profits
which under the existing international tax system are profits
which fall to be taxed in another jurisdiction and that any such
measures should be introduced with great caution.
We also reiterated the importance of a multilateral global
response because of the potential dangers of unilateral
measures, such as double taxation and a significant compliance
burden for businesses which would stifle economic growth
and innovation, whilst also, perversely, possibly giving rise to
arbitrage/tax planning opportunities as a consequence of the
resulting differences between tax systems.
In addition, while recognising the political pressure to be
seen to be trying to do something to tax profits of multinational
groups which are currently subject to only a very low effective
rate of tax, we said that it is important that any such measures
that are introduced are, in fact, cost effective for the UK as a
whole. We said that the expected revenue that may be raised
should be weighed against the negative impact on the UK
competitiveness at this sensitive economic time. Our strong view
was that the government should seriously consider dropping
these proposals as a result of changes in the international tax
landscape since they were announced, which we suspect will
mean that they will be more costly to implement and enforce
than the amount of revenue that would be raised.
Our response also raised a number of technical issues with
the proposals that would need to be resolved. In particular:
zz
further clarity is required around how the scope of the
proposals would be defined by reference to key concepts such
as ‘exploitation of the IP in the UK’ and/or ‘UK sales’ and what
constitutes a royalty payment;
zz
in order to reduce the risk of double taxation, a minimum tax
(which considers the tax position of the recipient and any other
entity in the group) or local economic substance test should be
included;
zz
the reporting obligations should be limited to royalty payments
that are within the rules only and not to all royalty payments
within a group which relate to sales in the UK;
zz
joint and several liability would be unduly onerous on UK
subsidiaries, joint venture members and minority shareholders
which would not have sufficient information (or any way of
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getting information) in respect of other companies within a
worldwide group to determine whether or not liabilities may arise;
zz
clearly enforcement of the rules for groups without a UK taxable
presence remains a significant issue to be resolved. Although
we understand the rationale for attaching obligations to a UK
presence, we said that it seems unhelpful to place groups with a UK
taxable presence at a disadvantage to those that do not; and
zz
more careful targeting of the measures may reduce the instances
of double taxation, however, consideration should be given as
to what would happen if other countries respond with similar
withholding taxes. Especially as the rate of withholding on gross
payments can be high compared with reducing corporate tax rates
on profits.
In his Spring Statement (on 13 March) the Chancellor said that the
government was continuing its work in this area, looking at the tax
treatment of multinational digital companies and a position paper
update on Corporate tax and the digital economy was published. We
are pleased to note that the government’s position paper update
once again reiterated the government’s commitment to existing
international tax principle – that the profits of a business should be
taxed in the countries in which it creates value. The position paper
update also recognises that the preferred approach is multilateral
reform of the international corporate tax framework to reflect the
value of user participation, noting that this would provide the most
sustainable solution. We welcome this, having consistently advocated
a global approach.
However, the paper also sets out for consideration a possible
interim measure based on taxing revenue of certain digital businesses
which are perceived to be deriving significant value from UK user
participation. The Chancellor also announced consultations to look at
how split payment mechanisms could be used to combat online VAT
fraud and how online platforms could work with HMRC and taxpayers
to help people who make money through the platforms understand
and meet their tax obligations.
We will be looking closely at these proposals over the coming
weeks and months and will continue to engage fully with the UK
government in relation to them. Also, as noted in the position
paper update, further proposals and reports on work in this area
are expected from the OECD and the EU imminently. Notably, the
position paper update says that any interim measure should also be
implemented on a multilateral basis and the government undertakes
to continue to work closely with the OECD and the EU in this area. We
would support this.
Our full response can be found at: www.tax.org.uk/ref404
Sacha Dalton
sdalton@ciot.org.uk

Corporate Interest Restriction:
HMRC guidance and portal to
assist with the new rules
INTERNATIONAL TAX LARGE CORPORATE TAX

On 28 February 2018, HMRC launched a digital portal for the
corporate interest restriction (CIR) aimed at enabling taxpayers to
appoint a reporting company and for the reporting company to be
able to submit an interest restriction return. Companies can use
this portal by logging on with the same credentials that are used to
complete their corporation tax return.
These resources, and further information, can be found at: https://
tinyurl.com/CIRportal
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In addition, HMRC have also published the final guidance for
CIR. This guidance can also be found through the portal page, or,
more directly, at: https://tinyurl.com/CIRguidance
If you have any comments on the portal, for example what
further resources would be useful, or on the guidance, please do
let me know and we can feed this back to HMRC.
Sacha Dalton
Sdalton@ciot.org.uk

Making Tax Digital interest
harmonisation and sanctions for
late payment: CIOT, ATT and
LITRG responses to consultation
MANAGEMENT OF TAXES GENERAL FEATURE

The CIOT, ATT and LITRG have responded to the HMRC
consultation on Making Tax Digital: interest harmonisation
and sanctions for late payment.
The government is in the process of reforming tax
administration penalties as part of wider work to simplify and
harmonise tax administration processes across taxes. HMRC
have indicated that their aim is to design penalty regimes that
are fair; effective in supporting good compliance; and simple
to understand and operate. The consultation followed two
previous ones on this topic, both published in 2017 – on tax
administration and sanctions for late submission.
The consultation sought views on two aspects:
zz
Late payment interest and repayment interest – the
consultation included proposals to align interest paid to
and by HMRC for VAT with the rules for income tax selfassessment and corporation tax;
zz
Late payment penalties – the consultation also included
proposals for a new penalty model in respect of late
payments of tax, with the aim of creating a harmonised
regime across the taxes. The proposed penalty involves
a hybrid model, whereby one element is charged at a
percentage of the tax due, and another element is charged
by way of an interest-type calculation.
In its response the CIOT said it agrees with HMRC’s broad
principles for a good penalty regime and with HMRC’s proposal
that there should be a common set of rules for late payment
interest and repayment interest to apply across income tax selfassessment, corporation tax and VAT. In the CIOT’s view, this
will make the system simpler and clearer, and help taxpayers
better comply with their obligations.
The CIOT is however concerned that the proposals to remove
repayment supplement for late payment by HMRC of VAT
refunds will be detrimental to businesses. It is also surprised
that, at the same time, HMRC are proposing a similar model
to penalise late payment by taxpayers. Either a regime with
a penalty at the end of a defined period meets the above
principles for a good penalty regime, or it does not. It must
work both ways.
In the CIOT’s view, the proposed new ‘hybrid’ late payment
penalty model does not provide a long enough period for the
taxpayer to take the appropriate action to avoid a penalty.
Instead of 15 days we have suggested that the period should be
extended to 30 days. The ‘hybrid’ model is also complex. HMRC
will need to explain how it works clearly to taxpayers in order
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that they understand what they need to do to minimise their
exposure to penalties and the consequences of not meeting
their payment obligations.
It will clearly be important that the late payment model
ultimately chosen works consistently and fairly with the
‘penalty points’ model which is being proposed for late filing of
tax returns.
The consultation paper does not specify from what date the
proposed changes to the rules on interest and late payment
penalties would take effect. Equally, for VAT purposes, it is not
clear whether the existing default surcharge would continue
to apply to late filing of VAT returns. While it is not essential
that the proposals are brought in at the same time as Making
Tax Digital (MTD) for Business, and in fact there is unlikely to
be enough time for that to happen especially with mandatory
MTD for VAT starting from April 2019, it would make sense to
streamline the introduction of the changes as far as is possible
rather than bringing them in in a piecemeal fashion. Previous
experience has shown that changes to the penalty system
brought in over several years can cause confusion for taxpayers
and advisers alike.
The CIOT’s full response can be found at www.tax.org.uk/
ref407.
The LITRG response welcomed the fact that the proposed
model for late payment sanctions will maintain reasonable
excuse provisions, and that late payment penalties under the
proposed new model will not include the base rate, as these
were two issues LITRG raised in response to the previous
consultations on this topic.
LITRG also emphasised the importance of clear
communications to ensure that taxpayers understand the new
sanctions for late payments – both in terms of guidance on GOV.
UK and information provided to affected taxpayers. Moreover,
LITRG pointed out that HMRC must provide support to
taxpayers to help them get things right or rectify the situation
once they have missed a deadline, in particular, vulnerable
taxpayers who find themselves in debt.
In order for the proposed model to work fairly, LITRG
asserted that HMRC must ensure that the time to pay (TTP)
service deals with taxpayer requests fairly, even-handedly and
with understanding.
The LITRG response raised concerns that the proposals for
late payment penalties do not strike the right balance between
fairness for those that pay on time and providing a reasonable
time to arrange payment. In particular, LITRG agreed with the
CIOT that 15 days from the due date is not a long enough period
in which to allow taxpayers to either pay or arrange a time
to pay arrangement without penalty. Moreover, the proposal
for a hybrid system of late payment penalties, which include
an element charged at a percentage of the tax due and an
interest type element, in combination with the 15-day limit for
no penalty and 30-day limit for a reduced penalty, will add to
complexity and make the sanctions imposed on taxpayers less
transparent.
LITRG also noted the importance of making it as easy as
possible for taxes to be paid, so that late payment charges can
be avoided, and the necessity of having alternatives to paying
online.
The LITRG submission is available on the LITRG website at
www.litrg.org.uk/ref306.
The ATT response noted a key distinction between the
proposals for late payment sanctions and those relating to
late submission (where the government is adopting a tottingup points system). The latter and the VAT default surcharge
regime (which is abolished under the proposals) both feature
an early warning system to taxpayers of any non-compliance.
By contrast, the proposed late payment regime does not.
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ATT identified this as a potential source of misunderstanding
and confusion which will need to be addressed in HMRC’s
communications.
ATT also noted that the proposed introduction of late
payment sanctions for corporation tax meant that companies
would need to receive clear and specifically targeted advance
guidance so that they appreciated the significantly more severe
implications of late payment under the proposals and could plan
accordingly.
Much of the focus in ATT’s response was on the proposal for a
new tax-geared sanction of 2.5% of the overdue tax where it was
not paid or made the subject of a TTP arrangement until more than
15 days after the due date but before the 31 day point (when a 5%
tax-geared sanction would arise and a penalty rate of interest –
possibly 8% on top of normal late payment interest – would start to
accrue until payment or a TTP arrangement). Noting the complexity
of the 2.5% sanction and the potential for it to be disproportionate,
ATT concluded that a much simpler way of encouraging positive
taxpayer behaviour would be for a penalty rate of interest to accrue
immediately from the due date but with the important provision that
it would be cancelled if payment or a TTP arrangement was made
within the first 15 days from the due date.
At a meeting with HMRC, ATT had been advised that although
the consultation referred to a TTP arrangement being made within
the 15 or 30 day period, HMRC’s intention would be to recognise
the key date as that of the initial approach to HMRC with a view to a
TTP arrangement. ATT’s response included deliberate reference to
HMRC’s indication on this point.
The ATT submission is available on the ATT website at www.att.
org.uk/ref278.
Margaret Curran
mcurran@ciot.org.uk

Will Silsby
wsilsby@att.org.uk

Joanne Walker
jwalker@litrg.org.uk

Tax conditionality in public
sector licensing: LITRG
responds to consultation
OMB PERSONAL TAX EMPLOYMENT TAX

The government has consulted further on the principle of tax
conditionality as a means of tackling the hidden economy
by requiring those who require licenses to operate to
demonstrate they are properly registered for tax.
The latest consultation considers the mechanics of such a
proposal in relation to certain public sector licenses, namely
those in the private security, taxis and private hire vehicles,
waste management, scrap metal, housing and retail sectors.
It is proposed that those individuals and businesses who
operate in these sectors will need to provide proof of their
registration for tax when they come to renew their licence. Tax
registration will not be checked upon the initial application of
the licence, because it is recognised that the licence applicant
may, legitimately, have not yet registered for the appropriate
tax(es) at that point.
In its response, LITRG highlights its concerns over how
such tax registration checks would fall short of eliminating
hidden economy activity in the sectors concerned and more
widely. For example, the proposals will not affect those who
operate illegally without a licence or ensure that those who
are registered are actually compliant. Furthermore, there is no
proposal on how HMRC (or, indeed, the licensing authorities)
assess which tax registrations are relevant depending on the
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business structure. Indeed, the person or entity with the
responsibility to register for tax may not be the same as the
individual being licensed (as in the case of an employer having
the responsibility to register its employees for PAYE). These
issues will need to be ironed out if tax conditionality is to be
fair and effective.
The consequences of an individual losing their license to
operate because they are unable to demonstrate what is
required are significant. These would not just extend to that
person’s ability to trade, but would also impact innocent third
parties, for example their financial dependants, those they
employ and those who engage their services. In the case of
licences issued under the Housing Act 2004, certain tenants
may find themselves homeless. Therefore, the process must
be robust and allow fair opportunity for appeal. At the same
time, licensing authorities must not have an undue burden
placed upon them to make assessments on an applicant’s tax
position.
In terms of how tax conditionality would work in practice,
LITRG has argued that the process should be as streamlined
as possible for it to be effective. For example, instead of
providing paper evidence containing sensitive financial
information, licence applicants should simply be able to
assert the relevant tax registration reference for the licensing
authority to verify this directly with HMRC.
Finally, while LITRG supports the principle of tax
conditionality, we have made clear that for this to be
successful the government needs to ensure that it also
focuses on improving levels of tax morality in society through
education. In addition, it needs to educate the public around
the importance of using licensed operators. Otherwise,
tax conditionality risks backfiring by driving business
underground even further.
Tom Henderson
thenderson@litrg.org.uk

Client Notification Letters:
Results of a CIOT and ATT
member survey
MANAGEMENT OF TAXES

We surveyed our members during November 2017 for
their views on how they approached compliance with the
obligations imposed on them by the International Tax
Compliance (Client Notification) Regulations 2016 and to
obtain feedback on their experiences.
The regulations placed an obligation on tax advisers
who provided offshore advice or services in the year to
30 September 2016 (beyond solely the preparation and
delivery of tax returns) to send certain clients a notification
comprising an HMRC branded document and standard
wording for inclusion in a covering letter or email by 31
August 2017.
The survey asked a number of specific questions about the
approach members took to complying with the exercise, the
challenges they faced in complying, the costs of complying,
how clients responded and whether members thought
the exercise achieved its objective. The survey also gave
respondents the opportunity to add their own comments. It
was specifically directed at the person(s) who dealt with the
notification exercise either for themselves (if practising as a
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sole practitioner) or for their firm. We are very grateful to the
members who responded for the feedback they provided.
The results of the survey formed the basis for a report we
recently published on our websites – see www.tax.org.uk/
ref430 and www.att.org.uk/ref287.
Responses revealed that members did not find the exercise
straightforward. The time and costs involved in complying with
the notification requirement were clearly an issue, along with
resentment that members felt they were doing something that
they thought HMRC should have been doing.
In our report we say that, before imposing any similar
requirement on tax advisers in the future, HMRC should
review and evaluate the exercise to ascertain not only whether
it achieved its objectives, but whether using tax advisers
to communicate messages from HMRC to their clients was
more effective than sending the messages themselves.
Given the burden it placed on tax advisers, we think it would
be unreasonable for HMRC to repeat the exercise without
conducting a post-implementation review. We say that they
should also undertake a comprehensive consultation with
stakeholders before any similar obligations are imposed in the
future.
We sent our report and the survey results to HMRC so that
they are aware of members’ views and said that we are happy
for the results to be used in a post-implementation review.
Turning to some of the key findings of the survey; many
respondents reported that it was difficult to identify the
correct population of clients to whom a letter should be sent.
This was due to various reasons:
zz
the complexity of and difficulty in interpreting the
legislation;
zz
the quality of HMRC’s guidance; and
zz
client databases that did not easily enable identification of
the relevant clients.
It appears that many advisers took the practical decision
to send the letter to every client rather than adopt either the
specific or general approach. 39% of respondents sent a letter
to every client.
Respondents said that they found the exercise to be costly
and time-consuming, with many reporting that they had not
been able to, or not felt able to, recover the costs from their
clients.
A small but significant proportion (14%) of respondents
reported that a client (or clients) had come forward to disclose
previously undisclosed offshore income or gains as a result
of receiving the letter. Specific comments revealed only
insignificant disclosures by clients that advisers were aware
of. It would be interesting to know if HMRC experienced a
spike in people coming forward following 31 August 2017, and
in what number. However, we suspect that it is too early to
say with certainty whether the letter has or has not had the
desired effect of increasing awareness amongst taxpayers of
their obligations relating to offshore income and gains, and/or
disclosures to HMRC.
There had been some concerns expressed beforehand by
the agent community that the notification exercise might have
a negative impact on the adviser/client relationship. It appears
that these concerns were unfounded with 81% of respondents
reporting that the exercise had no effect on the relationship.
However, comments suggest that this must have been at least
partly due to the way advisers managed the exercise and
worded the letters in order to minimise any distress to clients.
Comments from members who received feedback from
clients revealed that the letters caused worry and confusion
for clients whose tax affairs were in general up-to-date and
compliant. Respondents reported that dealing with queries
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from the ‘worried compliant’ was time-consuming and
ultimately unnecessary. Several members reported very little, if
any, response from any clients at all.
Margaret Curran
mcurran@ciot.org.uk

Rent-a-room relief: CIOT, ATT
and LITRG respond to HMRC’s
Call for Evidence
PERSONAL TAX

Following a joint member survey, CIOT/ATT and LITRG responded to
a call for evidence on rent-a-room relief.
Thank you very much to everyone who contributed to the joint
CIOT and ATT rent-a-room survey in February. Almost 700 people
took part in the survey. This was a great result and helped to ensure
that our responses reflected members’ views.
The survey was launched to gather evidence to enable us to
respond to the call for evidence on rent-a-room relief (the call)
published by HM Treasury (HMT) in December 2017. The purpose of
the call was to provide evidence to explore whether the design of the
relief, which was introduced in 1992, provides the right incentives for
the rental market as it exists today. HMT has limited information on
the use of the relief as the vast majority of users are not in the selfassessment system.
In our survey we invited responses from anyone with experience of
rent-a-room relief. The objectives of the survey were to:
zz
Find out more about the current use of the relief.
zz
Find out whether the relief is working.
zz
Find out what potential reforms could be made to the relief.
In addition to the survey, further evidence was provided by
the CIOT and LITRG in a roundtable event, while the ATT had a
separate meeting with HMT.
The responses to the three main areas of the call can be
summarised as follows.
Current use of the relief
Most respondents had between one and nine clients using the relief
and reported that the majority of claims they saw were for letting a
spare room for longer term lodgers. The survey did not produce any
significant evidence that respondents were seeing increasing numbers
of claims for the relief, nor did it show a move towards short-term
lettings, which is a potential concern for HMT.
As might be expected, the main factor driving the decision to let a
room was the need for additional income.
Is the relief working as the government intends?
Most respondents agreed that the relief provided an incentive
to let rooms, but were more divided over whether or not such
letting would continue if the relief was removed and only the £1,000
property allowance was available.
There were a range of views expressed over what type of letting
(long or short term) and types of accommodation (for example spare
rooms, annexes) should be eligible for the relief.
A number of respondents highlighted the benefit of the
administrative simplification that the relief provided.
Evidence/options for reform
The call asked whether respondents were aware of other systems
available outside the UK. In general, respondents to our survey
had little experience of similar relief schemes abroad. The ATT
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included in their response some details of the Irish rent-a-room
system after speaking to the Irish Tax Institute. In Ireland, the relief
is only available to residential lets and, in general, a claim must be
made for the relief.
Given the increasing use of online sharing platforms such as
Airbnb, the crucial question in terms of reform was of course
whether or not rent-a-room relief should continue to be available
to those letting rooms out for holiday accommodation, or if it
should be restricted to purely residential lets.
The survey results showed that respondents were very much
divided on this point, with 52.6% agreeing that the relief should
remain available for holiday accommodation, and 47.4% feeling it
should be restricted to residential lets only.
Other observations
The survey also included questions about the current limit of
£7,500 for the relief, and current guidance. Most respondents felt
that the current limit was reasonable and covered the majority of
circumstances.
Respondents highlighted a variety of areas where it was felt
guidance would be improved, particularly in respect of allowing
the relief where a property has been temporarily divided.
LITRG
LITRG’s submission was based on anecdotal evidence drawn
from their experience of rent-a-room relief and other research
undertaken.
In it they say they are not convinced that any changes to renta-room relief are needed under the banner of making it more
targeted to support longer-term lettings. While there is a premium
that an ‘Airbnb type’ let can command, it could soon be cancelled
out by the extra risk and work involved in managing holiday
guests, not to mention loss of income during the empty periods. It
is therefore LITRG’s view that most landlords who have historically
had lodgers would still opt for long-term over ‘Airbnb type’ lets.
Furthermore, they point out that rent-a-room relief is a
useful and beneficial relief for low-income taxpayers – who may
take a long-term lodger to help them with mortgage costs or to
provide companionship, if they are elderly or recently bereaved
for example. Complicating the scheme for them, by adding
requirements or conditions, is risky, as they may simply choose not
to let to lodgers in the first place – with all manner of knock-on
effects and implications.
The full text of the responses can be found:
CIOT response: www.tax.org.uk/ref403
ATT response: www.att.org.uk/ref281
LITRG’s response: www.litrg.org.uk/ref304
Matthew Brown
mbrown@ciot.org.uk

Helen Thornley
hthornley@att.org.uk

Meredith McCammond
mmccammond@litrg.org.uk

PAYE Settlement Agreement
(PSA) process: CIOT, ATT and
LITRG respond to consultation
EMPLOYMENT TAX

HMRC published a short consultation in February 2018, looking
at making changes to the PAYE Settlement Agreement (PSA)
process to remove the requirement for employers to annually
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agree their PSA with HMRC and pave the way for a future
online process. CIOT, ATT and LITRG responded to HMRC and
while welcoming the introduction of ‘enduring agreements’
raised concerns around the removal of the reasoning for
HMRC to cancel a PSA contained in the current legislation.
The PAYE Settlement Agreement (PSA) process allows
employers to enter into an annual agreement with HMRC under
which the employer makes a single payment in respect of the
tax and national insurance due on qualifying small or irregular
benefits-in-kind and taxable expenses received by their
employees.
On 6 February 2018, HMRC published the draft Income Tax
(Pay as You Earn) (Amendment) Regulations 2018 which would:
zz
Lift the current requirement on employers to renew their
PSA annually by providing for an ‘enduring agreement’;
zz
Amend the regulations to allow for digitisation of the PSA
process at a future stage; and
zz
Retain the current range of benefits-in-kind and taxable
expenses which can be covered by a PSA.
Enduring agreements
Presently, a PSA must be agreed annually with HMRC.
Agreements can be made before, during or after the tax year
but must be agreed before the following 6 July for the tax year
for which they apply.
The government has now introduced the concept of a PSA
being an enduring agreement. The agreement, once entered
into and agreed by the employer with HMRC, will continue
to remain in place for subsequent tax years unless varied
or withdrawn by the employer or cancelled by HMRC. This,
therefore, removes the need for an annual agreement between
the employer and HMRC.
The CIOT, ATT and LITRG have welcomed the introduction of
an enduring agreement and consider this a sensible measure
to reduce the administrative burden of the PSA process for
employers, their agents and HMRC.
The CIOT added that at present the annual PSA specifies
which benefits and/or expenses are included and for which
employees. While many of the benefits and/or expenses
included in a PSA will remain unchanged from one year to
another, in many cases there will be ‘one-off’ benefits and/
or expenses included in a particular year’s PSA. The CIOT,
therefore, asked HMRC to clarify how an enduring agreement
will deal with changes in the benefits and/or expenses, or
changes in the make-up of the employees, from one year to
another.
The ATT and LITRG added that, as employers may no longer
be considering their PSA annually, clear guidance on the process
for application, variation and cessation of enduring agreements
will be essential for employers and their agents.
Revised PSA process
At present, the circumstances in which a PSA can be cancelled
by HMRC include a failure to produce records, pay tax on time,
or file returns on time, etc. Under the revised PSA process
either HMRC or the employer may cancel a PSA, and the reasons
permitting HMRC to cancel a PSA contained in the current
legislation are removed. While CIOT, ATT and LITRG agree that
an employer should be able to cancel a PSA at any time, we
think a cancellation of a PSA by HMRC is slightly different and
should remain subject to ‘checks and balances’. Cancellation of
a PSA without due cause could create disproportionate costs for
employers and we, therefore, urged government to retain the
circumstances as set out in the existing regulations.
Range of benefits-in-kind
No changes are proposed to the nature and type of benefits in
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kind or expenses covered by a PSA, nor to existing deadlines.
LITRG had raised concerns about a proposal to align the PSA
payment date with the class 1A NIC payment date and the
removal of the minor criterion, and, therefore, welcomed
HMRC’s response confirming no changes would be made. ATT
added that HMRC should try to ensure that there is consistency
between PSA teams within HMRC of what is eligible for
inclusion in a PSA.
Digitisation of the PSA process
CIOT and ATT were disappointed that there is no intention
to digitalise the PSA system at present. The ATT added
that there is an opportunity to improve the current paper
application process by providing a central electronic mailbox
to receive applications for enduring agreements and variation
requests. LITRG added that, if and when an electronic process
is introduced, to protect digitally excluded employers HMRC
should only be able to use electronic communication to, for
example, cancel an agreement where the employer has set up
the PSA electronically.
The full text of the responses can be found:
CIOT response: www.tax.org.uk/ref429
ATT response: www.att.org.uk/ref286
LITRG’s response: www.litrg.org.uk/ref303
Matthew Brown
mbrown@ciot.org.uk

Helen Thornley
hthornley@att.org.uk

Victoria Todd
vtodd@litrg.org.uk

Electric cars and
employment taxes
EMPLOYMENT TAX

Although we will not have the legislation by then, we know
that, from 6 April 2018, there will no longer be a benefit in
kind if an employer pays to charge an employee’s electric
car. This adds to the existing quirks in the employment tax
treatment of electric cars.
Recent years have seen a remarkable increase in the
popularity of electric cars. As at December 2017 more than
132,000 ‘plug-in’ cars (that is, cars with a battery which can be
recharged by connecting to an external electricity source) had
been registered in the UK, up from just 3,500 in 2013.
To further encourage the take-up of low and zero emissions
vehicles (including electric cars) a range of special tax measures
have been introduced. The most recent of these was the
announcement at the Autumn Budget 2017 that, from 6 April
2018, there will be no benefit in kind charge on electricity that
employers provide to charge personally owned electric vehicles.
The intention is for this new exemption to be included in
the next Finance Bill, which will be announced and published in
the autumn of 2018. The delay in legislating for this exemption
puts employers and employees in an uncertain position, as
the exemption will have come into force before any details of
possible exclusions or exceptions are available.
This uncertainty comes on top of the already complex
employment tax rules for electric cars, which were the subject
of a recent technical article on the ATT website. This article can
be found at https://tinyurl.com/y8yc6q6s. Areas of complexity
include:
zz
No benefit in kind arises if an employer pays to charge a
pure-electric company car (that is a company car with an
electric propulsion system only and no petrol or diesel
engine), regardless of the level of private mileage.
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zz
By contrast, up to 5 April 2018, a benefit in kind may arise

if an employer provides electricity to charge an employee’s
personally owned car (for example if they are allowed to
charge their car at work).
zz
Advisory Fuel Rates (AFRs) cannot be used to reimburse
employees for the cost of electricity paid for personally but
used for business travel in a pure electric company car.
zz
Hybrid company cars (that is company cars with both a
petrol / diesel engine and electric propulsion system) are
subject to the normal fuel benefit rules, and diesel / petrol
AFRs can be used.
zz
If an employee uses their own electric car (whether pure
electric or hybrid) for business purposes, Approved Mileage
Allowance Payments (AMAPs) do apply in the same way as
for petrol or diesel cars.
Further information on these, and other, employment tax
implications of electric cars as well as the capital allowances
available to businesses are included in the ATT technical article,
(https://tinyurl.com/y8yc6q6s).
Emma Rawson
erawson@att.org.uk

Qualifying care relief: LITRG
comments on draft regulations
which would change the rules
GENERAL FEATURE

HMRC have published draft amendment regulations on
qualifying care relief and LITRG has submitted comments on
these
Draft regulations issued
Following our recent update in the February issue, HMRC have
now published draft amending regulations designed to allow
authorised shared lives carers to claim qualifying care relief
(QCR) where part of their payment for the qualifying care
comes direct from the adult they support. This is to reflect
changes in the way that social care is funded. QCR operates to
minimise record-keeping and reporting for qualifying carers,
often meaning that their taxable profit is nil.
Position prior to the changes
The existing regulations, introduced in 2011, required that
payments be made to the carer from the local authority or
health service body. Since then, many changes have taken place
– most importantly local authorities no longer regulate the
shared lives carers: instead they regulate shared lives schemes.
The significance of this change was that the accommodation
used for this type of care, the carer’s own home, was no longer
regulated by the local authority. The consequence was that
payments of housing benefit (for the adult they support) could
no longer be paid direct to the carer (as part of the payment
they receive for the shared lives care), but instead had to be
paid to the supported adult. Accordingly, mechanisms had to
be found to redirect those payments to the carer. Different
schemes chose different methods but some schemes arranged
for the supported adult to make a direct payment to the carer.
Similar issues arise in connection with other social security
benefits paid to the supported adult, which are used to pay for
food, utilities, etc. and need to be redirected to the carer. More
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recently, the introduction of Personal Independence Payments,
for example, has meant that some of the payments for care also
require to be rerouted from the supported adult.
Looking at the carer’s situation, the overall amount they are
paid is determined by the scheme provider, based on the needs
of the adult they support. The scheme monitors all payments.
Many carers may not appreciate that QCR may not strictly apply
to all the payments they are receiving. This could lead to them
filing incorrect tax returns and, potentially, finding themselves
with unexpected responsibilities to keep track of all their
household expenses as well as potential tax bills. Similar issues
may arise for foster carers who look after young people who
‘stay put’ after the age of 18.
Draft regulations
These are designed to enable payments made to carers to
qualify for QCR. Unfortunately they are drafted very tightly
so that payments, certainly for the care element, have to be
paid by a local authority, health board or shared lives scheme
provider. We have indicated that this is not what happens in
many schemes and recommended that any payments that are
authorised by the scheme should also qualify for QCR.
Further, we have suggested that any payments made to date
that are in accordance with the scheme should similarly qualify
for QCR. As a minimum, a breathing space needs to be built
in to allow changes in the way payments are made. Our full
submission may be found at www.litrg.org.uk/ref307.
Gillian Wrigley
gwrigley@litrg.org.uk

VAT and vouchers: CIOT
responds to consultation
INDIRECT TAX

The CIOT responded to HMRC’s consultation on VAT and
vouchers, arising from the EU Vouchers Directive (2016/1065
of 27 June 2016) that seeks to harmonise the voucher rules
throughout the EU.
The implementation date for the voucher directive is
1 January 2019, which is prior to the UK leaving the EU.
Therefore, the UK has been involved in the EU discussions
leading up to the adoption of the Directive and will update the
UK rules to comply with the Directive from the implementation
date, and for at least the time whilst it remains a member of
the EU.
A summary of the main points raised in our response are as
follows:
Complexity of rules and new definitions
The VAT legislation and guidance covering the rules for
vouchers have regularly been areas of complexity for taxpayers.
The Directive introduces two definitions for vouchers: single
purpose voucher (‘SPV’) and multi-purpose voucher (‘MPV’),
described more fully in an article in Technical Newsdesk in
the February 2018 issue of Tax Adviser. Once it is understood
that the word ‘purpose’ relates to the supply of goods and /
or services charged at a single or multiple VAT rate, they seem
simpler to understand than the UK’s current definitions of facevalue vouchers, retail vouchers and credit vouchers.
However, our response highlights that some complexity will
still remain for taxpayers, particularly for businesses where
vouchers can be used for multiple supplies that can include
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the excepted supplies (transport, admission tickets, postage
stamps, online credits and SIM cards). There still appears
scope for things to go wrong.
We would welcome a wide range of examples published
in guidance to provide clarity to taxpayers, including for
intermediaries and those with more complex voucher
portfolios.
Intermediaries and agency arrangements
The Directive may impact the way MPV intermediaries
structure their businesses as sales of MPVs between
intermediaries will be outside the scope of VAT from 1
January 2019. In order to retain the same input VAT recovery
position, a proposed solution is to move from a voucher buy/
sell arrangement to a commission based agency arrangement.
Agency arrangements and VAT are another area of complexity
for businesses and advisers and the costs and administrative
burdens may impact the small and medium business sector
disproportionately. We would again welcome clear examples
of agency arrangements published in guidance.
The full text of our response can be found here: www.tax.
org.uk/ref402.
If you have any comments please send to technical@ciot.
org.uk.
Jayne Simpson
jsimpson@ciot.org.uk

HMRC interest in websites
of tax advisers
PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

Recent HMRC interest in websites when tackling tax
avoidance and a reminder to members to keep their own
websites under review.
HMRC have recently had success with cases taken to the
Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) in relation to misleading
advertising by tax avoidance scheme promoters. The most
recent is covered in HMRC’s Spotlight 42 (https://tinyurl.com/
y9dyouax) where the ASA ruled that the website of the firm
involved ‘misled by omission’ by failing to mention the many
government tools and policies aimed at the avoidance they
were promoting. Spotlight 40 issued last year details a similar
case where ASA ruled that claims made and use of HMRC’s
logo were misleading and that the website again misled by
omission (https://tinyurl.com/y7not2ce).
Given the requirements on members when providing tax
planning, as set out in Professional Conduct in Relation to
Taxation, we would not expect similar interest in relation to the
websites of our members. However what these cases do highlight
is that HMRC look at the promotional material and websites of
firms. Members are reminded of the Professional Standards
guidance on member websites available on the CIOT website
(https://tinyurl.com/y7xnuo5e) and the ATT website (https://
tinyurl.com/y8jpxoz9) which covers some dos and don’ts which
members may find helpful.
If you have any queries on professional standards in relation
to member websites please contact Jane Mellor (jmellor@ciot.
org.uk) or for technical queries relating to HMRC’s Spotlight series
please contact Margaret Curran (mcurran@ciot.org.uk).
Jane Mellor
jmellor@ciot.org.uk

Margaret Curran
mcurran@ciot.org.uk
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Recent submissions

Further information

Date sent

Draft Legislation: The Value Added Tax (Amendment) Regulations 2018

www.tax.org.uk/ref419

09/02/2018

Client notification letters: report on the results of a CIOT and ATT survey

www.tax.org.uk/ref430

13/02/2018

Taxing gains made by non-residents on UK immovable property

www.tax.org.uk/ref401

16/02/2018

Rent a room relief

www.tax.org.uk/ref403

22/02/2018

Draft legislation: Simplification of PAYE Settlement Agreements

www.tax.org.uk/ref429

23/02/2018

Royalties withholding tax

www.tax.org.uk/ref404

23/02/2018

VAT and vouchers

www.tax.org.uk/ref402

01/03/2018

Making Tax Digital: Interest harmonisation and sanctions for late payment

www.tax.org.uk/ref407

02/03/2018

Draft legislation: The Value Added Tax (Amendment) Regulations 2018

www.att.org.uk/ref280

09/02/2018

Client notification letters: report on the results of a CIOT and ATT survey

www.att.org.uk/ref287

13/02/2018

Taxing gains made by non-residents on UK immovable property

www.att.org.uk/ref279

14/02/2018

Draft legislation: Simplification of PAYE Settlement Agreements

www.att.org.uk/ref286

20/02/2018

Rent a room relief

www.att.org.uk/ref281

20/02/2018

Making Tax Digital: Interest harmonisation and sanctions for late payment

www.att.org.uk/ref278

05/03/2018

Making Tax Digital for VAT: draft regulations

www.litrg.org.uk/ref301

09/02/2018

Welsh Revenue Authority draft charter

www.litrg.org.uk/ref302

13/02/2018

Simplification of PAYE Settlement Agreements

www.litrg.org.uk/ref303

21/02/2018

Rent a room relief

www.litrg.org.uk/ref304

22/02/2018

Childcare policy and its influence on the economy inquiry

www.litrg.org.uk/ref300

22/02/2018

Making Tax Digital: interest harmonisation and sanctions for late payments

www.litrg.org.uk/ref306

28/02/2018

Tackling the hidden economy: public sector licensing

www.litrg.org.uk/ref305

02/03/2018

Shared lives carers and self funders draft legislation

www.litrg.org.uk/ref307

02/03/2018

CIOT

ATT

LITRG

READ TAX ADVISER
ONLINE
You can read the latest issue of Tax Adviser at
www.taxadvisermagazine.com from the first of
the month – featuring all of the monthly features
and technical content, and accessible for desktop,
tablet and mobile.
You can also find our iOS and Android
apps in the app stores now.
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CIOT/ATT

East Midlands Branch joins with local
lawyers and chartered accountants for
charity event
EVENT

Thursday 8 February 2018 saw
the inaugural charity event
hosted by the Nottinghamshire
Law Society, the Notts, Derby
& Lincoln Society of Chartered
Accountants and the CIOT/ATT
East Midlands Branch at the
Graypaul Ferrari & Maserati
showroom in Nottingham.
The evening was organised
to encourage closer networking
with local lawyers, accountants
and ourselves who all share
common aims and to foster
new links and relationships with
each other for working together
in the future.
The nominated charity for
the fundraising evening was
Nottinghamshire Hospice and
Caroline Howell and Jemma
Taylor-Mahon from the
Hospice gave an insight into
how important and critical
fundraising is to their day-today work in meeting the needs
of patients with terminal and
life-limiting illnesses.
East Midlands Branch Chair,
Stephen Foulkes, said: ‘It was
a pleasure and a delight to

The evening was attended by local tax advisers, lawyers and accountants

join Kathryn Meir, President
of the Nottinghamshire Law
Society and George Acquah,
President of the Notts, Derby
& Lincoln Society of Chartered
Accountants for what was a
fabulous charity event – and
what an amazing venue it
was too! It was great to see
and hear the showroom full
of members from our local
professional bodies networking
with each other and there was
certainly a buzz with chat and

George Acquah, Kathryn Meir and Stephen Foulkes
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wonderment as we appreciated
the superfast cars of Ferrari &
Maserati. Even I couldn’t resist
getting behind the wheel of
some of the vehicles on display!
‘Kathryn, George and I are
thrilled to announce that, to
date, we have currently raised
£1,100 for Nottinghamshire
Hospice – so a massive thank
you to everyone who donated
funds and the fabulous prizes.
I would also like to express
a big ‘thank you’ to Kathryn

and Michelle from the Notts
Law Society for leading the
organisation of the evening and
making it happen.’
Responding to Stephen’s
comments, Kathryn Meir,
President of the Nottinghamshire
Law Society said: ‘It was
a pleasure to host a joint
President’s evening with Stephen
from the CIOT/ATT East Midlands
Branch and George Acquah of
the ICAEW for the benefit of all
our members. The aim of the
evening was to draw our three
professions together and raise
some money for our chosen
charity. The evening was in a
fabulous location which meant
we could ogle over and get into
these amazing sports cars!
‘Overall, it was a great
evening where likeminded
professionals got to know
each other better in a relaxed,
unique venue. I personally hope
this will be the start of joint
working between our societies
which can encompass further
social events as well as looking
at what training would be of
benefit to all our members. I
look forward to working with
Stephen and his team in the
future to make this a lasting
partnership.’
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CIOT/ATT

Edinburgh and Glasgow events shine a light
on changes to tax legislation
EVENTS

The Edinburgh and Glasgow
branches of CIOT/ATT
partnered with PwC in February
to host sessions exploring
the challenges faced by tax
professionals when providing
guidance as a result of recent
changes to the law.
The ‘Tax Risk and
Transparency’ updates looked
at how recent changes to tax
legislation – such as recent
Finance Acts and the Criminal
Finances Act 2017 – introduce
new risks that tax advisers and
their clients should be aware
of when both seeking and
providing guidance.
Jon Preshaw and Natalie
Martin from PwC looked at
some of the common issues
and penalties associated with
the Requirement to Correct and

Natalie Martin, Ray McCann and Jon Preshaw

Failure to Correct rules in relation
to offshore tax non-compliance
and the new Corporate Criminal
Offence introduced as part of the
Criminal Finances Act 2017.

CIOT/ATT

CIOT

Chartered Institute
of Taxation Notice of
Annual General Meeting
AGM

The Annual General Meeting
of Members of the Chartered
Institute of Taxation will be
held on Tuesday 22 May
2018 at 16.45 in the Smeaton
Room, One Great George St,
Westminster, London SW1P
3AA.
Electoral Reform Services
(ERS) have been appointed as
scrutineers for the CIOT AGM
2018. Access to the AGM Notice,
Annual Report and Statutory
Accounts and information
regarding those standing for
election to Council will be
provided through links in an
email sent to Institute members
by ERS in April. The ERS proxy
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CIOT deputy president Ray
McCann joined attendees at
the Glasgow event, where he
spoke about the work underway
with the Institute to ensure that

members are aware of the
responsibilities they have to
their firms and clients.
The Institute’s and
Association’s Professional
Standards and Technical
teams have been working
on a checklist of penalties
applying to tax avoidance
and offshore tax evasion
and non-compliance. This
is available from the CIOT
and ATT’s websites and has
been designed to ensure
that members are aware of
the professional standards
required from them.
The checklist can be
downloaded from https://
www.tax.org.uk/professionalstandards/general-guidance/
penalties-checklist-currentpenalties-applying-taxavoidance.

voting site will also be accessible
via a link in that email.
If you prefer to receive
a hard copy of the proxy
form, please email:
customerservices@
electoralreform.co.uk or
telephone: 0208 889 9203 in
April and a form will be sent to
you with a reply paid envelope.
A copy of the proxy form,
the AGM Notice and Annual
Report and Statutory Accounts
will also be available on the
Institute‘s website, www.tax.
org.uk from mid April.
Please note that hard copies
of the proxy voting form will no
longer be sent to all members
with Tax Adviser.

New Glasgow branch
chair appointed
BRANCHES

The CIOT/ATT Glasgow
branch has appointed a new
chair. Jillian McAulay, a Tax
Manager with EY (pictured),
takes over from Andrew
Ford, who has been chair of
the branch for the past two
years.
She has been a member
of the branch committee
since 2014 and within EY,
specialises in corporation
tax, primarily tax accounting.
During his time as chair,
Andrew has overseen the
growth for the Glasgow
Branch, working to reestablish links with HMRC
in the area and to maintain
CIOT’s relationship with ICAS
through the monthly Glasgow

Jillian McAulay

Tax Forum.
Two events – on Enquiries
and a Spring Tax Update – will
round off the committee’s
programme of events for
2017/18.
To find out more about
the work of the Glasgow
branch and its programme of
events for 2018/19, contact
glasgow@tax.org.uk.
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ATT

ADIT at IFA 2018 USA Annual Conference
and Energy Tax Symposium
EVENT

For the first time ADIT exhibited
at the USA Branch of the
International Fiscal Association
Annual Conference, which
was held in combination with
the Energy Tax Symposium, in
Houston from 21-23 February
2018. The conference was
attended by more than 200 tax
leaders and professionals and
featured prominent speakers
from private practice, industry
and government. ADIT has
otherwise been a regular
participant at the IFA Annual
Congresses since first exhibiting
in 2010.
The conference focused on
recent tax law and regulatory
changes in the United States,
including tax reform, proposed
new regulatory packages, and
the latest treaty developments.
Murray Clayson CTA, President,
International Fiscal Association,
and partner at Freshfields
Bruckhaus Deringer in London,
participated in a panel on

Murray Clayson CTA

income taxation and tax reform
in the energy industry, and
stopped by the ADIT exhibition
stand during the conference.
The ADIT exhibition stand
promoted the qualification
to new audiences in the US,
and participants were very

interested to learn more about
ADIT and how it is the only
independent certification for
international taxation in the
world.
The growing links
between ADIT and leading
US universities teaching

international tax were
demonstrated as we met with
several prominent international
tax academics from across
the US, including Philip
Postlewaite of Northwestern
Pritzker School of Law, Reuven
Avi-Yonah of University of
Michigan Law School, Peter
Barnes of Duke University
School of Law, and Jose
Aldrich of Florida International
University. We also met with
Brigitte Muehlmann of Babson
College who is the Academic
Liaison from the US IFA
Executive Committee which
works to promote international
taxation as a career choice
and to develop and enhance
international tax syllabi for use
by educational institutions,
amongst other objectives.
The IFA USA Branch is
the largest IFA branch, with
approximately 1,200 members
and also holds one or two joint
meetings each year with an IFA
branch from another country.

ATT

First student to pass ATT Foundation
Qualification in Personal Taxation
EDUCATION

In October 2017, in partnership
with Tolley Exam Training,
the ATT launched a suite
of standalone Foundation
Qualifications in Personal
Taxation and Business Taxation
to sit alongside the Foundation
in VAT Compliance. Each of the
three Foundation Qualifications
is split into four online learning
modules. Each module is tested
online before you move to the
next. Once all have been passed
you complete a final Certificate
exam.
Andrew Millington, 18, of
Wigan, became the first student

to complete the Personal Tax
Foundation Qualification in just
five weeks. Andrew said that
he found the course interesting
and manageable and it gave
him a real insight into tax as
a career. He now intends to
continue with his tax studies
by taking the Foundation
Qualification in Business Tax.
Andrew is undertaking his
ATT Apprenticeship (Level 4
Professional Taxation Technician)
with RSM.
In addition to the three
Foundation Qualifications, ATT
has also extended the reach of
the VAT Compliance Diploma
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to include the Gulf Cooperation
Council states. In the first two
months since the launch of the
diploma, over 600 students
have signed up to take this new
qualification.

Andrew Millington

CIOT

Fellows’ Dinner
EVENT

The eighth Fellows’ dinner
will take place at Innholders’
Hall on Thursday 12 July
2018. Please visit www.tax.

org.uk/fellowsdinner2018
or contact Lisa Drakley at
events@ciot.org.uk to sign
up for this popular and
prestigious event.
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BRIDGE THE GAP

An evening with Lord Hodge
CHARITY

Penny Hamilton, Past President
of the CIOT, reports on an
event held by the two tax
advice charities to thank their
supporters and volunteers.
87 supporters of TaxAid and
Tax Help for Older People’s
Bridge the Gap campaign
gathered in Grays Inn on
26 February for an evening
with Lord Hodge JSC. The
proceedings were opened by
Steve Edge, patron of Bridge
the Gap, who explained
that the evening was not
a fundraising event but an
opportunity to thank those
who had supported a campaign
which, he said, was ‘a way for
the tax profession to be seen
to be doing good’. He set the
context by reminding us that,
on that bitterly cold night,
some of the charities’ potential
clients were sleeping rough. He
introduced Lord Hodge, who
told us that he did not wish
to give a lecture. Instead he
would introduce four topics of
current interest and then have
an exchange of views with the
audience. It is impossible to
do justice to the breadth and
depth of his address, and the
ensuing discussion, in a onepage article and what follows
is a distillation of a fascinating
hour.
His first topic was
‘Fundamental rights in the
common law’ and how the
Human Rights Act had changed
the approach of the courts.
He explained that, before the
incorporation of the ECHR
by the HRA, the concepts of
inalienable rights, and the
balance between the public
interest and individual rights,
had been alien to UK common
law. The effect of the HRA had
been to heighten the demand
for personal autonomy and
this had altered the common
law. He cited Campbell v Mirror
Group Newspapers, which had
introduced a common law right
to privacy, and Montgomery,
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John Whiting, Penny Hamilton, Lord Hodge and Steve Edge

which had overturned
the law on the need for
informed consent for medical
procedures. He said the HRA
had also been criticised as
leading to the ‘legalisation of
politics’ because it had given
judges the responsibility of
interpreting and applying ECHR
principles. This had led to
calls for political involvement
in judicial appointments to
ensure that the senior courts
were more representative,
and to stronger demands for a
written constitution.
Lord Hodge’s second
topic was ‘The rule of law
and the lessons of the Brexit
litigation’. Having considered
whether the press coverage
of the Gina Millar case had
caused any lasting damage,
his answer was ‘yes and
no’. He thought that the
international publicity
given to the UK’s press
coverage might have dented
the reputation of the UK
legal system but that this
would pass; and that only
time would tell whether
the suggestion, implicit or
explicit, of judicial bias had
undermined confidence in
the impartiality of judicial
decision-making. The events
in 2016 had certainly done
nothing to encourage lawyers
to become judges when
recruitment and retention
of senior judges had become
a very serious problem but,

overall, he believed that the
rule of law had not suffered
any long-term damage. He
reminded us how privileged we
were to live in the UK.
The third topic was ‘Access
to justice’, which, as confirmed
by the Supreme Court in the
UNISON case on Tribunal
fees, was a fundamental
constitutional principle. But
how could this be achieved?
The decline in public funding
since 2008 did not help but
neither legal aid, nor the
immensely valuable pro-bono
legal work, could cure the
problem of access to justice.
This was because the UK’s
much admired adversarial
legal system depended on
skilful lawyers, which involved
a cost beyond the reach of
most individuals and SMEs.
One possible answer was the
proposed ‘Online Solutions
Court’ for civil claims (but
not tax appeals) of less than
£25,000 but this would depend
on the quality of the software.
Lord Hodge’s final topic
was ’The contributions of
the tax charities’. In his
view the need of the elderly
and vulnerable for help in
dealing with their tax affairs
was an aspect of access
to justice. He described
the ’fascinating’ morning
he had spent in the TaxAid
office and acknowledged the
value to both taxpayer and to
HMRC of the help provided,

commenting that there must
be a ‘huge unmet need out in
the community’ which TaxAid
and Tax Help could assist. He
thanked all those who had
helped ‘these two very worthy
charities’.
John Whiting then joined
Lord Hodge and, with his usual
skill, led a lively discussion on
the four topics. This extended
to other matters such as the
appetite of Supreme Court
Justices for tax cases, the
Rangers case and costs in the
FtT.
I concluded by thanking
Lord Hodge, John Whiting
and the generous sponsors
who had wholly funded
the evening: Pump Court
Tax Chambers, Temple Tax
Chambers, Slaughter and May,
Field Court Tax Chambers,
Gray’s Inn Tax Chambers
and 11 New Square. I also
reminded the audience that
TaxAid was 25 years old and
that, over the past 25 years,
the two charities had helped
250,000 people. To enable
them to continue the work
which Lord Hodge which had
described as ‘essential’, the
Bridge the Gap campaign
needed to raise £250,000 a
year for a further three years.
You can donate to Bridge the
Gap at https://www.bridge-thegap.org.uk/HowToHelp.html
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Branch events

APR–MAY 2018

Where do you get your CPD?

Does your firm provide your CPD needs? Have you tried a local Branch event before? Would you like the
opportunity to meet with CTAs, ATTs and other professionals in your local network? Why not go along to a
local Branch event. Below we have listed branch events taking place up to 15 May 2018. However, please
visit your local branch website as there may be some events which have been planned since this list was
sent to print. Please note that advance booking is essential for all Branch events.

Aberdeen

Hampshire

Monday 23 April
Finance Bill
Martin Findlay
12.30-13.45

Thursday 19 April
How to generate new work
and raise your profile
John Morris
18.00-20.00

Birmingham & W Midlands
Thursday 10 May
Employment taxes update
16.00-18.15

Bristol

Monday 14 May
AGM and employment tax
update
Steve Ashworth &
Andrew Wade
18.00-19.15

Commerce and Industry
Monday 14 May
VAT update
Fiona Heron
16.45-19.00

Cumbria & SW Scotland
Thursday 19 April
VAT update
Neil Owen
13.30-17.00
Thursday 10 May
Hot tax tips
Giles Mooney
13.30-17.00

East Anglia

Thursday 19 April
Day Conference
Giles Mooney
9.00-17.00
Tuesday 8 May
Inheritance tax and trusts
(joint meeting with STEP)
Lesley King
14.00-17.00

Essex

Tuesday 24 April
Employment tax update
Susan Ball
18.00-20.00

Glasgow

Tuesday 15 May
Spring update by ICAS
12.30-13.30

Severn Valley

Tuesday 17 April
IHT and trusts update
Chris Erwood
14.00-17.15

Somerset & Dorset

Thursday 19 April
Current tax cases (and
Branch AGM)
Keith Gordon
16.30-19.30

Harrow & North London
Thursday 26 April
Finance Bill 2018
Robert Jamieson
17.30-20.30
Thursday 3 May
Future of LLP in
tax planning
Anne Fairpo
18.45-20.15

South London & Surrey
Monday 14 May
Current consultations
Guildford
Richard Wild
18.30-20.00

Leeds

Wednesday 25 April
Updated Professional
Conduct rules in relation
to taxation
Emma Rawson & Rachel
Frusher
18.00-19.30

London

Wednesday 18 April
Structuring corporate sales
and acquisitions in 2018
Peter Rayney
18.00-19.00

South Wales

Wednesday 18 April
Trusts and tax planning
(joint meeting with STEP)
Robert Jamieson
14.00-17.00

Mid Anglia

Wednesday 18 April
Share and business
valuations
Jenny Nelder
14.00-17.30

Tuesday 15 May
Employment taxes
Conference
Paula Letorey
09.30-17.00

Wednesday 9 May
Finance Act 2018
Giles Mooney
15.00-18.00

Manchester

Thursday 19 April
Inheritance tax update
Ian Maston
17.30-19.30

Monday 16 April
Tax case update
Keith Gordon
16.00-19.00

Merseyside

Wednesday 18 April
Cheese and wine tasting
18.30-21.00

Tuesday 24 April
Tax planning for the
shareholders of private
businesses
Pete Miller
14.00-17.00
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North East England

Northern Ireland

Wednesday 18 April
Topical issues in VAT
Mike Thexton
17.15-19.15

Scottish Borders

Thursday 10 May
2018 Finance Act
update
Charlotte Barbour
15.00-16.45

South West England

Wednesday 18 April
Corporate tax update
Nigel Popplewell
15.45-19.00

Suffolk

Tuesday 15 May
Penalties
Will Silsby
18.30-20.00

Sussex

Thursday 26 April
Finance Act and tax update
Richard Horton
18.30-20.00

Thames Valley

Monday 23 April
Recent tax issues for property
businesses and land transactions
Oxford
Carlton Collister
18.30-20.00
Monday 14 May
Finance Bill 2018
Oxford
Robert Jamieson
18.30-20.00
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Private Client Tax Senior Manager
London
£80,000 – £90,000

Tax & Trust Planning Senior Manager
London
£Excellent + Bens

One of the UK’s premier Private Client accountancy
firms is keen to recruit an additional CTA qualified
Personal Tax Senior Manager. The individual will
undertake ad hoc advisory work for an impressive client
base of UHNW entrepreneurs, non doms, PE clients and
landed wealth. Scope exists to progress to Director grade
with genuine partnership opportunities. Ref 4643

Highly-respected Trust & Estate Planning team seeks
a Senior Tax & Trust Manager, to provide IHT, CGT,
trusts and estate planning advice to an impressive list
of domestic and international clients. You are likely to
be a STEP qualified CTA or Solicitor, with extensive
advisory experience and keen to pursue your career with
a high-profile firm. Ref 608

Personal Tax Manager / Senior Manager
Bristol
£Excellent + Bens

Private Client Tax Manager
West End
To £70,000 + Bens

An opportunity to join the thriving Private Client Tax
team of one of Bristol’s prominent accountancy firms.
Advise entrepreneurial HNWIs on CGT and IHT
planning, domicile/residence/remittance, transactionrelated private client work and extraction of wealth from
businesses. Get involved with marketing and business
development. The role would suit an experienced CTA
Manager or year one Senior Manager. Ref 4645

Do you enjoy providing capital taxes planning
advice to HNW entrepreneurs and non doms? This
prominent accountancy firm undertakes high quality
UK and international Private Client tax advisory work
and offers swift progression to talented advisers. They
are keen to appoint an additional CTA Private Client
Tax Manager with good UK res non dom planning
knowledge. Ref 4623

Personal Tax Manager – Advisory
Guildford
£Excellent

Trust Manager
Tunbridge Wells
£Excellent + Bens + Flexi Working

Advise dynamic entrepreneurial private clients,
without trekking into London. Our client is a highprofile accountancy firm, whose Guildford office
acts for new money UHNWIs, many of whom are
UK res non doms. They seek a CTA Manager with
strong experience of advising on remittance, domicile/
residence, offshore structuring, PICs. Ref 4553

This award-winning Private Client team offers
exposure to a high-quality portfolio of UK trusts.
They seek a Manager to oversee the provision of trust
accounts, tax and administration services, as well as ad
hoc planning. The STEP qualification is preferable but
not essential. Scope exists to work 4 or 5 days a week
and flexi hours are possible. Ref 603

Many of the instructions we receive are on an exclusive
basis. For details of these and other opportunities,
please visit our website or contact:
E: michaelhowells@howellsconsulting.co.uk
T: (020) 7408 9474

www.howellsconsulting.co.uk

OMB Tax Advisory Senior
Leeds – To £35,000 + bonus

Personal Tax Manager
Leeds – £excellent

This successful independent firm is looking for a recently
qualified ACA/CTA/ICAS tax consultant to work on tax
advisory projects for OMBs. You will draft reports and give
advice to clients, covering areas such as initial company
structuring (sole trader, partnership or limited company and
the associated tax issues), advising growing businesses on tax
reliefs, dealing with tax restructuring and transactional tax
issues, succession planning and the mitigation of CGT and
IHT. This is a great role that will give you exposure to some
really interesting technical issues. Call Alison Ref: 2535

This independent accountancy firm in the centre of Leeds
is looking for a personal tax specialist to manage the tax
compliance service for the firm’s portfolio of clients. You
must have man management experience, as you will act
as a mentor, manager and technical sounding board for
the personal tax team. You will maintain and develop the
excellent relationship the firm already has with its clients.
You will be CTA/ACA/ATT/STEP qualified or qualified by
experience. A 4 day working week will also be considered.
Call Alison Ref: 2586

In-House Corporate Tax Manager
Preston – To £45,000 + benefits

Corporate Tax Senior
Leeds – To £36,000 + benefits

This in-house tax team is looking for an ACA/CTA/ICAS
qualified corporate tax manager to undertake a primarily corporate
tax planning and compliance role, although there will be some
exposure to indirect tax issues. You will manage the corporate
tax compliance for the group and prepare/review the Group
consolidated corporation tax and deferred tax provisions. You will
also provide input to the Group’s responses to HMRC consultation
documents, ensure compliance with SAO requirements,
communicate tax related issues to a non finance audience and
manage junior team members. Call Alison Ref: 2585

City centre based tax team seeks a recently qualified ACA/
CTA/ICAS corporate tax professional. You will be responsible
for a portfolio of multi national and large UK groups, and
will undertake the compliance and advisory work on these
clients. You will get exposure to complex compliance issues
and advisory work covering transfer pricing, international
tax, R&D, planning for corporate groups and M&A work.
This is a fantastic next step on the career ladder for candidates
who are looking for their next challenge after passing the
professional exams. Call Alison Ref: 2594

Personal Tax Senior
Leeds – To £23,000

Corporate Tax Senior
Leeds – To £36,000 + benefits

Our client is a well regarded independent firm based in Leeds.
They seek a tax specialist with circa 3 years’ personal tax
experience. In this role, you will deal with the self assessment
compliance work and also assist more senior staff with research
for tax planning. Study support may be available for the right
candidate. You will need experience of the preparation of
self assessment tax returns and dealing directly with clients.
Experience of dealing with the tax affairs for the medical
sector would also be advantageous. Call Alison Ref: 2596

This large tax team is looking for a recently qualified CTA/
ACA/ICAS tax professional to join their corporate tax team.
You will ideally have a mixed tax background with experience
of dealing with business taxes and the tax issues affecting
OMBs. A lot of the role deals with the overlap between
private companies and their owners, and as such will provide
you with an interesting and challenging mix of work. This role
would suit someone doing a mixed tax role in an independent
firm, looking to move to a larger firm. Call Alison Ref: 2595

Tax Lawyer – O to 2 years’ PQE
Leeds – £42,000 to £48,000 + benefits

Trust Manager
Leeds – £40,000 to £48,000 + benefits

Well regarded commercial law firm seeks a tax lawyer to join
its team. Will consider a newly qualified with a minimum
of a seat in tax up to someone with c. 2 years’ pqe. This
firm offers a great grounding in tax work – from transaction
support to all round corporate tax, SDLT, VAT, international
tax issues and employment tax including share plan work.
There is plenty of scope for development in the role, and it
is in a friendly supportive team. Call Georgiana Ref: 2591

Our client is a well regarded law firm which is known for its
private client practice. They seek a trust manager to run the
admin accounts and tax for a portfolio of trusts and HNW
families. The potential to also do probate work. Part-time
or flexible working considered. Great clients and interesting
work. You need proven UK trust experience – STEP or ATT
an advantage. As well as trust work, you will also manage tax
for HNW individuals. Call Georgiana Ref: 2589

In-house Tax Manager
Cheshire – £50,000 to £60,000 +bens + bonus

Tax Partner Designate
Stockport

Our client is the in-house tax team in a major international
business. This team seeks an experienced manager who can help
run the corporate tax affairs for a portfolio of the companies
within the group which are based in the UK and Ireland. This
includes management of the corporate tax compliance and
accounting, SAO reporting, liaison with HMRC, assisting the
tax director with advisory work, R&D claims and some TP
work. Would consider 4 day week. Call Georgiana Ref: 2562

Key role in an independent firm helping lead their private client
practice. This role is advisory focused, and would suit someone
with strong technical skills who enjoys variety when it comes to
tax work. You will need an all round knowledge of personal tax
issues including trusts and issues related to family run businesses.
It’s likely that you will be CTA qualified ( or equivalent), with a
background in UK tax. Simply a lovely opportunity with clear
scope for promotion to partner. Call Georgiana Ref: 2599

Tax Senior
Mexborough, South Yorkshire – £excellent

VAT Managers, Manchester and Leeds
£40,000 to £50,000 + benefits

Our client is an independent firm based in Mexborough,
South Yorkshire. They seek a tax senior to run a portfolio
of predominantly personal tax cases, with some corporate
and business tax. Ideally, you will already have a couple of
years of tax experience gained in practice or HMRC. You
may be a more experienced senior looking for flexible hours
and a work life balance, or someone who is ATT qualified
and looking for study support to complete CTA. Friendly
tax team and good quality work. Call Georgiana Ref: 2588

Indirect tax specialists sought by Top 20 firm. Both the
Leeds and Manchester office have vacancies. Really good
client base ranging from Plcs to OMBs to public sector
work. In this role, you will proactively assist clients to be
compliant and VAT efficient, and represent their interests to
resolve complex or contentious matters with HM Revenue
& Customs. Would consider individuals trained in HMRC,
practice or industry. This practice can offer part time or
flexible working arrangements. Call Georgiana Ref: 2600

Tax Director
Stockton on Tees – c. £60,000 + benefits
Large independent accountancy firm seeks a qualified tax
professional to lead their tax team. Ideally, you will have an
all round background in OMB tax – with the ability to deal
with corporate tax advisory work while also managing and
developing a team of experienced personal tax and payroll
staff. You may currently work in corporate or mixed tax in
a larger accountancy practice and be looking for a director
appointment. Prospects for further promotion for the right
individual. Call Georgiana Ref: 2544

MAGNETIC
NORTH

GUI DI NG YO U TO T H E BE S T TA X JO BS IN T HE NO RT H O F ENGLAND

CORPORATE TAX MANAGER
LEEDS

To £48,000
A great opportunity for a corporate tax Manager (or an ambitious Assistant Manager)
to join this international firm’s Leeds office. In this client facing role you will manage a
varied corporate tax portfolio including large international clients and SMEs and will be
involved in both compliance and advisory work. A great opportunity to take your career
to the next level!
REF: A2740

IN-HOUSE CORP’ TAX MANAGER
NEAR CHESTER

To £60,000
You will take full responsibly for corporation tax for the group, reporting directly to
the Head of Tax, in this varied role covering UK & international tax, transfer pricing,
restructuring, and M&A activities. Would suit an enthusiastic qualified tax professional
looking for a new in-house tax role.
REF: R2762

PRIVATE CLIENT ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR PERSONAL TAX SENIOR
MANCHESTER

To £65,000
Our client, a prominent top 10 firm, is looking to recruit an experienced private client
specialist. You will take the lead on the delivery of advisory projects, manage and
develop junior staff members and provide support in business development. An exciting
time to join this growing team.
REF: A2770

HUDDERSFIELD
£dep on exp
Highly regarded independent practice looking to recruit an experienced personal tax senior
who can hit the ground running and manage a portfolio of HNWIs and other complex
personal tax clients. You should be a team player with good client handling skills and a
minimum of 5 years personal tax experience.
REF: A2717

MIXED TAX SENIOR

PRIVATE CLIENT MANAGER OR SM

To £35,000 dep on exp
Truly varied role that will involve both corporate and personal tax compliance work and
providing support on a wide range of advisory projects in areas such as remuneration planning,
R&D, reorganisations and share schemes. Would suit a recently qualified CTA looking to gain
exposure to advisory work in a supportive and friendly environment.
REF: A2772

CHESHIRE

IN-HOUSE VAT ANALYST

CORPORATE TAX MANAGER

CHESHIRE

LEEDS

Circa £40,000
A fantastic opportunity for a VAT consultant to make the move in-house. Supporting the Indirect
Tax Manager, you will be dealing with a range of compliance work, including the co-ordination
and submission of quarterly VAT returns to HMRC, as well as ensuring VAT issues arising within
the business are dealt with through appropriate channels.
REF: R2753

To £75,000 plus bonus - dep on exp
Our client enjoys a first-class reputation for the quality of their tax advice and they operate
in a fast-paced environment. They currently seek a Manager or Senior Manager with strong
capital taxes experience and offer an excellent package and scope for career progression. Will
suit a self-confident CTA with strong tax technical skills.
REF: M2773

PRESTON

To £48,000
At this growing in-house tax team, you will be responsible for delivering tax compliance and
advisory services within a sizeable group. The role will include corporate tax planning / advice
as well as preparing CT comps and CT600 returns for 40+ companies. Our client will consider
full or part time applicants (4 days a week).
REF: R2769

Tel: 0333 939 0190 Web: www.taxrecruit.co.uk
Mike Longman FCA CTA: mike@taxrecruit.co.uk; Ian Riley ACA: ian@taxrecruit.co.uk; Alison Riordan: alison@taxrecruit.co.uk

